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Abstract
The process of charging a polymer solution to draw a filament is known as electrospinning.
Electrospinning is capable of producing a continuously depositing jet of controllable micron and submicron diameters. As fiber deposits, a nonwoven mat of randomly oriented fibers in two dimensions is
generated. The mat is mechanically robust and suitable for a wide variety of applications due to its high
surface area to mass ratio, controllable size scale and surface chemistry, and large void fraction. The
number of publications on the topic of electrospinning continues to grow exponentially, as the
experimental apparatus is relatively inexpensive to assemble and 1 mm thick fiber mats can be
generated in as little as 2 hours. Many publications have focused on potential applications or the
processing of specific materials. Some publications have reported on the hydrodynamics and physics of
the electrospinning process, leading to an increased control of fiber diameter and morphology. One
area that remains relatively unexplored is pore diameter and porosity within the fiber mat. The present
work explores characterizing and controlling void space in electrospun materials and the use of these
materials in the field of tissue engineering.
Characterization and prediction of overall void fraction and individual pore diameter is first
addressed. Mercury porosimetry was used to establish two physical parameters useful in
electrospinning applications: average pore diameter and peak pore diameter. Average pore diameter
refers to the volume-weighted average determined by the volumetric profile. Peak pore diameter is the
pore diameter at which the largest amount of void volume becomes accessible. The accuracy of
mercury porosimetry was also addressed, leading to a method of data correction for buckling of pores
under the significant pressure generated by mercury porosimetry.
Having characterized and predicted the void statistics for as-spun materials, the second portion
of this work sought to use post-processing techniques to alter the effective pore diameter. Two
components - poly(E-caprolactone) and poly(ethylene oxide) - were electrospun together, either from a

common polymer solution or adjacent fluid jets on to a common target. Water was used to selectively
remove the poly(ethylene oxide) component in both systems, with vastly different results. Mats
electrospun from a common solution saw an increasing reduction in the void diameter with increasing
poly(ethylene oxide) removal due to poly(E-caprolactone) chain rearrangement and contraction of the
polymer fibers, up to a pore diameter reduction of 80%. Mats produced by the dual jet method saw
both an increase and decrease of the effective pore diameter depending on processing conditions.
These experiments represent the first steps by researchers to specifically tailor pore diameter
independent of porosity or fiber diameter.
The final portion of this thesis deals with the use of electrospun materials as 3-Dimensional
tissue engineering scaffolds. An effective perfusion technique was developed for the seeding and
infiltration of cells into multiple electrospun mats simultaneously, with 100% efficiency. This represents
an enormous advantage over conventional seeding methods.

Human Dermal Fibroblasts were seeded

into scaffolds of drastically varied fiber diameter (300nm to 8 pm) and morphology (beaded vs. uniform
diameter). Despite cells spreading along large fibers instead of developing multiple attachment points
between fibers, cell proliferation was greatest in scaffolds with pore diameters greater than 6 p~m. At
the same time, mats with pore diameters less than 12 pm observed the greatest extracellular matrix
growth. Additional investigation would be well-served to determine optimal parameters for cell
dispersion and reproduction throughout the electrospun template across multiple cell phenotypes.
Thesis Supervisor: Gregory C. Rutledge
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Chapter I
Introduction
1.1 Opening Remarks
Four letter words always seem to turn heads on a crowded street. Whether it is a bystander
exclaiming "fire" near a burning building, a police officer shouting "stop" to a criminal, or more colorful
variations during outbursts of frustrations and anger, attention is always garnered. The scientific
equivalent isthe prefix, "nano". In the 1980's and early 90's, "micro" was considered cutting-edge,
especially with the mainstream popularization of the microchip in personal computers. As time wore
on, scientists began breaking into the nanoscale, studying individual phenomena and shaping directed
features in order to derive a specific outcome. The results have once again grabbed the attention not
only of the scientific world, but the general public as well. A Google search of the word "nano"
generates over 100 million hits. Commercial products featuring the word nano line store shelves in all
forms, from music players to khakis (a product that was the source of a humorous-but-misguided
Popular Science article in 2004 entitled "Little Robots in Your Pants"). Whether or not these products
actually employ "nanotechnology" isanother story. Nanotechnology research alone topped out at $8.6
billion in 2004 according to Lux Research, and the number will only continue to go up. Nano has
unmistakably become a trendy four letter word.
Moving back into the scientific arena, one particular area of nanotechnology interest has been
the creation of small-diameter fibers from a process called electrospinning. Fibers created by the
electrospinning process can vary in size from 10's of nanometers to 10's of micrometers (moving beyond
the limits of nanotechnology, but important nonetheless). The simplicity of the technology as well as
the low startup cost relative to most engineering research has made it a popular area of study. Utilizing
nanoscale fibers may appear at first glance to be quite troublesome (threading a nano-needle with a
nano-fiber seems nary impossible), but the manner in which those fibers are built up generates a
tangible 3-dimensional product capable of being utilized in an immense number of applications. Many
of these applications are not focused exclusively on utilizing the small diameter of the fibers themselves,
but the tiny void spaces in-between the fibers. Consequently, understanding the dynamics and
parameters that control the frequency and size of these voids isof utter importance to advancing new
technologies.

1.2 Thesis Overview
The proceeding thesis details the authors work in multiple areas of electrospinning technology
and applications with a focus on porosity and void statistics. Chapters 2 and 3 further outline the
motivation behind the thesis as well as the current state-of-the-art technology. Chapter 4 describes the
characterization and modeling of void sizes in electrospun fabrics. Chapter 5 presents work on
modifying void sizes using processing and post-processing techniques. Chapter 6 examines the effect of
varying mat architecture on one specific field: tissue engineering. Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis
results and outlines suggestions for future work. References are listed at the end of individual chapters.
1.3 Disclaimer
This thesis research was supported by the Nicholas G. and Dorothea K. Dumbros Scholarship and
Fellowship Fund as well as the U.S. Army through the Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies, under
Contract DAAD-19-02-D-0002 with the U.S. Army Research Office. The content does not necessarily
reflect the position of the U.S. Government, and no official endorsement should be inferred.

Chapter II
Thesis Motivations & Objectives
2.1 Thesis Motivations
Despite its inceptions in the early

20

th

Centuryl 4, the process of forming polymer fiber from

electrical-jet spinning has only recently garnered significant research attention and funding. Much of
the credit for the surge is given to Jayesh Doshi and Darrell Reneker for their work at the University of
Akron in the mid-1990's 57 . A search of "electrospun fibers" from 1990-2001 turns up a succinct group
of researchers: Reneker, Doshi and an assortment of University of Akron graduate students, Alexander
Yarin 8'9, Heidi Schreuder-Gisbon 1o, Joe Deitzel"'

3

, Wnek and Bowlin14 , 15, and the group of Shin,

Hohman, Brenner, and Rutledge 6 -8 . While these researchers would continue to publish at the start of
the new millennium, many new names would be joining them. A search on SciFinder Scholar of the
term "electrosp* fibers" (allowing for "electrospinning", "electrospun", and all other variations of the
tense) shows an exponential increase in the number of yearly publications between 1995 and 2007
(Figure 2.1). In fact, there were almost as many publications in 2001 (42) as the entire preceding decade
(57). The first % of 2008 saw 698 additional publications, putting it on pace to continue the trend.
~
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The motivation behind the surge of interest in electrospinning technology is easy to pinpoint. A
bare-bones experimental setup can consist of as little as a glass pipette, polymer in solution, some
aluminum foil and grounding cables, and a power source. The so-called "simple" setup is even capable
of generating the same dimension and quality of polymer fibers as a top-of-the-line workup that
features a syringe pump, climate-controlled enclosure, electrical multimeter, and all other wonders of
modern science. Add the ability to produce continuous structures with a sub-micron size scale, the
novelty of electron microscope images (which all end up looking the same over time), and the ability to
hypothesize all manner of future applications (some of which were not quite on par with the space
elevator, but close) and the stage was set for a feeding-frenzy of research interest.
Early publications focused on the production of specific materials, physically modifying the
experimental setup and studying the effect on the output, and testing fiber mats for specific
applications. Publications that focused on modeling and quantifying the electrospinning process
emerged around 2001, and it appeared that the technology was well on its way to being fully
theoretically explored. As time passed, however, the number of articles on the rudimentary procedures
of spinning did not decrease; it increased despite the lack of truly novel revelations in the
electrospinning process and its products. Electrospun mats were tested and quantified on an individual
basis instead of examining overarching trends from material to material or between varying fiber
dimensions. Due to the incredibly complex and seemingly random fiber whipping and formation
process, few researchers strove to link theoretical and experimental findings relative to the number of
researchers who sought to get material published in the field. The result was a glut of bare-bone
publications on findings of tensile stress, average fiber diameter, and possibly cellular growth on the
surface over an increasingly diverse number of materials. While this had the potential to create an
encyclopedia of information on the electrospinning of materials for future applications research, small
changes in the experimental setup produces drastically different results. Replicating the result of one
researcher's experiment is extremely difficult (nary impossible) without the same set of processing
equipment. In many cases it is more expedient to start from scratch than replicate another researcher's
findings when producing a specific material.
Nonwoven electrospun fabrics feature great promise for a multitude of applications due to its
small and tunable feature size, low density (high void fraction), immense surface area to weight ratio,
short processing times, and low production costs. In order for these breakthroughs to occur, a deeper
understanding of the physical dynamics of the mat is required. Ironically, the least-studied aspect of

electrospun products is probably the most vital: porosity. Fewer than 5 publications have been
produced thus far that devote any significant attention to understanding or controlling void fraction,
and even then none of them address a deeper metric of porosity: average void size1
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. All manner of

nanofiber mat applications in some way revolve around packing of fibers, accessibility of void space, or
bulk density of the product. The lack of interest in the area is not without reason: accurately quantifying
void statistics can be difficult, time consuming, inaccurate, and even dangerous. Unfortunately, none of
these justify exclusion from examination. In order for electrospun fabrics to be of significant use in
filtration, catalysis, chemical and biological agent detection, clothing, or (the most prolifically published
application) tissue engineering, the dynamics of void size and porosity with respect to processing
parameters and fiber dimensions must be characterized and understood.
2.2 Thesis Objectives
This thesis aims to explore the dynamics of the void statistics in electrospun materials. A
scientific emphasis has been placed in the fundamental study of as-spun materials. From an
applications standpoint, the product architecture and its effect on cell growth for tissue engineering will
be explored. The specific aims are as follows:
1.

Examining the relationship between porosity, pore diameter, and fiber diameter, with careful
focus on the experimental and theoretical characterization and accuracy of these values.

2. Using post-processing techniques as a means of altering the as-spun pore diameter independent
of other scaffold parameters.
3.

Investigating the effect of pore diameter on cell proliferation in 3-Dimensional electrospun
constructs seeded using a perfusion bioreactor, as well as the effect of scaffold architecture on
cell growth and viability.
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Chapter III
State of the Art
3.1 Electrospinning
The ability to generate polymer fibers from an electrically charged jet, known widely as
electrospinning, was discovered and patented in various forms at the beginning of the

2 0 th

Century 1 2.

The first patents were developed by Cooley and Morton, and deal primarily with the dispersion of
electrically charged fluids. Zeleny published the first known scientific papers on electrically charged fluid
jets3. Formhals' patents in the 1930's and 40's 4-7, along with Norton 8 (who addressed specific work with
polymer melts), round out the earliest work in the field.
Little research was performed in the electrospinning field for nearly 50 years, until its
popularization by Darrell Reneker in 19959. By 2001 the number of electrospinning publications was
growing exponentially every year, with focuses ranging from generating fibers of new materials to
experimental and theoretical characterization. Publication interests quickly turned to applications of
electrospun mats, with topics including a micro air vehicle wing'0 , self-detoxifying membranes", cardiac
valve membranes 12 , wound dressings61 , and hollow nerve guidance pathways 3 . Exploitation of the
surface chemistry and mat architecture lead to the creation of a superhyrdophobic surface'4

-s

,

protective barrier membranes16 , and thin-film batteries60 . All applications - those in development and
those yet to be uncovered - are dependent upon the results of the electrospinning process.
The rudimentary phenomenon behind the electrospinning process is the use of charge in order
to draw a polymer solution into a thin polymer fiber. A filament of polymer solution will concentrate
charges at the surface when a potential is added. Surface charges repel one another, leading to the
elongation of the filament. The form and fashion by which additional elongational and restoring forces
are imparted upon the jet, as well as the rate at which polymer solution undergoes charging varies
between different experimental protocols. A base scenario will be established for the sake of simplicity
in order to accurately describe the expansive set of variables.

Figure 3.1: Parallel-plate electrospinning apparatus

The versatility of the electrospinning process presents a unique opportunity to synthesize
different constructs from a wide variety of materials and with a great degree of control.

Figure 3.1

presents a basic parallel-plate electrospinning setup. Polymer solution (a) is pumped through a steel
nozzle located in a plate maintained at a high electric potential (b), where the solution develops excess
electric charge. Charging is provided by a DC power supply (c). At the tip of the protruding nozzle the
meniscus is deformed into a cone of fluid called the Taylor cone (d), from which a single jet of solution
proceeds downfield toward the grounded target (e). After a period of linear elongation (f), the jet gives
way to "whipping" (g). Solvent evaporates from the jet during the whipping process and fiber is
deposited on the grounded target as solid polymer. A multimeter (h) in series with a resistor measures
the current conducted by the jet for purposes of monitoring jet stability.

Fibers build up on the

grounded target, depositing with random directionality. The final product is a tangible nonwoven mat
with high porosity ("70%-90%). Figure 3.1 represents the electrospinning apparatus that was used for
the present thesis work, unless otherwise noted.

Many variations can be made on the experimental protocol presented above. The charged plate
and grounded target do not need to be arranged vertically; they can instead be oriented horizontally
from one another. By placing them in a vertical orientation it is possible to properly equate the force of
gravity on the elongating jet and the grounded target can be placed directly underneath the charged
plate (no additional "aiming" Is required). A large number of early (and some current) researchers used
a glass pipette in place of a syringe and syringe pump as the delivery vessel of polymer solution to the
charged source. A syringe pump adds the luxury of controlling solution flow rate, an integral component
in dictating fiber diameter.
Another dramatic distinction between experimental assemblies is the presence of the charged
plate. As the name suggests, a "parallel plate" apparatus is used to create a more uniform electric field
between the source and the grounded target. A copper wire or other conductive component is capable
of dispersing charge to the polymer solution from the power source; the difference is in the resulting
electric field lines. Finally, a rotating mandrel target is often used to collect the fibers in order to create
align fibers along a single direction. Figure 3.2 presents Scanning Electron Microscope images of
samples collected on a rotating mandrel (3.2a) versus a stationary target (3.2b).

Figure 3.2: Electrospun Fiber Scanning Electron Microscope Images.
a) Aligned fibers from a rotating mandrel17 . Scale bar: 20 pm.
b) Randomly-aligned PEO fibers deposited on a stationary target. Scale bar: 10 pm.
c) Beaded PCL fibers. Scale bar 10 lIm.
Other differences in the processing techniques include the use of an AC power supply in place of
the normal DC power supply 18 . Inversion of the spinning process by charging a reservoir of polymer
solution with needles protruding from the solution surface is also possible 19. Elmarco has purchased the
rights to a patent utilizing this technique to scale-up the production rate of nanofibers, decreasing the

processing time required to make an electrospun product 20 . Appropriately, the device carries the trade
name Nanospider".
Within an established experimental apparatus, there are many additional parameters to vary in
order to achieve steady-state generation of electrospun fibers. Flow rate, electric field, dielectric
properties (derived primarily from the solvent), needle-to-target distance, and polymer concentration all
have bearing on the electrospinning process. Electrospinning typically produces fibers in the range of 10
nm to 10 pm, and the distribution of fiber diameters can be quite broad. Standard deviations of 70%80% of the average fiber diameter are not uncommon. Large beads can also form along the backbone of
the fiber; these beads are formed by uneven stretching of the jet during elongation. The jet does not
undergo breakup during the elongation process due to the elasticity of the solution acting as a restoring
force. Elasticity is affected by polymer molecular weight and solution viscosity, while surface tension is
influenced by the polymer concentration and solvent. Uneven stretching of the jet, usually occurring at
low polymer concentrations, produces bead-on-a-string structure that is sometimes referred to as "pearl
necklace" morphology (Fig. 3.2c).
Electrospinning is capable of producing micro- and nanofibers from a list of materials too
numerous to name here. Commodity polymers such as polystyrene, poly(ethylene oxide), poly(methyl
methacrylate), and poly(E-caprolactone) are frequently cited in publications, but high-end materials are
also frequently electrospun and published as proof-of-concept. This includes multiple types of
collagen 21, 22 and even DNA 23 . Water, chloroform, methanol, ethanol, tetrahydrofuran,
dimethylformamide, hexafluoroisopropanol, and mixtures thereof are primarily used as the solvent
phase, though other solvents like dimethylacetamide are not uncommon. Solvent choice is dictated by
polymer solubility, boiling point, and dielectric constant. Macromolecules that are incapable of being
electrospun on their own due to low molecular weight, high entanglement concentrations, or possibly
cost can be electrospun either in conjunction with a second component via a blended solution (PEO is a
popular choice) or using a technique known as core-shell electrospinning 24. Core-shell electrospinning is
generates fibers with an internal core and external shell of varying materials. By using an outer shell
material that is both capable of being electrospun and degraded during post-processing (generally PEO
for its solubility in water), fiber mats of the internal material can be generated.
Efforts to derive equations for the electrospinning process have generated several novel
discoveries: a scaling law for the terminal fiber diameter 25 and a Deborah number (De) correlation 26 for
the formation of fibers (versus droplets or pearl necklace structure). "Terminal fiber diameter" refers to
26

the minimum fiber diameter capable of being achieved under a certain set of fluid and electric field
conditions. Constructing a force balance of attractive and repulsive forces along the fiber backbone and
setting the sum equal to zero results in the following equation for terminal diameter, ht:
1

2

ht =

(2lnX -3),

Flow rate (Q) divided by current (I) represents the fundamental scaling of the electrospinning process.
The second term, which includes surface tension (y), dielectric constant (E), and a dimensionless
whipping term (X), plays a minor role compared to the fundamental scaling relationship. Equation 3-1
provides a succinct description of the effect of processing parameters on the resulting fiber diameter.
The role of solution elasticity on fiber morphology also provides valuable insight into the
electrospinning process, using De as a metric. The Deborah number characterizes the relaxation time of
a solution relative to the processing time scale. In the case of electrospinning, the processing time
equates to the rate of whipping. Yu and company found that no fibers (droplets only) were produced
for De < 1 across all values of the Ohnesorge number (Oh), a comparison of the viscous and surface
tension forces. Deborah numbers greater than 6 were found to solely generate uniform fibers, and
values between 1 and 6 produced bead-on-a-string morphology. Using the knowledge of a solution's
chemical and rheological properties, the morphology of the resulting fiber mat can now be predicted.
3.2 Porosity Determination and Modeling
There are two major statistical measures of voids in electrospun fabrics - porosity and average
void diameter. Measurement of the porosity (fraction of the bulk volume unoccupied by polymer) can
be conducted by simple gravimetric measurement, pycnometry, or other forms of porosimetry. Porosity
presents a quantifiable statistic on the amount of available space in the mat. This is a valuable piece of
information for applications research. Porosity of most electrospun mats typically ranges from 70% to
90%. It is the easiest void statistic to measure, yet is reported in less than 10% of electrospinning
application publications.
The second measure of voids in electrospun materials addresses the size scale of individual
voids: pore diameter. Few reliable (and repeatable) methods are available for reporting pore diameter.
The two most frequently used methods for quantifying pore diameter are mercury porosimetry and
capillary flow porosimetry. The former deals with the measurement of pore diameter via void filling, the

latter by void emptying. Mercury porosimetry appears to be the most popular method (due to
accessibility), though neither method is without its own strengths and weaknesses. Reported pore
diameters range from 100 nm to 500 pm. Few average pore diameters are reported since there is
generally a wide distribution of pore sizes over several orders of magnitude (leading to biased
statistics)27 .
Several groups of authors have hinted at providing new means for controlling porosity, including
creating mats of varying components2 7, specific deposition techniques2 9' 30, and use of different
solvents3 . One promising method involves the use of ice crystals collected during the electrospinning
process as "spacers" in between fiberS32 . Mats were electrospun onto a chilled target at varying relative
humidity in order to tune the porosity. The ice crystals were shown to increase the porosity in
polyurethane nanofiber mats from 66% to 91%. While no mention of individual void size was made, this
work features the first real step towards controlling void statistics in electrospun materials.
One route to understanding void size in electrospun materials is through fiber modeling.
Thinking of an electrospun mat as a 3-dimensional set of fibers with isotropic alignment in the x and y
dimensions, it is possible to quantize the mat into multiple planes of randomly aligned fibers stacked on
top of one another. Significant modeling of randomly arranged 2-D fibers has been performed as far
back as the 1960's, with an emphasis on the pore size distribution. Piekaar and Clarenburg counted the
sides on polygonal figures produced by drawing straight lines with random directionality on a floor,
eventually finding that the average void was a polygon possessing 3.95 sides3 4. They went on to derive
the coefficient of variance (standard deviation of the pore size divided by average pore size) as 2'.
Johnson successfully determined almost 15 years later that the coefficient of variance was independent
of packing density. More recently, Termonia introduced the concept of using a 3-D lattice to model
fibers36 . Examination of 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D random ordering of fibers was conducted by Tomadakis,
finding gains in porosity and pore size with each additional degree of random ordering37 . Finally,
Eichhorn and Sampson mathematically examined porosity and pore diameter in ultra-fine (< 10 nm)
fiber meshes3 8. These findings are quite significant in that they provide a great deal of information
about the void statistics in nonwovens without the need for designing physical constructs or verifying
equipment results (a chief problem of the experimental techniques). Successful correlation of fiber
diameter, porosity, and pore diameter in electrospun materials would add significant bearing to this set
of computational results.

3.3 Electrospun Scaffolds for Tissue Engineering
Many suggestions have been proposed for applications of electrospun materials, but tissue
engineering has garnered the majority of application-based research. The immensely porous structure
and two-dimensional isotropic fiber orientation resemble naturally-occurring extra-cellular matrix
(ECM); mimicking such a structure would create a promising candidate for re-growing damaged tissues.
ECM in the body provides a mechanical scaffold for cell growth as well as cytokinetic activity. More than
200 articles have been published in the electrospun tissue construct field since 2000. In order for tissue
engineering scaffolds to become a viable treatment strategy for wound healing, four major areas must
be examined: scaffold material, viability of cells over time, nourishment strategy, and architectural
modification.
A plethora of scaffold materials have been electrospun for the purpose of becoming cell
scaffolds. Simple and complex synthetic polymers such as poly(E-caprolactone) (PCL), poly(L-lactic acid)
(PLLA), poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), poly(dioxanone) (PDO) and blends
thereof have been electrospun to a range of micro- and nanoscale fiber diameters3 9. Degradation time
in-vivo is most easily manipulated through the scaffold material, and different materials can be blended
to manipulate the period of breakdown. Furthermore, matching of mechanical properties to naturallyoccurring ECM is required to evoke proper cellular response and cytokine release. Mechanical
properties vary between tissues, as does the replication period for different cell phenotypes; blending
different polymers is a useful means of generating an artificial cell template with mechanical and
degradation parameters for a specific tissue application.
While synthetic materials are capable as serving as an artificial matrix to promote cell growth,
biological materials are more apt to evoke proper cellular response and resorb into the surrounding
without causing inflammation or scar tissue formation. As mentioned previously, a number of different
despite their high cost. While
types of collagen have been electrospun, including Type I, II, and 11140,
elastin would be an ideal candidate for scaffold formation due to its presence in dermal tissue and
desirable mechanical properties, it was found to be insoluble. An elastin-mimetic was instead
synthesized from recombinant proteins and electrospun 41. Gelatin may prove an inexpensive alternative
to naturally-occurring biopolymers, and has also been successfully electrospun and seeded with cells42.

Figure 3.3: Cell Infiltration of Electrospun Mats
a) Juvenile Bovine Chondrocytes (circled). Scale bar 20 ptm.
b) Normal Human Fibroblasts (NHFs) stained with Fluorescein under fluorescence.4 8
c) NHFs; cytoplasm stained with Fluorescein (green), nucleus with DAPI (blue).
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Viability has been studied for an immense range of cell lines, including nerve axons 3 , smooth
muscle cells (SMC's) 43, chondrocytes 44, osteoblast
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, and human dermal fibroblasts (HDF's). This list is

by no means exhaustive, but only serves to show the range of tissues electrospun scaffolds are being
considered for. Of greater interest is the means by which cellular results are quantified. Environmental
Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM) images are useful for establishing cell attachment and uniform
surface coverage (Figure 3.3a). MTT (cell viability assay) and Pico Green (DNA assay) kits are capable of
quantifying cellular growth. Fluorescence Microscopy, in conjunction with DAPI (nuclei) and Rhodamine
Phalloidin or Fluorescein (cytoskeleton) stains (Fig. 3b,c), provides an accurate picture of cell
configuration and surface location. Confocal Microscopy uses similar stains to pinpoint cells in the
internal structure of the scaffold. These tools make it possible to evaluate cell growth in and around the
electrospun scaffold over time. While it is impossible to evaluate results between cell lines due to
varying growth kinetics, viability of a scaffold for a specific cell line can still be assessed. This is a vital
step in the process of creating a practical tissue scaffold to support cell growth.
The final two areas of study for tissue engineering scaffold synthesis are the least covered in the
research literature. Proof-of-concept publications generally deal with cell sustainability over short
periods of time: 2 to 3 weeks, 4 weeks at most. As cells proliferate in the scaffold and produce their
own ECM - especially on the surface - diffusing nutrients to the center of the mat becomes increasingly
difficult. Internal cells are cut off from nutrients, and massive cell death occurs. This is especially true of
thicker scaffolds. Since scaffold thickness is entirely dependent upon the depth of the tissue being
regenerated, cell death within the artificial ECM is of grave concern. Researchers at Rice University
(Mikos, et al. 46), the University of Pittsburgh (Wagner, et al. 43), and others4 7 have explored the use of an
in-vitro perfusion bioreactor in order to better nourish cells and encourage more rapid multiplication.
30

The end result was a 50% increase in the viability of cells over static cultures, emphasizing the necessity
for increased nutrient diffusion.
The last area of focus in the development of electrospun tissue engineering scaffolds is the
seeding of cells into the matrix. Unassisted rapid infiltration of cells into the scaffold over 30-50 cells
depths (400-600 pm) is impossible; there is even debate over the ability of cells to fully infiltrate
nanofiber matrices due to reduced pore dimensions. Allowing slow infiltration of cells into the mat
delays the accessibility of the implant and ultimately decreases the number of cells that can be initially
seeded. Cells must either be placed in the scaffold during mat fabrication (a difficult but possible task
using a spray method 43 ) or stimulated into the matrix during seeding in order to achieve rapid
infiltration of the construct. A convenient method for achieving this feat is through the use of perfusion
seeding. Bioreactors are commonly used in the tissue engineering field to dually achieve nutrient
distribution throughout the scaffold s7 and generate mechanical stimulus to assist cell growth and
cytokine expression s . In many of these cases, cells are statically seeded onto the scaffold surface prior
to perfusion by creating a concentrated suspension of cells in complete media and placing a droplet
onto the scaffold surface. Cells settle to the scaffold surface and adhere; following cell adhesion, the
scaffold is then incubated under dynamic perfusion conditions. There are many drawbacks to this
method, as cells often do not adhere to the surface and fall off the scaffold. As a result, it is impossible
to know the precise number of cells initially seeded, thereby tainting future results and conclusions.
In an effort to more precisely control cell seeding, researchers have used two types of perfusion
techniques to seed cells within highly porous scaffolds: oscillatory perfusion, and flow perfusion.
Oscillatory perfusion consists of a reversible flow setup whereby a cell suspension is pumped back and
forth through the scaffold (Fig 3.4a) 49-52. Flow perfusion consists of a single reservoir of cells in media,
and fluid from the reservoir is pumped through the scaffold (Fig 3.4b); cells are deposited within the
porous network while fluid is free to return to the central reservoir s3 -s". Both techniques have their own
advantages and disadvantages. Oscillatory perfusion can be used in a completely enclosed system,
thereby negating the possibility of infection during the study, but requires a longer seeding time due to
the continual reversal of flow. Flow perfusion requires a shorter seeding period, but while the open
system is conducive to refreshing the cell media every few days, this also leaves the system vulnerable
to contamination. Either of these techniques presents a monumental advantage over static seeding of
cells, for reasons previously stated.

Peristaltic pump

Figure 3.4: Oscillatory and Flow Perfusion Schematics
a) (Left Image) Oscillatory flow perfusion seeding bioreactor. The cell suspension
oscillates between the two glass columns (A), flowing through the sample chamber (B),
scaffold (C), and U-tube (D). The direction of flow reverses when the cell suspension
reaches the level of the sensors (E). Reprintedfrom Wendt, Martin, et al.5
b) (Right Image) Flow perfusion seeding bioreactor. The scaffold is placed on a screen in
the seeding chamber and a gasket is used to route the cell suspension directly through
the matrix. Cell suspension in the seeding bottle is perfused by a peristaltic pump. Media
returns to the reservoir after penetration through the matrix. Reprinted from Ding, Tan,
et al.56

Oscillatory and flow perfusion techniques are only available in scaffold systems with
interconnected pores throughout the scaffold; consequently, many foam- or lyophilization-synthesized
scaffolds are not candidates for perfusion use. Electrospun membranes possess the interconnected
pore network necessary for perfusion bioreactors, and are therefore an excellent candidate for this type
of cell seeding. To date, no researchers have attempted seeding cells in electrospun membranes
through the use of flow perfusion.
While tissue engineering via electrospun nonwoven mats has made great strides in available
materials and increased cell viability, some degree of work remains before the technique will be truly
effective.
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Chapter 4
Characterization of Porosity in Electrospun Materials by Mercury Porosimetry
4.1 Introduction
Electrospinning can be interpreted loosely as the process of completing the circuit between a
charged source and grounded target using a polymer solution as the conduit between the two. The jet
first undergoes a period of linear elongation, followed by a whipping regime. Solvent evaporates as the
fiber elongates, leaving a solid polymer fiber to deposit on the grounded target. As the fiber deposits,
layers of randomly-oriented fibers are continuously built up. The final product is a tangible 3dimensional mat of non-bonded fibers held together by such forces as the sliding friction between
fiberss
The capability to produce low density, high surface area nonwoven mats efficiently with
controllable fiber diameters over three orders of magnitude (10 nm - 10 Im) has stimulated research in
a variety of fields6'7" 13 , ranging from drug delivery7 and tissue engineering 9-11 to waterproofingl2 and
filtration". This list is by no means exhaustive, but shows the breadth of research activity that has been
drawn to the unique properties of electrospun materials. The electrospinning process has garnered a
significant amount of attention as well. Significant theoretical and empirical research has been
performed on several key components of the process, leading to a better understanding of the system
dynamics 7 , 14-18. Ironically, one of the system features that has received the least attention - porosity - is
the one that has the most bearing on many of the most sought-after applications. It remains surprising
that in the broad field of electrospinning applications, quantifying and comparing both void fraction and
individual void size are often paramount to a product's ultimate performance, yet the quantification of
these properties has drawn little attention to date.
The ability to characterize and quantify void space in porous materials such as electrospun
fabrics appears, at first glance, to be a trivial endeavor. Imaging techniques such as SEM can be used to
obtain rough scalar dimensions of void size, and simple gravimetric measurements of length, width,
height, and weight provide the density of the porous sample. Given the bulk density of the fiberforming material itself, the overall void fraction,

E

Ep,

= 1-

of a sample can be calculated by

P
Po

(4-1)

where p and po represent the bulk sample and pure material densities, respectively. Unfortunately,
accurate and repeatable results are far more complicated than this. Whereas void fraction can be
measured gravimetrically to some degree of accuracy (±10%), conventional 2-D imaging is a poor
measure of individual void sizes. Imaging techniques only capture information accurately within the
focal plane; the resulting gray scale is a meager indicator of depth within the material, and numerous
images must be captured to adequately sample the broad pore size distribution of electrospun
materials. There is a high probability that internal void spaces will actually be smaller and more
confined than those on the surface, leading to a misrepresentation of the void size distribution.
Consequently, imaging techniques alone do not fully quantify the void space in a porous material.
When it comes to measuring porosity statistics, there are several established techniques used in
the field. Each has its own limitations. Of the four most common techniques for measuring void space
in a porous material, one uses gas phase measurements and is based on physical adsorption 26. Two use
liquid extrusion out of the pore structure as a means of determining pore size - liquid extrusion
porosimetry and capillary flow porosimetry. The fourth - mercury porosimetry - uses intrusion of
mercury as a means of detecting internal voids.
The physical adsorption, or "physisorption", of gas molecules relies on the ability of a gas
particle to interact with a material's surface. Gas physisorption is capable of providing both surface area
and pore size measurements. It is limited, however, to small pore diameter materials due to the need to
build up multiple layers of gas particles in order to "fill" pores. It is most accurate for pores less than
40nm in diameter and, as a result, is generally not appropriate to characterize electrospun fabrics.
Capillary flow and liquid extrusion porosimetry measurements are very similar in nature. Both
involve the removal of a fluid from a wetted system. A low-contact angle liquid is first used to wet the
surface of the sample, followed by the creation of a pressure gradient across the sample using a gas.
Whereas liquid extrusion measures the liquid removed from the pores, capillary flow measures
differential pressure across the sample3 6 . Of the two techniques, liquid extrusion is the more accurate
technique, as it measures physical quantities of liquid removed from individual pores (vs. gas flow rates
averaged across the entire sample). These techniques are only possible on samples possessing a
continuous pore structure throughout the sample, such as filtration membranes 22. Fortunately,
electrospun materials fall into this category. This technique has the advantage of being both nondestructive and repeatable, making it possible to verify a measurement through multiple tests on the
same sample. Unfortunately, both techniques have their drawbacks. Capillary flow porosimetry is only
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capable of identifying the smallest gateways of a continuous pore network reliably22 . Tortuous pores
with radii varying in the z-direction (i.e. through the thickness of the mat) are only emptied (and
therefore "counted") once a force powerful enough to empty the minimum diameter of the
thoroughfares has been exceeded. As a result, pore diameter distributions tend to omit information
about larger-diameter regions of a given porous pathway 43. Capillary flow porosimetry on nanofiber
mats shows no voids greater than 1 pIm, an unlikely prospect considering the large void volume 40 . Liquid
extrusion porosimetry only measures pore diameters downstream of the smallest void diameter along a
continuous void, consequentially weighting smaller voids in the system. This is less of an issue in the
highly tortuous electrospun mats, though information could still potentially be omitted. While these
techniques are very convenient for measuring a network of pores with constant pore diameters in the z
direction (or even, in the case of liquid extrusion, continuously decreasing pore diameters in the z
direction), samples that have a modulating pore diameter across the sample thickness (such as
electrospun fabrics) require a different testing method to measure the full pore size distribution
accurately.
The fourth technique is mercury porosimetry. This technique operates on the same principles as
the liquid extrusion method, but makes use of liquid intrusion instead of extrusion. Instead of wetting
the material, mercury (which has a contact angle of approximately 1400 with almost any other material
it comes in contact with) wets only the largest pores in the system (typically greater than 400 lpm,
depending on the fill pressure). Pressure is used to push mercury into the pore network; the diameter
of filled pores is inversely proportional to the system pressure, and as a result pore measurement
proceeds from largest to smallest void diameters. Studies by Gupta and Jena found that mercury
porosimetry and liquid extrusion porosimetry are both capable of independently calculating the same
porosity in an electrospun mat and nearly identical pore diameter distributions38'
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. Liquid extrusion,

however, was incapable of calculating pores greater than 30 pIm (despite showing their presence), and
reported an additional group of smaller pores in the pore diameter distribution not found in mercury
porosimetry measurements. While both techniques report nearly the same statistics, mercury
porosimetry shows a broader scope and greater accuracy in the reported void statistics.
The technique was originally derived by Edward Washburn in 192120. Through a simple
rearrangement of the Young-Laplace equation, Washburn generated the following relationship between
pressure (P), surface tension (y), contact angle (0), and pore radius (r) in a cylindrical geometry that
bears his name 20 :

P

2

ycos;=)
r

(4-2)

The technique was not broadly adopted until the onset of commercially-available equipment almost 40
years later 23; previous work had been performed exclusively on custom-built apparatuses. The advent
of computerized control systems, pressure measurements, and intrusion measurements dramatically
increased the accuracy of the technique.
One drawback of mercury intrusion porosimetry is that it is destructive to the sample because it
is rarely possible to completely recover all of the mercury from the porous structure due to hysteresis.
This also makes measurements non-repeatable within a given sample of material. The other major
drawback of using mercury porosimetry to characterize electrospun materials is the substantial pressure
that must be applied in order to detect the smallest voids in the system. At extremely low pressures (< 3
psia, 0.02 MPa), the hydrostatic head of mercury on the sample is significant compared to the system
pressure, creating the potential for void filling at incorrect pressures. At higher pressures (> 200 psia,
1.38 MPa), crushing and deformation of the pore network could occur, resulting in incorrect reporting of
the pore volume for the smallest pores in the pore size distribution. This produces measurements of
mercury intrusion vs. system pressure that may reflect the deformation of the fibers and compression of
the mat, not just the penetration of mercury into the pore network. In order for mercury porosimetry
to be used as an effective means of characterizing electrospun fabrics, these two issues must first be
resolved. But even with these weaknesses, the technique is still the most thorough and useful of those
commercially available today due to its ability to record void sizes from 400ltm down to 10nm.
Beyond experimental techniques, each of which has their own advantages and disadvantages,
another means of measuring void sizes in electrospun samples is through computer modeling. Treating
the mat as quantized planes of overlapping fibers, a 2-D grid of randomly oriented fibers can be created.
By lattice projecting 2-D fibers on a matrix grid, pores can be both counted and measured through
simple algorithms. While the simplified system may not completely take into account the effect of fiber
spacing in a 3 rd dimension (a length scale that is probably much smaller than the planar dimension), it
can still be used to establish a relationship between fiber diameter, pore diameter, and porosity in
between adjacent fibers. This is discussed fully in Appendix A.
By experimentally measuring pore diameter, we can discern significant information about the
void network in electrospun fabrics with the eventual goal of predicting and controlling pore structure in
electrospun textiles.

4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Materials
Poly(E-caprolactone) (PCL, Mn = 80,000 g/mol) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical
Company (St. Louis, MO). Chloroform, methanol, and dimethyl formamide (DMF) were obtained from
Mallinckrodt Baker Inc (Phillipsburg, NJ). Solutions of varying weight percent PCL were created using 3:1
chloroform/methanol (v/v), 12:1 chloroform/DMF (v/v), or pure chloroform as the solvent phase.
Nonwoven fiber mats were generated via electrospinning, as discussed in previous works 7,14 .
The apparatus is shown in Figure 4.1. A Harvard Apparatus PHD 2000 infusion pump was used to pump
the PCL solution through a 1.1mm inside-diameter needle protruding from a 16-inch diameter round
metallic plate at flow rates varying from 0.03 to 0.1 mL/min. The plate was electrified to a potential of
22 to 36 kV using a Gamma High Voltage Regulated DC power supply in order to keep the process
running at steady state. The grounded target was placed at a distance of 35 to 38 cm below the charged
plate, and PCL fiber was deposited for times ranging from 30 minutes to 2 hours. A number of
additional polymers were spun under similar parallel plate conditions and used for porosimetry testing.

Figure 4.1: Diagram of a parallel-plate electrospinning setup. Polymer solution (a) is pumped
through a steel nozzle located in a plate maintained at a high electric potential (b), where the
solution develops excess electric charge. Charging is provided by a DC power supply (c). At the tip
of the protruding nozzle the meniscus is deformed into a cone of fluid (d), from which a single jet
of solution proceeds downfield toward the grounded target (e). After a period of linear elongation
(f), the jet gives way to "whipping" (g). Solvent evaporates from the jet during the whipping
process and fiber is deposited on the grounded target as solid polymer. A multimeter (h) in series
with a resistor measures the current conducted by the jet for purposes of monitoring jet stability.

4.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
A JEOL JSM-6060 Scanning Electron Microscope was used to image electrospun samples.
Samples were coated with 10nm of Au/Pd using a Polaron Range sputter coater prior to imaging. Each
sample was imaged on both top and bottom to confirm uniformity of the fiber diameter. analySIS
software by Soft Imaging Systems was used to measure individual fiber diameters in each micrograph.
On average, 40 to 60 measurements were conducted on both the top and bottom of each sample to
determine average fiber diameter and standard deviation.
4.2.3 Mercury Porosimetry

Mercury porosimetry measurements were made using an Autopore IV porosimeter
(Micromeritics, Norcross, GA). Samples of electrospun nonwoven meshes were cut into rectangular
sections about 7.5mm in width, with lengths varying around 2-3cm, before being placed in the
penetrometer. Care was taken to place enough sample in the penetrometer to achieve significantly
measureable intrusion volumes while maintaining unimpeded access by the mercury to the entire
surface of the sample. To this end, samples were either stacked length-wise against the outer glass of
the penetrometer or folded accordion-style. Prior to mercury intrusion, the penetrometer was
degassed to approximately 30pm Hg to remove all air from the system. Mercury filling of the
penetrometer was performed at 0.5 psia. Logarithmically spaced data points were taken at pressures
ranging from 0.5 to 2000 psia (0.003 to 13.78 MPa). An equilibrium intrusion rate threshold was set at
0.03 pL/g/s; once the rate of mercury intrusion into the sample dropped below this value, the pressure
was increased to the next data point setting. Finally, physical parameters for this system were set at yHg
= 480 N/m and 0 = 140" for the mercury-polymer contact angle. While 480 N/m is widely accepted as
the surface tension of mercury, contact angles of mercury with various materials have been reported
between 130"-140° 25. Our own experiments found the value to be between 128* - 140". The higher
value was chosen for this specific set of experiments to coincide with much of the research done on
powders and other organic materials 27 . Some research has been conducted on the importance of
adjusting 0 to coincide with advancing and receding contact angle values2 6. In these cases, the
adjustment was made to understand the full effect of hysteresis during the extrusion of mercury, as this
can be an indication of particle re-arrangement in powders. In the case of electrospun materials, the
hysteresis between the intrusion and extrusion components of the volume vs. pressure curve is the
result of "ink-bottle" pores; that is, pores with a small throat-to-cavity size ratio. This causes mercury to
be trapped in the pores and creates hysteresis between the intrusion and extrusion measurements,
since the mercury can only be extruded at a pressure low enough to overcome the small throat
diameter. Because of this, the issue of using receding contact angles is thought to be insignificant, and
so the static value of 0 = 1400 was adopted throughout this work for both intrusion and extrusion.
4.2.4 Data Reporting
The Autopore IV exports results for the median pore diameter by volume, the median pore
diameter by area, and the average pore diameter. All three values have very different physical
significance. The median pore diameter by volume represents the pore diameter at which half the
available volume is filled with mercury, easily determined from a plot of cumulative intruded volume, V,

vs. pore diameter, D. Here, D=2r is obtained from the system pressure via Equation 4-2. The median
pore diameter by area represents the median diameter for cumulative surface area, A, as a function of
pore diameter. The area is calculated by dividing the differential volume intrusion at a given pore
diameter by D/4, since the volume, diameter, and outer wall area of a cylinder are connected by the
relationship D = 4V/A. While the volume of a cylinder scales as the square of the diameter, the area of
the outer walls of a cylinder scales only by diameter to the first power. The median pore diameter by
volume is therefore weighted to larger pores than the median pore diameter by area. Finally, the
average pore diameter is calculated as 4 times the total intrusion volume V divided by the cumulative
surface area, per the relationship described earlier. These three values often vary by a factor of 10 or
more and do not completely address the statistical information most useful in characterizing the
electrospun mat.
We chose to emphasize two values as representative of the fibrous material. The first is the
average pore diameter by volume (referred to hereafter as

Dpore),

obtained from a plot of log differential

intruded volume versus pressure. This value obviously represents the quantitative average based on the
volume accessible through a gateway of diameter D. The second is the most probable pore diameter by
volume, determined by the peak in the plot of differential intrusion vs. pore diameter. Due to the
continuous void structure in fibrous materials, i.e. multiply connected voids separated by confining
gateways, it is the volume accessible by a gate of given diameter, not the length of an equivalent
cylindrical pore, that is most helpful in defining the void statistics for use in applications such as tissue
engineering where an object must enter into the void structure through the confining dimensions. By
using both the average pore diameter by volume and the peak pore diameter, the statistical details of
voids in an electrospun fabric should be represented in a simple, concise manor.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Electrospun Mats
Electron microscope images of as-spun mats are shown in Figure 4.2. All mats were electrospun
sufficiently thick enough to resist tearing when handled; specific thicknesses varied with total time of
electrospinning. Fiber diameters were varied by changing solution properties and processing
parameters as reported previously 7 . Details are provided in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.2 Scanning Electron Microscope images of the electrospun samples. a) 11% PCL in
3:1 CHC13/CH30H, b) 10% PCL in CHCI 3, c) 11% PCL in 12:1 CHCl 3/DMF, d) 6% PCL in 12:1
CHCI 3/DMF. Flow rates varied from 0.03 - 0.1 mL/min. Average fiber diameters for a through
d: 2.52 + 0.80, 8.02 + 0.89, 4.49 ± 0.42, and 0.67 ± 1.7 [tm. Scale bar is 10 VIm.
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Table 4.1: Electrospinning Results
4.3.2 Porosity
A simple check of accuracy on the intrusion recorded by the mercury porosimeter can be
conducted by examining the porosity of the sample. Using:
p = MPolymer /VTotal

(4-3)

VTotal = VAir + VPolymer

(4-4)

Vpolymer = MPolymer IPo

(4-5)

VAir = V x MPolymer

(4-6)

where Mpoyme, is mass of the material, VAir, and VPoiyme, are the volumes of the void and material,
respectively, and V is the void volume per unit of mass as calculated by the porosimeter. Equation 4-1
can be rearranged into:
PS=

1-

1

Vpo+l

(4-7)

Taking the density of electrospun PCL as 1.06 g/mL, void fractions of 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 correspond to V
values of 2.2, 3.8, and 8.5 mL/g, respectively. Table 4.1 lists void fraction values obtained both by

mercury porosimetry and by gravimetric measurement. Porosity measured by the two methods varied
by 1.5% or less for all samples and appears to increase with increasing fiber diameter.
4.3.3 Pore Shape
Penetration of mercury into the void space of a sample can be thought of as a thermodynamic
process. The activation barrier for filling of the pores is the size of the opening into the pore; once a
pressure great enough to push mercury into the void is achieved, the pore is filled spontaneously. It
should be noted that the Washburn equation assumes a cylindrical pore geometry that fills under
capillary pressure. Extensive electron microscope imaging of electrospun fabrics has shown that the
voids in electrospun fabrics do not resemble continuous cylinders. Rather, the voids resemble open cells
connected by "gateways" that are bounded by segments of fibers between junction points. While these
accessible voids could be of any shape, the gateways most generally resemble polygonal shapes due to
the random crossing of fibers deposited during the electrospinning process. Previous theoretical work
on fibers randomly oriented in two dimensions has shown that these polygons are, on average,
composed of 3.95 sides3s . This is a slight deviation from the cylindrical geometry assumed in the
Washburn equation. Thus, the diameters extracted by mercury porosimetry are at best "effective
capillary pore diameters", and correspond to the largest connected gateways by which a volume of void
space is accessible. For the sake of brevity, effective capillary pore diameter will hereafter be referred
to by the term "pore diameter"; we leave it to the reader to remember that the results are not absolute.
Porosimetry measurements confirm that the void space consists of constricting gateways
leading into volumes of larger diameter. While the pressurization (intrusion) profile is useful for
ascertaining the pore diameter distribution statistics, the depressurization (extrusion) profile yields
information about the shape of the voids. Figure 4.3 presents a mercury porosimetry experiment in
which the sample was pressurized and depressurized continuously on a PCL electrospun sample with an
average fiber diameter of 2.52±0.80 pm. Hysteresis is observed at each depressurization step, as some
mercury is trapped within the void space, unable to extrude. Mercury extrudes from "cylindrical" pores
(that is, pores that do not feature a smaller gateway diameter compared to the diameter of the internal
chamber) during depressurization because the force resisting mercury penetration of the void space
exceeds the force pushing it in. The hysteresis is nearly zero, and mercury extrudes from the pore space
at the same pressure it was intruded. For the case of irregularly-shaped voids with a gateway diameter
smaller than the internal cavity diameter, mercury cannot be "pulled" through the narrow mouth of the
pore and remains in the pore. This is clearly the case for electrospun fabrics. Some mercury is able to
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extrude due to the open structure of the void space, but there is still a significant quantity of mercury
left behind. This reiterates the emphasis on the porosity statistics as a measure of the constricting
gateway into the void space, not a measure of the internal cavity diameter. It would be nearly
impossible to define a concise shape for the internal void. Instead, we remember that the statistics
outline the amount of accessible void volume for an object of a given diameter inserted into the
electrospun matrix. This makes the results of the porosimetry experiments pertinent despite their bias.
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Figure 4.3: Pressure cycling on an electrospun sample during mercury porosimetry to
demonstrate reproducible hysteresis. Top loop is always depressurization, bottom loop is
always repressurization.

4.3.4 Effects of Pressurization on the Pore Size Distribution
Four sources of error were considered in this work. First, there is the possibility for pores to fill
at a lower pressure than indicated by the Washburn equation due to the head pressure of mercury;
however, experiments in which the orientation of the sample in the penetrometer was altered
(horizontally-oriented samples are subject to additional head pressure while vertically-oriented samples

are not) found no difference in the pore size distribution. This is most likely due to the low threshold set
for the minimum rate of mercury intrusion before equilibrium is established and pressurization can
continue. Second, the possibility exists for compression of the polymer fibers at high pressure.
However, assuming a conservative estimate of 1 GPa for the bulk modulus of the polymer, compression
of the fibers is estimated to be less than 2% for the highest pressures used in this work (2000 psia), well
below the precision of the porosimetry experiment itself. Thus, compression of the polymer fibers can
be ignored. Third, due to the pressurization of the system to many times that of atmospheric levels
during experimentation, it is also possible that the intrusion volumes measured could be due in part to
compression of the nonwoven sample rather than pore intrusion. Tensile moduli of random nonwoven
mats of PCL have been previously reported around 6 MPa3 7 ; the bulk modulus of such mats is expected
to be similarly low. To complicate the issue, the bulk modulus of the mats increases over the course of
an experiment as mercury displaces vapor space within the sample. A fourth source of error - pore
buckling - will be discussed shortly.
In order to evaluate the significance of sample compression on the measureable pore volume,
five samples were evaluated, all cut from the same as-spun PCL mat with an average fiber diameter of
2.52 ±0.80 Ipm. The first sample was treated as a control, while the other four samples were placed
under compression in a flat plat press for 30 min with compressive stresses of 41, 75, 200, and 1000 psia
(0.28, 0.52, 1.38, and 6.89 MPa, respectively); the lowest stress was chosen to be representative of the
pressure at which the largest volume of voids are filled in most tests, while the highest stress is
representative of the maximum pressure during the porosimetry experiments that registers void filling.
The corresponding effective capillary pore diameters that would be measured in a mercury intrusion
experiment are 5.2, 2.7, 1.0, and 0.5 ptm, respectively, according to Equation 4-2. Sample thicknesses
were measured both before and after flat-plate compression, and again after porosimetry experiments.
Measurements of sample thickness are displayed in Table 2. All of the samples showed some degree of
irreversible deformation upon compression. The samples initially compressed in the flat plate press for
stresses greater than 75 psia showed no additional change in thickness as a result of porosimetry.
However, the control sample and the sample compressed at 41 psia both showed further compression
as the result of pressurization during porosimetry. These results clearly indicate the significance of
sample compression during porosimetry of nonwoven electrospun PCL mats.

Compressive stress

Initial Thickness

Thickness After Compression

Thickness After Mercury Intrusion

(psia)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

0

0.85±0.04

0.85±0.04

0.68±0.05

41

0.85±0.04

0.78±0.05

0.68+0.04

75

0.85±0.04

0.41±0.02

0.41±0.02

200

0.85±0.04

0.36±0.02

0.36±0.02

1000

0.85±0.04

0.36±0.01

0.36±0.02

Table 4.2: Thickness data for samples of nonwoven electrospun PCL fiber mats with average fiber
diameter of 2.44±0.77 pm after uniaxial compression in a flat plate press and again after measuring
the volume of mercury intruded during porosimetry testing.
The consequences of sample compression on average and peak pore diameter are presented in
Figure 4.4. Both plots clearly demonstrate the distortion of the pore size distribution in the samples
uniaxially compressed at 75, 200 and 1000 psia; the peak pore diameter shifted to 5.6, 4.5 and 3.8 pm,
respectively, from 6.6 pm in the control sample. Almost no pores larger than 100 lpm were measured in
the uniaxially compressed samples. On the other hand, in the sample uniaxially compressed at 41 psia,
there is little change in the peak pore diameter, and a more modest reduction in void volumes measured
below 20 psia. The average pore diameter by volume is reduced from 12.92 to 11.85 pm (Figure 4.4b) as
the result of uniaxial compression at 41 psia, and decreases further to 8.91, 7.00, and 5.70 pm for
samples uniaxially compressed at 75, 200, and 1000 psia, respectively. From these results we can
ascertain that sample compression primarily affects the largest voids in the system (diameter > 10 lpm).
While the peak pore diameter is reduced for pressures greater than 75 psia, the majority of the void
filling occurs at a lower pressure (41 psia), meaning the voids are already filled before they would
undergo compression. The average diameter by volume is significantly more sensitive, and changes
considerably for any compression of the mat. These results represent worst case scenarios, since they
do not account for the simultaneous filling of void volumes with mercury as the sample is pressurized
during the porosimetry measurement. To account for this, a more appropriate correction is proposed in
the next section.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of compression of an electrospun sample in a flat plate press prior to testing. a)
Volume fraction of intruded mercury as a function of applied pressure for control and uniaxially
compressed samples (see text for details). All of the uniaxially compressed samples show a
dramatic reduction in the volumes intruded at low pressure, less than 10.2 um. b) Volume-average
pore diameter distribution vs. effective capillary pore diameter. Note the shift in distribution of
the pores diameters for the samples compressed at 75, 200 and 1000 psi compared to the control
and 41 psi samples. Average pore diameters are 12.92±6.97, 11.85±7.01, 8.91±7.00, 7.00±4.71,
and 5.70±4.16 at 0, 41, 75, 200, and 1000 psi compression.

4.3.5 Correcting for Sample Compression
The mercury porosimeter records void space by calculating the amount of mercury that flows
into the penetrometer head where the sample is located. Both intrusion of mercury into the void
volume of the electrospun mat and a reduction in the thickness of the electrospun sample due to
compression would register a change in the amount of mercury in the penetrometer head;
consequently, both register as accessible void space. In order to understand what part of the
measurements are caused by legitimate intrusion of mercury into the void space and what parts are
caused by compression of the sample, the two must be decoupled. By measuring the compression of
the sample during interrupted porosimetry experiments, we can use the change in thickness to
determine the intruded volume of mercury due to sample compression. Height, width, and thickness
were initially measured for all samples prior to inserting them into the porosimeter. Inside the
penetrometer, the sample was pressurized with mercury to a set pressure and depressurized quickly.
The sample was then removed and measured to determine its new thickness. This procedure was
performed several times for each electrospun mat, taking data points every few pressure steps. The
total time for depressurization and thickness measurement was about three minutes. Thickness
measurements had a precision of ±0.03 mm, or < 4% for all samples. The fraction of the sample that
was compressed was calculated by dividing the sample thickness at a given pressure, hp, by the initial
thickness, ho, so that fc,p=hp/ho. This volume was then subtracted from the total measured intrusion
volume registered during the porosimetry experiment at each pressure step to obtain the corrected
intrusion volume,
Vcorr = fc,P x Vmeasured

Linear interpolation was used to estimate the change in sample thickness between
measurements. This analysis was performed on mats comprised of four different average fiber
diameters: 8.02, 4.49, 2.52, and 0.67 pm. The results are presented in Figures 4.5 & 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Measured and corrected intruded volume vs. pressure plots for electrospun samples with
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The first item of interest is the increasing disappearance of very large pores (> 100 pm) with the
decrease in fiber diameter. These pores were clearly registering (at least in part) as a result of the
compression of the sample at low pressures. While these large pores do not disappear completely, their
irregular appearance could very easily be the result of experimental error, especially in the case of
Figure 4.6c.

Since the sample compression represents the alteration of voids in the electrospun mat, the
intruded volume due to compression must not only be decoupled from physical intrusion of mercury
into the void network, but also reinserted back into the intrusion profile to conserve the overall porosity
of the system (Figure 4.6). Working under the assumption that voids of a given gateway diameter
cannot be crushed at a higher pressure than the pressure at which they spontaneously fill, three
scenarios can be hypothesized. In the first scenario, pores of a given gateway diameter are fully crushed
at the same pressure at which they would normally fill. In this case, the raw experimental data
generated by the porosimeter would be considered correct (Figure 4.5). For the second scenario, only
the smallest pores in the system are crushed due to pressurization. The intruded volume due to
crushing is then added to the small diameter peak of the differential intrusion vs. pore diameter plots,
magnifying the peak pore diameter and decreasing

Dpore.

The final scenario examines the other

extreme: compression of the sample does not outright crush the voids, but decreases the gateway
diameter by f. In order to correct for this deformation, the pore diameters in the raw experimental
data are multiplied by 1/f,, shifting the intrusion profile to the right. The graphs in Figure 4.6 present
the results of these corrections. In all likelihood, the actual pore diameter profile lies somewhere in
between the latter two examples. Table 4.3 presents the numerical changes in

Dpore

and the peak pore

diameter as a function of these extremes. It is impossible to know which mechanism - small-pore
crushing or equal pore compression - is most responsible for the pore compression in the sample. One
final possibility exists - the compression of larger pores, in the form of pore buckling. This will be
examined shortly.

Fiber
Diameter
8.02 ± 0.89

Experimental
Data
Peak
Diam
Dpore
71.6+77.1 23.4

Smallest Pores
Crushed
Peak
Dpore
Diam
71.6±77.0 25.5

4.49 ± 0.42

63.3±78.6

56.5±76.6

10.2

13.2

Buckling Analysis

All Pores
Compressed
Peak
Dpore
Diam
23.4
75.9±79.0

36.3±17.0

Peak
Diam
23.4

10.2

22.2±12.3

10.2

69.4±82.5

Dpore

2.52 ± 0.80

50.8±70.3
6.7
46.7±70.8
10.2
67.2±79.4
6.7
12.9±7.3
6.7
8.8
15.6±7.7
8.8
60.9±75.9
14.6
8.8
45.2±67.1
0.67 ± 1.7 50.1±69.5
Table 4.3: Recalculated Dpore and peak pore diameter values due to sample alteration during
testing. Experimental data: values from raw data; Smallest Pores Crushed: correction weighted to
smallest voids; All Pores Compressed: equal correction of all voids based on f; Buckling Analysis:
compression of largest voids due to calculated mechanical buckling (section 4.3.6). All values are
in units of ptm. Note: SD's are large due to biased distribution of larger pores.
This body of work is based on the assumption that the mechanical deformation of the scaffold is
irreversible, or at least plastic, with a relaxation time greater than 3 minutes (the time required to
measure the change in thickness of the sample once it is removed from the porosimeter). To estimate
the relaxation time of the mats, samples were uniaxially compressed at pressures of 12.6, 25.2, and
1000 psi. Following the compression step, the sample thickness was measured at time intervals of 0,
0.5, 1, 5, 30, and 60 minutes after the compression. For the smallest pressurization (12.6 psi), only one
sample experienced a relaxation of more than 3% (fiber diameter = 2.52 Ipm; relaxation of 5%). The
relaxation occurred primarily between the 1 and 5 minute interval, which adds an extra source of error
to the measurements for this sample. The samples compressed at 25.2 psi all experienced a 10%
relaxation (except for the sample with fibers of 0.67 Ipm, which experienced only a 5% relaxation), but
the relaxation occurred almost completely between 5 and 30 minutes after compression. Finally, the
samples compressed at 1000 psi experienced between 5% and 20% relaxation, including 5% to 10%
relaxation within the first 5 minutes. It is unclear if this same elastic response could occur in samples
that are filled with mercury (altering their compliance), though. Nevertheless it is important to note
that the response is not entirely elastic. Therefore the compression measurements taken during
porosimetry should be valid.
The compression correction makes testing a single sample significantly more time consuming,
but illustrates the pressure effects on the electrospun sample during mercury porosimetry. Based on
the graphs in Figure 4.5, there can be no doubt that physical changes in the mat are occurring, and that

those physical changes affect the pore diameter as reported by the mercury porosimeter. A second
technique based in physical mechanics may be a more useful means of determining the actual pore
diameter from raw mercury intrusion data.
4.3.6 Effect of Pore Buckling on Pore Size Distribution
As mentioned in the previous section, a fourth source of error in the measurement of
electrospun mats by mercury porosimetry is the possibility of pore buckling. A full account of the
buckling phenomenon is presented in "Characterization by Mercury Porosimetry of Nonwoven Fiber
Media with Deformation" by Rutledge, Lowery, and Pai 47. As presented in the article, voids created by
the random architecture of electrospun fibers can be modeled as hollow shells with a generalized
characteristic diameter. A similar correction is performed for elastic compression; however, buckling
proves to be the more significant correction.
For a void of internal diameter D, and an outer ring of thickness t and Young's Modulus E, the
pressure required to buckle the outer shell can be defined as:

Pb

E

3

(4-9)

Equation 4-9 assumes the same cylindrical geometry of the Washburn equation (Equation 4-2), that
pores are subjected to radial pressure, and that shell thickness will be roughly equivalent to the fiber
diameter. Remembering that pore filling is governed by the Washburn equation (Eq. 4-2), the difference
in scaling between pore filling and pore buckling is shown in Figure 4.7. Note that at lower pressures,
pores will buckle prior to mercury intrusion; at larger pressures, intrusion occurs first. Physically, larger
voids will buckle before smaller voids. The critical diameter at which pores both fill and compress
equally can be found be equating 4-2 and 4-9 and simplifying.

(4-10)

D =

Likewise, the critical pressure of the pore crushing to pore filling transition is found to be:

(
=
Pc

=3

1/2

(4-11)

Note that the numerator in the Washburn equation has been changed to c=-4ycos(O) in equations 4-10
and 4-10.
A single equation for the volumetric mercury intrusion as a function of pressure can be derived
for distribution of pore diameters:

p(D)V(D)

v(P) = f

] dP'

[-

(4-12)

A cylindrical geometry is assumed for V(D); therefore V(D)=7rlD2/4. The differential term varies
according to the mechanism of mercury displacement, such that

f

"2t

SdD

1/3

E

/

=

D

D for P < P (buckling)

] 3P 4PP

S= D for P > P (intrusion)

(4-13)

As described previously, the differential intrusion of mercury as a function of pressure (and the
corresponding pore diameter) is a useful metric by which to determine porosity statistics. Taking the
derivative of Eq. 4-13 with respect to log(P) we find:
dv (P)
dg (P)
dlog (P)

dD

p(D)V(D)

dP

P

(4-14)

Similarly, converting to log(D):
dv(D)
d (D) =
dlog (D)

p(D)V(D)D =

dv(P)
d (P)
dlog (P)

(4-15)

Note that equation 4-15 is valid only for intrusion of mercury, not extrusion. Using this knowledge, a
correction can be added to raw volumetric intrusion data as a function of system pressure. These
calculations are outlined in detail within the article 47. A Matlab script was written to perform either
elastic compression or pore buckling correction on intrusion volume data as a function of pressure. This
script was used to re-analyze many of the electrospun samples.
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Figure 4.7: Pore diameter vs pressure scaling for liquid intrusion according to Eq. 4-2 (thick solid
line) and for buckling of cylindrical shells according to Eq 4-24 for four shell thicknesses: t=20 mm
(dashed line); 2 mm (dotted line); 1.2 mm (dash-dot line); 0.2 mm (thin solid line). The
corresponding transition pressures Pc are: 1.38, 44.9, 96.0 and 718 kPa, respectively. The transition
diameters are: 1043, 33.0, 15.3 and 1.0 mm, respectively. (E=100 MPa, a=1.47 N/m) 47

For a hypothetical pore distribution (Figure 4.8a), the effects of pore buckling on the intrusion
profile (Fig. 4.8b) and corresponding differential intrusion profile (Fig. 4.8c) are profound. While no
change in the average pore diameter or peak pore diameter is observed for Dy > 2.0 tim, the distribution
transitions sharply for fiber diameters below this value. The original distribution eventually becomes
unrecognizable for a fiber diameter of 200nm. While this is merely a hypothetical demonstration of the
buckling transition, it effectively demonstrates the necessity of accounting for pore buckling in mercury
porosimetry measurements of electrospun samples.
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Figure 4.8: a) A prototypical log normal pore size distribution, p(D) (squares). Also shown is the
pore volume distribution (filled circles). Note that the pore volume distribution is necessarily
shifted toward larger diameter. b) Cumulative volume v(P) versus pressure. 20 jpm fibers - squares,
2 pm fibers - circles, 1.2 pm fibers - triangles, and 0.2 ipm fibers - inverted triangles. All would be
identical, if not for buckling. c) Log differential volume dV/dlogD versus equivalent capillary
diameter, usually assumed during a liquid intrusion experiment. Same symbols as part b). 47 Note
that the shift due to buckling increases greatly as fiber diameter decreases, until the actual
distribution is no longer recognizable.

Upon correcting for pore buckling, it was observed that many samples exhibited bimodal pore
number distributions. It is possible that the smaller distribution exists as an artifact of the experimental
data point spacing. Increasing the number of data points - especially over regions of high interest, such
as the buckling/intrusion crossover - would possibly reduce this, but also adds noise to the raw
volumetric intrusion data. As a result, the pore number distribution may be less reliable than
distributions of void size weighted by pore volume or characteristic pore area (based on a cylindrical
geometry).
Examining the final column in Table 4.3, it is important to compare the effect of the
compression analysis to that of pore buckling. The buckling correction clearly impacts the scaffold pore
diameter far more significantly than either of the compression analyses The inconsequential changes in
the average pore diameter indicate the significance of the buckling transition over that of sample

compression, and the importance of accounting for the buckling compression when analyzing mercury
porosimetry results.
4.3.7 Relationship of Fiber Diameter & Pore Diameter as Predicted by Mercury Porosimetry
One of the primary goals for this work is to effectively predict average pore diameter as a
function of other mat properties. The most obvious choice is fiber diameter, as the natural packing
structure of fibers will be proportionate to the size of the fibers. Plotting pore diameter as a function of
fiber diameter, we find a 1st-order correlation between the two variables (Figure 4.9). Figure 4.9a
evaluates peak pore diameter vs. fiber diameter, while 14b provides volume, area, and number averages
as a function of fiber diameter. All four pore diameter metrics scale linearly with fiber diameter, but
with different slopes. Furthermore, the R2 values for peak pore diameter and average diameter by
volume and area are > 0.965. The first order fit for number average pore diameter vs. fiber diameter is
actually quite poor; however, many of the number average pore diameter distributions were bimodal,
explaining the erratic data distribution. Not surprisingly, the slope of the volume weighted distribution
is greater than that of the peak and area average diameter. Likewise, the area average possesses the
smallest slope of the three pore diameter metrics (excluding the number average fit due to its bimodal
distribution). Knowledge of the scaling relationship between fiber diameter and pore diameter presents
the unique opportunity to predict the pore diameter without mercury porosimetry testing, as SEM
measurement of fiber diameter is a far quicker and less complex exercise compared to porosimetry. The
relationships derived in Figure 4.9 hold true for nearly-constant porosity around 82%. Should the
porosity change significantly (> 5%), changes in fiber packing will occur, and the relationships will no
longer be valid. In order to completely evaluate the relationship between fiber diameter and pore
diameter, porosity must be taken into account.
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Figure 4.9: a) Peak pore diameter vs. fiber diameter as determined by SEM and mercury

porosimetry. More than 5 different polymers and multiple solvent combinations were used to
generate varying fiber diameters. b) Corrected pore diameter vs. fiber diameter using Matlabbased algorithm. Volume, area, and size-based averages are presented independently. A smaller

sample set was used to generate the data in figure b) compared to figure a), but the set still
represents varying polymer samples and solution combinations.

4.4 Conclusions
Using experimental techniques we have managed to define a variety of terms and conditions for
understanding the void space in electrospun fabrics. Mercury porosimetry is capable of generating

average pore diameters in electrospun samples, once corrections for low-pressure pore buckling are
applied. A theoretical relationship between fiber diameter and pore diameter was established using
these corrections. The volume-weighted statics available from mercury porosimetry should prove
valuable to researchers investigating applications of electrospun nonwovens, especially the field of
tissue engineering, with the eventual goal of independently manipulating all three physical variables:
porosity, pore diameter, and fiber diameter.
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Chapter 5
Alteration of Pore Diameter in Electrospun Fabrics Using Two-Component Fiber Systems
5.1 Introduction
The capability of producing light, mechanically durable nonwoven mats of small-diameter fibers
has excited researchers in many different fields. Use of electrospun mats in small-particle filtration is an
obvious application, and in fact these are already in industrial production3 . Utilizing the high surface
area through surface functionalization for catalysis or detection purposes also shows great promise

-s

The area that has received the most attention, however, is tissue engineering. Tissues in the body are
comprised of cells attached to collagen fibers on the order of 500-3000 nm6 . The possibility of
replicating such conditions outside the body for the purpose of re-growing cells and tissues either invitro or in-vivo is of great interest to physicians and surgeons alike. Matching the physical (and even
chemical) conditions a cell encounters in natural tissue presents great promise for controlling cellular
response. One of the primary difficulties lies in controlling these conditions to form the right
architecture.
There are three variables to consider when examining the physical geometry of a fibrous tissue
scaffold: fiber diameter, porosity, and pore diameter. Understanding and controlling the fiber diameter
has been discussed at length in previous work 8'9',2 1 . A scaling law already exists that relates the terminal
fiber diameter (the minimum fiber diameter that can be achieved for a given set of spinning conditions)
to variables such as flow rate, electric current, and the solution dielectric properties. Reducing the
concentration of polymer in solution is a simple method for achieving fibers of smaller diameter, so long
as sufficient viscoelasticity is maintained to avoid breakup of the jet into droplets.
The second variable to take into consideration when engineering nonwoven architecture is the
overall porosity, or void fraction, in the mat. The relationship between porosity, Ep, bulk density, p, and
material density, po, is described in Equation 5-1.

Ep

= 1-

)x

100

(5-1)

As the average fiber diameter in the system is reduced, fibers can pack closer together. This increases
bulk density (reducing void fraction). Previous work has examined the increase of void fraction using the
freezing of ice crystals in a high-humidity atmosphere on a low-temperature collector1 o. The ice crystals

disturb the natural stacking of fibers by increasing the distance between adjacent layers of fibers. It was
found that by increasing the relative humidity, a four-fold increase in the z-directional spacing could be
achieved.
The final variable to consider in the mat architecture is pore diameter. Whereas porosity
quantifies the amount of free space available, pore diameter statistics describe the dimensions of the
quantized voids. Previously, we have discussed methods and appropriate metrics for characterizing
these individual voids. It is normal in the characterization of porous media to assume a cylindrical pore
geometry reference in order to obtain pore diameter values. In the case of electrospun mats, however,
this is an inaccurate description; the pore geometry is more precisely a void of indeterminate shape with
an internal cross-section larger than the pore opening. For this reason, we report a distribution function
of an equivalent capillary "gateway" diameter, the largest diameter of an equivalent gateway of circular
cross section by which the volume of a void is accessible. The distribution of gateway diameters is
weighted not by the number of pores, but by the accessible volume. We use two measures to describe
the pore diameter statistics: the average pore diameter by volume and the peak pore diameter.
Average pore diameter by volume describes the average pore diameter based on the volumetric
distribution. Peak pore diameter describes the pore diameter at which an object of said diameter can
access the largest amount of pore volume. By reporting gateway diameters weighted by accessible
volume, we gain a measurement useful for void-filling applications.
Ideally, each of these variables could be manipulated individually. In practice, however, they are
interconnected. Earlier studies of peak pore diameter vs. fiber diameter found a first-order relationship
between them (slope ~ 3.7). One means of manipulating these properties in nonwovens is by using
post-processing as a means of altering the scaffold architecture. Here, we examine the effect of
processing and post-processing techniques on the peak pore diameter in a given system. Selective
extraction of a soluble component was used as a means of altering the average void size. By depositing
two materials during the electrospinning process and selectively removing one, additional void space is
created in the electrospun mat. The additional void space results in the alteration of the peak pore
diameter within the sample. Previous work has addressed the processing of two similar components
(poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and poly(E-caprolactone) (PCL)) for the purpose of creating 3-dimensional
structures via material removal
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. Component removal in these blends was capable of producing

porosities between 30% and 88%. While these materials were film-cast or extruded in past work, the
present work addresses the use of electrospinning to produce blended materials. PCL was electrospun

with PEO both from a blend solution and simultaneously from a neighboring jet onto a rotating target,
and subsequently removed during post-processing. Doing so provided a simple means of altering mat
architecture compared to as-spun mats. Implementation of these techniques could lead to the ability to
increase or decrease pore diameter independently of fiber diameter.
5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Materials
Poly(E-caprolactone) (Mn

=

80,000 g/mol) and poly(ethylene oxide) (Mn = 100,000 g/mol) were

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO). Chloroform and methanol were
obtained from Mallinckrodt Baker Inc (Phillipsburg, NJ). Solutions of varying weight percent PCL and
PEO were created using 3:1 chloroform/methanol (v/v) or pure chloroform as the solvent phase. All
experiments were conducted using one of these mixtures as the solvent component.
5.2.2 Blend Electrospinningand Component Extraction
PCL and PEO were dissolved to form a combined blend of 11% polymer (by weight) in a solution
of chloroform and methanol by varying weight fractions of PCL (11%-0%) and PEO (0%-11%) in the
solution. Nonwoven fiber mats were generated via electrospinning, discussed in further detail
elsewhere"' - . The schematic is presented in Figure 4.1. A Harvard Apparatus PHD 2000 infusion pump
was used to pump the 11% PCL solution through a 1.1mm inside diameter needle protruding from a 16inch diameter round metallic plate at a flow rate of 0.05 mL/min. The plate was raised to a potential of
35 to 38 kV using a Gamma High Voltage Regulated DC power supply in order to keep the process
running at steady state. The grounded target was placed at a distance of 30 to 35 cm below the charged
plate, and fiber was deposited for 40 minutes. As-spun mats were immersed in distilled water for 7 days
to remove the PEO and allowed to drip dry for 24 hours. PEO loss was tracked gravimetrically to confirm
removal.
5.2.3 Dual-Jet Electrospinning
Solutions of PEO and PCL were electrospun simultaneously onto a rotating target plate in a
variation of the parallel plate setup (Figure 5.1). An additional PHD 2000 infusion pump was used for
the second spinneret in conjunction with a Gamma High Voltage Research HV Power Supply (Model
ES40P-5W/SDPM). Voltage for each jet was also controlled independently. A 1.1 inside-diameter

needle protruded from a 17-inch diameter round metallic plate for the PCL spinneret and a 12 inch
diameter round metallic plate for the PEO spinneret. Solutions for both PCL and PEO were either 11%
by weight in 3:1 chloroform/methanol or 10% by weight in chloroform. Flow rates varied from .025
mL/min to .2 mL/min for each solution, and were individually controlled. The distance from the charged
plate to the collector was altered for each experiment in order to offset the repelling effects of the
competing electric fields and control the deposition area for each polymer. Distances ranged from 30 to
42 cm. In order to entangle the depositing PCL and PEO fibers, the 54-inch target plate was rotated at
48 rpm. 40-60mL of solution was spun for each experiment to create a tangible, mechanically stable
mat. Rectangular strips of the as spun mats were immersed in water for 72 hours to remove the PEO
and allowed to drip dry for 24 hours. Density and PEO loss were tracked gravimetrically.

Figure 5.1: Dual jet electrospinning apparatus. Two parallel-plate electrospinning apparatus with
differing polymer solutions are placed side-by-side; fibers deposit on a rotating target to create
mixing of the two types of fibers.

5.2.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
A JEOL JSM-6060 Scanning Electron Microscope was used to image electrospun samples.
Samples were coated with 10nm of Au/Pd using a Polaron Range sputter coater prior to imaging. Each
sample was imaged on both top and bottom to confirm uniformity of the fiber diameter. analySIS
software by Soft Imaging Systems (MOnster, Germany) was used to measure individual fiber diameters
in each micrograph. On average, 30 to 60 measurements were conducted on both the top and bottom
of each sample to determine average fiber diameter and standard deviation in each sample.
Cross-sectional SEM was performed by first freezing samples in liquid nitrogen for 2 hours.
Samples were cryosectioned in liquid nitrogen with 4-inch surgical scissors. Two pieces of double-sided
copper tape were bent at right angles, placed back-to-back to form an inverted "T", and attached to the
SEM sample holder. Cryosectioned samples were then attached to the tape with the crysectioned face
pointing up and coated as described previously.
5.2.5 Mercury Porosimetry
Mercury porosimetry measurements were made using the Autopore IV porosimeter
(Micromeritics, Norcross, GA). Samples of electrospun nonwoven meshes were cut into rectangular
sections about 7.5mm in width, with lengths varying around 2-3cm, before being placed in the
penetrometer. Care was taken to place enough sample in the penetrometer to achieve significantly
measureable intrusion volumes while maintaining unimpeded access by the mercury to the entire
surface of the sample. To this end, samples were either stacked length-wise against the outer glass of
the penetrometer or folded accordion-style. Prior to mercury intrusion, the penetrometer was
degassed to approximately 301tm Hg to remove air from the system. Mercury filling of the
penetrometer was performed at 0.5 psia. Logarithmically spaced data points were taken at pressures
ranging from 0.5 to 2000 psia (0.003 to 13.78 MPa). An equilibrium intrusion rate threshold was set at
0.03 pL/g/s; once the rate of mercury intrusion into the sample dropped below this value, the pressure
was increased to the next data point setting. For purposes of data analysis, the surface tension of
mercury and the intrinsic contact angle with polymer, regardless of composition, were taken to be yHg =
480 N/m and 0 = 140" respectively.
5.2.6 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Thermal analysis was performed using a TA Instruments Q100 Differential Scanning Calorimeter.
Samples were heated from 20"C to 75"C at 100C/min and held at 750C for 3 minutes before being cooled
from 75*C to 200C at 100C/min and held at 200C for an additional 3 minutes. The process was repeated a
second time under the same conditions. TA Instruments Universal Analysis 2000 software package was
used to identify melting temperatures and measure the enthalpies of melting and fusion for each cycle.
5.2.7 Wide-Angle X-Ray Scattering (WAXS)
Diffraction measurements were performed using a Molecular Metrology Small and Wide Angle
X-Ray Diffractometer with a Cu Ka source possessing an incident radiation of wavelength of 1.54 A.
Two-dimensional WAXS images were collected on image plates at a sample-to-detector distance of
105.4mm (max 20 of 37.20). Detector plates were scanned using a Fujifilm BAS-1800 II image scanner
with a 0.1 nm resolution. Polar image conversion software converted images to plots of intensity vs. 20.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Blend Electrospinning and Component Extraction
Samples electrospun from blended PCL/PEO solutions are listed in Table 5.1. Weight
measurements show near-complete extraction of PEO in most samples after immersion in water (>90%
for all but one sample). PEO in the 10/1 PCL/PEO fibers may have become trapped within a PCL shell,
unable to solvate and be removed. This is the only sample that showed a significant amount of PEO
remaining in the fiber after 7 days. A slight reduction in average fiber diameter was recorded between
the as-spun and water-immersed samples, but still within one standard deviation. Representative SEM
images of the samples before and after water immersion are presented in Figure 5.2. Physical distortion
of the fibers and overall mat was observed in samples with PCL/PEO ratios less than 4/7. For PCL/PEO
ratios less than or equal to 2/9, there were no discernable fibers present in the samples after immersion
in water; SEM images suggest that a film-like structure forms in place of the nonwoven mat.
Porosimetry measurements did not indicate any significant mercury intrusion for these samples. As
such, the fiber and pore diameters for these samples after immersion are not reported.
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Table 5.1: PCL/PEO blend electrospinning results

e)

f)

g)

h)
Figure 5.2: Scanning Electron Microscope images of two-component electrospun mats, before and
after water immersion. a, c, e, g) As-spun mats with PCL/PEO ratios of 7/4, 3/8, 2/9, 1/10,
respectively. b, d, f, h) Water-immersed mats with PCL/PEO ratios of 7/4, 3/8, 2/9, 1/10,
respectively. All images taken at 450x magnification.
For ratios of PCL to PEO between 3/8 and 7/4, mercury porosimetry demonstrated a noticeable

reduction in the average pore diameter of water-treated samples, despite little change in the average
fiber diameter of the mats. The pore diameter reduction is likely a result of axial stresses within the
fibers that arise upon the removal of PEO, which lead to contraction of the fibers. Figure 5.3 presents
DSC data for electrospun mats with PCL/PEO ratios of 7/4 and 3/8, before and after PEO removal. Figure
5.3a (solid line) clearly shows two distinct melting peaks during the initial heating sweep (lower curve)
for PCL/PEO = 7/4. The first peak is attributed to PCL, which normally melts at approximately Tm=
58C 11 . The second is PEO, with a reported melting point of Tm = 66012. However, the melting
temperatures for PCL and PEO in Figure 5.3a are distinctly lower: 57"C and 61.50 C. By comparison, DSC
measurements of pure PCL and PEO fiber mats found melting temperatures of 56.4"C and 62.7 0 C and

melting enthalpies of 68.2 and 150.1 J/g (Fig. 5.4c,d). PCL/PEO=3/8 (Fig. 5.3b, solid line) shows only a
single melting peak, with a melting temperature of 61.9*C. In this instance, the PCL melting peak is
largely masked by PEO due to the difference in melting enthalpies (AHf,0 =139.5 J/g for PCL' 3 and for 203
J/g PEO 14 ) and large fraction of PEO. A small portion of the PCL peak is visible between 52 0C and 56 0 C.
The melting temperatures of PEO in Figures 5.3a and 5.3b are well below the normal melting
temperature of electrospun PEO. This indicates the presence of small crystal segments due either to the
fast processing speed of the electrospun fiber formation or retardation of the crystallization process by
dispersed PCL chains (or both).
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Figure 5.3: Differential Scanning Calorimetry results of blend electrospinning (exothermic,
AH>0). a) 7/4 PCL/PEO. As-spun (solid curve): peak 1 (PCL) area = 37.86 J/g; peak 2 (PEO) area =
46.78 J/g; total = 84.64 J/g. Water-treated (dashed curved): peak area: 66.54 J/g. Offset by +0.3
W/g. b) Solid line: 3/8 PCL/PEO. As-spun (solid curve): peak 1 (PCL) area = 12.99 J/g; peak 2
(PEO) area = 97.44 J/g; total = 110.43 J/g. Water-treated (dashed curve): peak area: 62.85 J/g.
Offset by +0.3 W/g. c) As-spun electrospun PCL (11% in 3:1 CHCI 3:CH 30H @ 0.05 mL/min). d)
As-spun electrospun PEO (11% in 3:1 CHCI 3:CH30OH @ 0.05 mL/min). Samples a) and b) were
heated from 20'C to 85'C at a rate of 1oC/min, samples c) and d) were heated from 200 C to 850 C
at a rate of 10oC/min.

Dotted curves in Figures 5.3a and 5.3b present the DSC curves for the water-treated samples
with initial PCL to PEO ratios of 7/4 and 3/8, respectively. Both samples exhibit only one melting
transition at 57.2"C, indicating the lack of a distinct, observable PEO crystalline phase. Furthermore, the
melting transition completes below the normal melting temperature of PEO. This confirms (along with
weight measurements) that the PEO is almost completely extracted, and that any remaining PEO is
noncrystalline.
Examining the enthalpy of melting for the four samples (available in Table 5.2), it is interesting
to note that the water-treated samples show the presence of a significant amount of crystalline PCL,
while the original as-spun samples show less melting of crystalline PCL. Figure 5.3a shows some PCL
melting in the as-spun fiber, but the energy needed to melt the PCL (37.86 J/g) is much smaller than the
energy needed to melt its water-treated counterpart (66.54 J/g). Even after correcting the enthalpy of
the PCL melting peak in the as-spun fiber for the fraction of PEO in the sample (36.4% by weight), the
energy needed to melt the PCL component of the as-spun 7/4 PCL/PEO still only registers as 59.49 J/g of
PCL. This is also well below the average melting enthalpy of a pure PCL electrospun mat: "65 J/g. PEO
likewise suffers retardation in crystallization when compared to an electrospun sample of pure PEO (AHf
of 128.6 vs. 150.1 J/g PEO). A DSC trace of electrospun PEO is available in Figure 5.3d. The same trend is
observed even more strongly in the 3/8 PCL/PEO samples (Figure 5.3b). Crystalline PCL in the as-spun
sample produces a melting enthalpy of 12.99 J/g, or 47.63 J/g PCL when corrected for PEO fraction
(72.73 wt%). Crystalline fraction in the sample can be calculated as:
% Crystallinity =

AHf,o

x 100

(5-2)

Substituting the pure component heat of fusion of 139.5 J/g for PCL, these results correspond to "46.7%
crystallinity for the pure PCL fibers, which falls slightly to 42.65% when electrospun as a 7/4 blend with
PEO, and more dramatically to 34.14% when electrospun as a 3/8 blend with PEO. After extraction of
the PEO component with water, the PCL crystallinity in the 7/4 and 3/8 blends rise to 47.70% and
45.05%, respectively. Likewise, PEO produced a crystallinity of 66% in the 3/8 PCL/PEO sample, making
it slightly more crystalline than the 7/4 PCL/PEO (63.37%) but less crystalline than the pure as-spun
sample (73.94%).
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Table 5.2: DSC Results for electrospun PCL and PCL/PEO mats before and after water
treatment.

The increased crystallinity of PCL in the water-treated samples clearly shows a tendency for PCL
chains to rearrange during PEO extraction. The absorption of water by PEO prior to dissolution likely
plasticizes the composite mat, leading to PCL rearrangement into a thermodynamically favorable
crystalline conformation. At room temperature the sample is well above the glass transition
temperature of PCL (Tg = -72Cll), and therefore chains not physically confined by entanglements or
crystalline segments are capable of undergoing significant rearrangement. The retarded crystallization
of the as-spun samples creates the opportunity for a considerable number of amorphous chain
segments to align and crystallize. The final result is additional crystalline segments of PCL, as evidenced
by DSC.
Analysis of WAXS patterns generated for both the as-spun and water-treated samples of the 3/8
PCL/PEO mats (Figure 5.4) confirms the higher crystallinity of the PCL component in the water-treated
sample. The intensity of the primary PCL peak at 20 = 21.70 jumps from 100.1 to 115.1 following the
removal of the PEO, with an increase in peak area from 62.3 to 94.5. This is indicative of the increased
PCL crystallinity.
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Figure 5.4: WAXS Intensity vs. 20 for as-spun and water-treated electrospun mats of 3/8
PCL/PEO fraction.

From a macroscopic perspective, chain reorganization and crystallization results in the
contraction of the electrospun fibers and the loss of relatively straight fiber morphology seen in the asspun mats. Contraction of fibers results in smaller voids between fibers, and the overall result is a
reduction in the overall porosity and the average and peak pore diameters. As higher fractions of PEO
are removed from the as-spun sample, PCL chains are given more volume to rearrange and crystallize,
the change in the fiber morphology is greater and the reduction in the pore diameter is larger. Beyond
fractions of 3/8 PCL/PEO, the fiber morphology is lost completely (as evidenced by SEM), and the
resulting film-like structure does not possess the same void architecture of the electrospun mats.
Nonwoven mats with ratios of PCL to PEO above 7/4 do not see the additional PCL crystallization needed
to deform the fiber structure, and therefore no reduction of pore diameter is witnessed.
These results contrast with a comparable study performed by You, et a 26. In that work, poly(Llactic acid) (PLA) and poly(glycolic acid) (PGA) were electrospun from a common solution at varying
weight ratios. Chloroform was used to selectively remove PLA, leaving behind a porous PGA fiber. For
all ratios of PLA to PGA, no change in fiber morphology was witnessed other than the creation of

nanoscale pores along the fiber backbone (with number and interconnectivity based upon initial PLA
fraction). The difference in behavior under similar post-processing conditions can be attributed to the
higher glass transition temperatures of PLA and PGA: 57°C and 37°C, respectively 27 ,2 8 . The noncrystalline
PGA is thus glassy at room temperature and lacks the mobility to reorganize during selective extraction
of the PLA; consequently, no observable change in fiber morphology or pore diameter occurred. On the
contrary, noncrystalline PCL is nonglassy at room temperature and can undergo cold crystallization upon
selective extraction of the second component, resulting in a dramatic change of morphology of both the
fiber and the nonwoven mat.
5.3.2 Dual Jet Electrospinning
Electrospinning two jets onto a single substrate produces a mat of interwoven PCL and PEO
fibers. The results are listed in Table 5.3. A mass measurement of the mats before and after water
immersion indicates that the PEO was completely removed during the post-processing treatment.
Fibers of varying composition are indistinguishable under SEM (Figure 5.5), except in the case of large
discrepancies in fiber diameter. Cross-sectional SEM images illustrating the loss of PEO fibers following
immersion in water are displayed in Figure 5.6.
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Table 5.3: Dual jet electrospinning results. All solutions were spun out of a solution of 11%
polymer (PCL or PEO) in 3:1 chloroform/methanol (v/v) unless otherwise noted. (*Denotes PEO
solution comprised of 10% PEO in pure chloroform.)

Figure 5.5: SEM images of dual-jet electrospun samples, before and after water treatment
to remove the PEO component. a,b) As-spun and water-treated mats of PCL and PEO with
8:1 flow rate ratio. c,d) As-spun and water-treated mats of PCL and PEO with 1:1 flow rate
ratio. e,f) As-spun and water-treated mats of PCL and PEO with 1:8 flow rate ratio. g,h) Asspun and water-treated mats of PCL and PEO with 1:1 flow rate ratio and larger PEO fibers
(row 8 in Table 2). Scale bar inset, 10 lpm.

a)

Figure 5.6: Cross-sectional SEM images of dual-jet electrospun samples. a) As-spun sample with
small PCL fibers (11% PCL in 3:1 CHCI 3/CH30H @ .025 mL/min) and large PEO fibers (10% PEO in
CHCl 3 @ .2 mL/min). b) Electrospun sample described in part a) following water immersion.
DSC results of as-spun and water-treated mats indicate PCL fibers are unaffected by water
treatment (Figure 5.7). Curves of water-treated samples curves overlay almost perfectly with the asspun product. Furthermore, the melting temperature of PCL did not vary between as-spun and watertreated samples. These plots highlight the difference in as-spun mat morphology between dual jet and
blend electrospun materials. Water treatment of materials electrospun from a blend impacts the
organization of all molecules within the mat (PEO is removed, PCL undergoes further crystallization).
The PCL molecules in dual jet electrospun mats are physically unchanged by the water treatment; only
the stacking of fibers is affected due to PEO removal. However, in order to take advantage of the
removal of PEO fibers to increase average void size, significant mixing of the two types of fibers during
the electrospinning process must occur.
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Figure 5.7: DSC results for dual-jet electrospun samples results (exothermic, AH>0). All solution
combinations comprised of 11% PCL and 11% PEO solutions in 3:1 chloroform:methanol. a)
PCL/PEO flow rate: 0.1/0.1 mL/min. b) PCL/PEO flow rate: 0.1/0.05 mL/min. c) PCL/PEO flow rate:
0.05/0.1 mL/min. Black line: as-spun sample. Grey line: water-treated sample. All samples heated
from 20 0 Cto 85 0C at a rate of 10oC/min, held at 850 C for 5 minutes, and cooled to 20'C at a rate of
10 0 C/min.

A mass balance was performed to measure the overlap of the depositing fibers. We define
"overlap" as the deposition of varying materials in such a way that a polymer fiber is presumably

bordered above and below by fibers of the opposing polymer component. This organization creates an
electrospun mat in which the materials are evenly dispersed. The mass deposition rate of electrospun
fibers can be calculated as a function of solution flow rate, Q, solution density, p,, and polymer weight
fraction in solution, f.
rif = Q ps f

(5-3)

Equation 5-3 can be used to calculate length of fiber deposited per time using polymer density, pp, and
fiber diameter, Df.
vf = mf pp1 ( D2/4)-

(5-4)

vf in Equation 5-4 represents the rate of fiber deposition in units of length per time. For comparison, the
velocity of the point of deposition on the rotating target, vT, is:
VT = 2

ORT Wo

(5-5)

In Equation 5-4, RT is the distance between the center of the rotating target and the point of deposition,
and w is the rate of rotation. By dividing vf by v, we obtain a measure of the buildup of the fibers
deposited during a single rotation of the turntable, or the deposition ratio, DR. This ratio can also be
thought of as the number of fibers that could be laid side-by-side during a single rotation of the target.
Under conditions typically used in this work (Q=0.1 mL/min, ps=1. 6 g/mL, f=0.11, p,=1.06 g/mL, and
Df=1.5 pm, representative of an 11% solution of PCL in 3:1 chloroform/methanol), vf is approximately
150 meters/second. This velocity is two orders of magnitude greater than that of the rotating target (RT
= 27cm, w = 48 rpm), 1.35 m/s. The ratio of the two values, 111.11, may appear at first glance to be too
large to promote significant overlap of the PCL and PEO fibers. However, when the scale of the fibers (D,
= 1.5 pim) is compared to the scale of the deposition area (10 cm radius), a five-fold order of magnitude
discrepancy is observed. Specific DRvalues are listed in Table 5.3. Simple two-dimensional analysis of
the rate of fiber occupation in the deposition area can be equated by dividing the rate of area
occupation by the area to be filled, normalized by the mat porosity.

TD

=

DA(l -

(5-6)

Layer deposition rate, rD, represents the number of fiber layers deposited on the target per unit time.
As the ratio of TD between the two different materials deviates from 1, reduced mixing of fibers will

occur until eventually the final product is an electrospun mat of alternating quantized layers of PCL and
PEO. Treating such a system with water would result in the delamination of the mat and little or no
change in void structure, far from the intended experimental results.
One important factor to consider is the matching of the deposition ratio between the individual
PCL and PEO jets. If the deposition ratios are vastly different, the effect will be similar to that of DR
approaching the same order of magnitude as the ratio of the deposition area to the fiber diameter: the
desired mixing will not be achieved. Instead, large quantities of one of material will be interspersed
within small pockets of the other material. In order to properly take advantage of fiber removal to
increase the pore diameter, matching of the deposition ratios must be taken into consideration.
If significant mixing of the fibers is not achieved, several events could occur during component
removal. These include delamination (in the case of excessively large deposition ratios of the removable
component to the static component), no change in the pore diameter (for cases in which the deposition
ratio of the removable component is much smaller than that of the remaining component), or even a
reduction in pore diameter. The latter case is not entirely intuitive; however, if too much of the as-spun
material is removed and the fibers of the removable component are much larger than those that remain
(the two qualifications for the latter scenario), fibers left behind after post-processing will collapse into
the massive number of voids left behind by the removable component. The final result is a mat with
smaller voids than the original as-spun mat.
Examining Table 5.3, ratios of DRpcL/DR,PEo between 2 and 0.5 show a 20-25% increase in the pore
diameter following removal of the PEO component. As the ratio grows more lopsided (3:1 or 1:3
DR,pcLDR,PE), gains

in the pore diameter are almost completely lost. Finally, for cases of DR,PCL/DR,PEO

beyond 1:3, the pore diameter actually shrinks significantly due to collapse of the mat, as mentioned
previously. These results are reported graphically in Figure 5.8. Interestingly, in all cases the porosity of
the mat does not change by more than 1%. The same analysis can be concluded for rD. The ratio of PCL
rD to PEO ro in Table 5.3 steadily decreases as the ratio of PCL to PEO flow rate decreases (for similar

fiber diameters of PCL and PEO). These metrics show good agreement for predicting an operating range
to increase the pore diameter using the dual jet electrospinning technique.
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Figure 5.8: Plot of peak pore diameter change vs. PCL/PEO deposition ratio (DR) and PCL/PEO
layer deposition rate ratio (TD).
From an applications standpoint, decreasing the as-spun pore diameter appears quite
controllable, down to an almost negligible void diameter in the case of post-processed blend
electrospinning samples. This could greatly benefit filtration applications. While we have shown that
post-processing techniques are capable of increasing pore diameters up to 20-30%, the ability to
increase void size in as-spun mats would be most desirable on an order-of-magnitude scale. This is
especially true in the tissue engineering realm, where a scaffold comprised of nanoscale fibers and
microscale pores is the eventual goal. While it is first important to establish the ability to alter void sizes
in these mats using post-processing (as discussed earlier, processing techniques are already being used
to increase porosity), a greater impact on the void size is still desired. It is becoming clear that the most
effective technique to increase porosity is to affect the packing of the fibers. Whereas electrospinning
stacks layers of fibers randomly aligned in two dimensions, creating a mechanically-stable mat of fibers
randomly aligned in three dimensions appears to be where the largest impacts on void size will occur.
Looking beyond simple 2-D deposition geometries is a promising area of study in the quest to
independently control fiber diameter, porosity, and void diameter, and should be investigated further.
5.4 Conclusions
By creating a two-component electrospun mat via either blend electrospinning or dual jet
electrospinning, it is possible to modify the as-spun pore diameter of an electrospun sample. Solvating

the extractable component produces varying results depending upon the electrospinning method.
Material removal from the two-component fiber results in a change in the physical morphology of the
cylindrical fiber. As increasing fractions of extractable component are removed from the fiber,
additional excluded volume results in the rearrangement and crystallization of polymer chains that were
unable to crystallize during the electrospinning process. The ensuing contraction of the fibers causes a
reduction in the pore diameter of the electrospun mat. Removing the extractable component from a
two-component system created by dual jet electrospinning is capable of either increasing or decreasing
the pore diameter, depending on the ratio of the layer deposition rate of the two components. Systems
in which the two varying fiber types are well-mixed results in an increase in the pore diameter following
component extraction, while unmixed systems can see no change or even a reduction in the pore
diameter compared to the as-spun mat. These techniques may be refined to independently control the
void size apart from the fiber diameter in electrospun systems, making electrospun fabrics more
appealing to researchers in a variety of fields.
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Chapter 6
Exploration of Seeding Technique and the Effect of Scaffold Architecture on InVitro Cell Growth Using Electrospun Scaffolds
6.1 Introduction
The human body is perhaps one of the most exquisite pieces of engineering to be found in
nature. From a systems architecture view, it is rich in complexity and possesses an endless number of
interacting units. From individual cells to the full musculoskeletal system, every piece is designed to
work in perfect harmony with those around it; so much so that scientists are still trying to ascertain the
full scope of its synchronization. When a particular unit fails, however, it can cause serious problems to
the system architecture. The body has regenerative capabilities, but if the injury is too vast for the
repair system to cope with the wound will heal improperly, if at all. Modern medicine seeks to aid the
body's own repair mechanisms, but knowledge in this area is still limited. One branch of science that
blends medicine with engineering is the field of regenerative medicine.
The advent of modern tissue engineering for wound healing came about nearly 30 years ago
with the design of an artificial skin template by Yannas5s1 . The premise was simple: "can damaged tissues
be restored to full function in situations where non-regenerating tissues or permanent damage is
involved?" Early designs were based around matching in-vitro and in-vivo chemistry and providing
enough surface area to culture a 3-dimensional body of cells. Porous collagen scaffolds created by
lyophilization were surprisingly successful at assisting in the replacement of damaged dermal tissue.
Following this revolutionary innovation the field began to grow and scientists started investigating
specific cellular mechanisms and responses, such as cell contraction and migration5255 . It is often
difficult to generalize results across phenotypes; as stated earlier, the human body is a complex piece of
machinery and each cog functions slightly differently. The system is highly regulated both on a
programmable level (DNA encoding proteins), and a physical level (protein interaction). It is this feature
of the system that tissue engineering seeks to interpret and control.
Three important factors for invoking in-vivo cell behavior in-vitro are scaffold chemistry,
mechanical properties, and architecture. Naturally-occurring extra-cellular matrix, or ECM, is composed
of various proteins and sugars within a 3-D network. This blend of materials provides mechanical
properties that are ideal for supporting cells and tissue and promotes specific cytokinetic activity among
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cells. Materials can be designed to mimic the tensile and compressive properties of certain tissues

and coatings can impart proper surface chemistry,' 16 ; one of the real challenges now is creating the
proper architecture, paying careful attention to both porosity (the percent of the scaffold available for
cell growth) and pore size (the confining dimensions of voids). Salt leaching and lyophilization are two
techniques for creating artificial ECM templates that generate significant porosity, but these fail to
create the proper void size. Pores in such artificial ECM's are often on the order of hundreds of microns,
and cells merely stretch along a flat surface instead of engaging multiple attachment points in a 3-D
environment. It is hard to verify an "optimal" pore diameter for tissue engineering growth, as varying
pore diameters often lead to varying porosities, mechanical properties, available surface area, and other
variables that have been shown to affect cell growth. It has been suggested that the optimal void size
for cell growth in bone is > 300 jam in order to accommodate new bone formation and vascularization20;
however, these void sizes offer little more than additional surface area to culture cells when compared
to a flat surface, since cells are not able to bridge such voids. Electrospun materials provide large
porosities (> 70%) and a fibrous structure capable of allowing cells to bridge voids and attach to multiple
fibers in a truly 3-D environment, making it an ideal candidate for tissue engineering applications.
Researchers have been designing tissue engineering constructs out of electrospun fibers since
the seminal work of Bowlin and Wnek 21. As discussed in Chapter III, multitude of biodegradable
polymers have already been electrospun with tissue engineering in mind222 5 . The effect of fiber
diameter on cell proliferation has also been explored, with the general conclusion that smaller fibers
seem to encourage better cell replication and signaling26,27. Constructing electrospun templates into
specific designs - such as a hollow conduit for nerve regeneration or multiple stacks of materials to
mimic tiered layers of tissue - has also shown promising success 28 . There has been little work, however,
on the effect of scaffold architecture and method of introduction of cells into the electrospun matrix.
Electrospun scaffold architecture is an interesting challenge, in that there are currently few
effective means to vary independently the three most basic geometric parameters: porosity, pore
diameter, and fiber diameter 29-31. The effect of pore size and porosity on cell growth is of particular
relevance, as the utilization of space is a key concern in the use of electrospun mats as tissue
engineering templates. Studying these components generally requires altering the fiber diameter to
obtain the desired pore diameter, but raises an interesting question: which will support enhanced cell
growth, a scaffold with smaller fibers (as seen previously) but smaller pores, or a scaffold with much
larger fibers but significantly more room for cells to multiply and grow?

In order to determine conclusively the effect of cell growth at different pore diameters, fiber
diameter must be controlled as well, especially in light of previous studies concluding that smaller fiber
diameters successfully enhance cell proliferation. Pore diameter generally scales with fiber diameter
due to packing restrictions during the fiber deposition by conventional electrospinning. In order to
achieve different pore diameters at similar fiber diameters, processing modifications beyond normal
electrospinning are required

3

. It has been previously reported that electrospinning a blend of two

components and selectively removing one of these components results in an increased porosity in the
fibers themselves34. Unfortunately, this does not necessarily translate into larger voids, or pores, within
the fibrous network. However, by selectively dissolving out a secondary component that is partially
dispersed in a semicrystalline primary component for Tg < T < Tm, it is possible to cause fiber contraction
due to chain reorganization, resulting in a reduced pore diameter at a common fiber diameter. Here, we
employ this technique as a means for using post processing to alter selectively the pore size in
electrospun materials.
Critical to this study is the method of delivering cells into an electrospun fiber scaffold. The
most common method currently is a "drop" method to seed cells on the scaffold. In this method, a
suspension of media and cells is placed in the center of the tissue scaffold, and cells are given several
hours to attach to the surface of the mat (so that cells do not float away) before fresh media is added.
However, loss of cells from the top of the mat can still transpire due to a breakup of the cell suspension
once wetting of the material occurs. As a result, an unknown number of cells are seeded, making it
difficult or impossible to compare the effectiveness of different scaffolds. Therefore depositing cells
reproducibly onto the mat, as well as possibly dispersing them evenly throughout the scaffold, is
necessary for subsequent quantitative analysis. Deposition of cells during the electrospinning process is
a possibility35 s36, although the long mat generation times and possible contamination issues are serious
concerns. In this work, we make use of a perfusion bioreactor to ensure reproducible and uniform
seeding of cells. The perfusion bioreactor has been used to prevent loss of cells during seeding and to
encourage uniformity of cell dispersal within other artificial ECM templates3 7 3 9, and has been used as a
means for effective nourishment of cells within electrospun mats 35 ,4 0 -42, but has yet to be demonstrated
as a useful seeding technique for electrospun materials. The final product, a mat seeded with a known
quantity and spatial distribution of cells, is a prerequisite for quantitative analyses of the viability of
these materials as tissue constructs.

This study seeks to evaluate the effect of pore diameter on the proliferation of Human Dermal
Fibroblast cells in poly(s-caprolactone) electrospun mats. In order to distinguish the effect of pore
diameter on cell growth from that of fiber diameter, mats of similar fiber diameter but different pore
diameters were created using the phase extraction technique described above. Looking at three distinct
fiber sizes (nanofibers, fiber diameters close to 2 lm, and fiber diameters close to 8 Ipm) with varying
pore diameters provides insight into the role of scaffold architecture in electrospun tissue engineering
constructs.
6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Electrospinning
Poly(E-caprolactone) (PCL, Mn = 80,000 g/mol) and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, Mn = 100,000
g/mol and 2x10 6 g/mol) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO).
Chloroform, methanol, and dimethylformamide (DMF) were obtained from Mallinckrodt Baker Inc
(Phillipsburg, NJ). Solutions of varying weight percent PCL or blends of PCL and PEO were created using
3:1 chloroform/methanol (v/v), 12:1 chloroform/DMF (v/v), or pure chloroform as the solvent phase,
and were stirred for approximately 6 hours prior to processing to assure thorough mixing. Solutions
with greater than 3% PEO in PCL/solvent showed a degree of cloudiness. Electrospun mats were
generated as described previously 4 using a parallel-plate apparatus, shown in Figure 4.1, with various
flow rates, operating distances, and supplied voltages, chosen to obtain fibrous mats with different fiber
sizes and/or pore sizes. The full details are provided in Table 6.1. Mats were spun approximately 500
Ipm thick.
As-spun mats of blended PCL and PEO were immersed in distilled water for 7 days to remove the
PEO and allowed to drip dry for 24 hours. PEO loss was tracked gravimetrically to confirm removal; all
mats showed 95-98% removal of the total PEO in the as-spun mat. Electrospun samples of pure PCL
showed no weight loss over a 21 day period of water immersion.
6.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
A JEOL JSM-6060 Scanning Electron Microscope was used to image as-spun, water-treated, and
cell-seeded electrospun samples. Samples were coated with 10nm of Au/Pd using a Polaron Range
sputter coater prior to imaging. Each as-spun and water-treated sample was imaged on both top and
bottom to confirm uniformity of the fiber diameter. analySIS software by Soft Imaging Systems

(Munster, Germany) was used to measure individual fiber diameters in each micrograph. On average,
40 to 60 measurements were conducted on each sample to determine the average fiber diameter and
standard deviation.
6.2.3 Mercury Porosimetry
Mercury porosimetry measurements were made using an Autopore IV porosimeter
(Micromeritics, Norcross, GA). Samples of electrospun nonwoven meshes were cut into rectangular
sections about 7.5mm in width, with lengths varying around 2-3cm, before being placed in the
penetrometer. Care was taken to place adequate sample in the penetrometer to achieve significantly
measurable intrusion volumes while maintaining unimpeded access by the mercury to the entire surface
of the sample. To this end, samples were either stacked length-wise against the outer glass of the
penetrometer or folded accordion-style. Prior to mercury intrusion, the penetrometer was degassed to
approximately 30pm Hg to remove air from the system. Mercury filling of the penetrometer was
performed at 0.5 psia. Logarithmically spaced data points were taken at pressures ranging from 0.5 to
10000 psia (0.003 to 13.78 MPa). An equilibrium intrusion rate threshold was set at 0.03 ~L/g/s. For
purposes of data analysis, the surface tension of mercury and the intrinsic contact angle with polymer,
regardless of composition, were taken to be YHg = 480 N/m and 0 = 140" respectively. All pore size
distributions were corrected for deformation of the mat under elevated pressure, as described
elsewhere 43
6.2.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Thermal analysis was performed using a TA Instruments Q100 Differential Scanning Calorimeter.
Samples were heated from 20'C to 85°C at 1C/min and held at 85°C for 10 minutes before being cooled
from 85°C to 20°C at 1°C/min and held at 20°C for an additional 10 minutes. The process was repeated a
second time under the same conditions. TA Instruments Universal Analysis 2000 software package was
used to identify melting temperatures and measure the enthalpies of melting and fusion for each cycle.
6.2.5 Human Dermal Fibroblast Cell Culture
Human Dermal Fibroblasts (HDF) were obtained by obtained by a generous donation from the
Kochevar group at Massachusetts General Hospital. Low glucose Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM) (Ix), Antibiotic-Antimycotic (100x) and Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) were obtained from Invitrogen
(Carlsbad, CA). Media consisting of DMEM, 10% FBS, and 1% antibiotic by volume was used for cell

culturing and changed every 48 hours. Media was filtered with 0.2 pm polyethersulfone (PES) Vacuum
Filtration flasks from VWR International (West Chester, PA). HDFs were cultured in polystyrene culture
flasks at 37°C in 5% CO2 until confluent, at which point they were de-plated with 0.25% ix Trypsin
(Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA).
Leftover cells were frozen for later use. Trypsinized cells were placed in a centrifuge tube and
centrifuged for 10 minutes at 2000 rpm. Following centrifugation, a small cell pellet was present at the
bottom of the centrifuge tube. Media and Trypsin were siphoned off and disposed of. Cells were
redispersed in media at a concentration of 1 million cells per milliliter. 1 mL of cell-containing media
was added to VWR International Self Standing 2 mL Low Temperature Freezer Vials. 1 mL of a solution
of 1:1 Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO):Media by volume was then added to each vial; vials were capped,
gently shaken to mix the contents, and stored at -200 Cfor 2 hours. Following the initial freezing process,
vials were stored long-term in a freezer at -70 0 C.
6.2.6 Droplet Cell Seeding
HDF cells were trypsinized and counted before being centrifuged in media at 2000 rpm for 10
minutes. Cell counting was performed by staining 40 ItL of trypsinized cell solution with 10 pL Trypan
Blue from Invitrogen to assure viability. 10 pIL were micropipetted into both chambers of a Bright Line
Hemocytometer (Hausser Scientific; Horsham, PA) which was viewed under a Zeiss Axiovert 200
inverted microscope. Eight 3x3 grids were counted and the results were averaged, multiplied by 10,000
cells/mL, and multiplied again by the number of milliliters of trypsinized solution to obtain the total cell
count. Following centrifugation, supernatant was removed from the Trypsin solution and replaced with
enough media to bring the cell concentration to 500,000 cells/mL. Cells were again counted to verify
concentration.
Electrospun mats were cut into 2.2 cm diameter disks and placed in polystyrene 6-well plates.
lmL of concentrated cell solution was slowly dropped onto the electrospun mat so as to prevent
solution from draining off the mat. Following the addition of the droplet, mats were placed in an
incubator for 4 hours to allow cells to settle before 5 mL of additional media was added. Old media was
drained and replaced with fresh media every 48 hours. Single samples were harvested at t = 1, 7, 14,
and 21 days. Harvested samples were cut into 6 equal pieces using a razor blade and stored at -20°C in 2
mL lx PBS (Invitrogen) for further testing.

6.2.7 Perfusion Cell Seeding
A Cole-Parmer peristaltic pump (Model 7553-70) was placed in series with 2 mL MacroDialyzer
plates obtained from Spectrum Labs (Rancho Dominguez, CA), as shown in Figure 6.1. Electrospun mats
were cut into disks 2.2 cm in diameter and placed inside the dialysis plates. 1.5 million cells in 115 mL
of media were placed in the central reservoir. Cole-Parmer silicon tubing (1/16 inch ID) was connected
to the peristaltic pump using single-tube C-P cassettes (Part No. 7519-80). Luer locks obtained from
Spectrum Labs were used to attach the tubing leading in and out of the media reservoir to the dialysis
plates. To assure maximum cell infiltration, plates were arranged such that media would flow into one
of the top ports, through the electrospun membrane, and out of the bottom port opposite the entrance
port. A second silicon tube was used to connect the exhaust port of the dialysis plate to the media
reservoir. During perfusion seeding, three samples were run in parallel at one time.
Fluid flow was adjusted via a calibrated control dial. Flow was set to 20 mL/min for all
experiments. Media without cells was perfused through the dialysis plates prior to cell seeding in order
to wet the mats and test for leaks in the system. Cells were de-plated, counted, centrifuged, and
recounted as described above before being added to the reservoir. Once cells were added to the media
reservoir, perfusion was run for 20 minutes. Following seeding, media was drained from the tubing lines
and electrospun mat by removing the entrance line from the reservoir. Electrospun samples were cut
into 6 equal pieces using a razor blade and placed in 6 well plates with 6 mL of media for incubation,
replacing media every 48 hours. Samples were harvested in the manner described previously.
Additional samples were seeded and harvested after 3 hours to confirm the retention of cells after
seeding.
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Figure 6.1: a) Perfusion seeding bioreactor setup. Cells suspended in media (A)are transported by a
peristaltic pump (B)through electrospun membranes (C). Cells are embedded into the electrospun
scaffold and fluid recycles into the media reservoir (D). Fluid flows clockwise. b) Perfusion
cassette. Flow enters one of the top ports, passes through a membrane sealed with an O-ring, and
exits the port opposite from the entrance port.
6.2.8 Polystyrene Control
A control group was established by plating 500,000 cells in a 12-well polystyrene plate. Cells
were trypsinized and counted as described previously. Fresh media was provided every 48 hours. Cells
were trypsinized and counted after 7 and 21 days.

6.2.9 DNA Assay
Quant-iT Picogreen ® dsDNA reagent assay was obtained from Invitrogen for the purpose of
measuring DNA concentration. Harvested samples were thawed, sonicated for 30 minutes, and
vortexed for 5 seconds to assure consistent DNA concentration throughout the PBS solution. The assay
- comprised of Quant-iT" Picogreen® dsDNA reagent, 20x TE buffer (200mM Tris-HCI and 20mM EDTA)
and 100 pg/mL Lambda DNA standard in TE -was kept frozen until use. Upon thawing, 100 PiL
Picogreen was added to 19.9 mL TE, forming a reagent stock solution. A 2 g/mL stock solution of
Lambda DNA was created by adding 20[L DNA standard to 980 jIL of water. The stock solution was used
to create standards of 0, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 ng/mL Lamda DNA according to Table 6.2. 150 iL
Picogreen reagent was added to 50 gL of each of the DNA standards to assure the quality of both the
reagent and standards prior to sample testing. Each measurement was performed in triplicate to assure
accuracy; the results were averaged. Table 6.2 lists the quantities used to make the standard curves.

DNA Standard Concentation (ng/mL)

0

200

300

400

500

600

2 pg/mL DNA Stock Solution Added (pL)

100

150

200

250

300

350

Water Added (pL)

900

850

800

750

700

650

Table 6.2: DNA standards for PicoGreen analysis.

Known concentrations of DNA generated a standard curve with R2 > 0.98. 96-well plates were
prepared with 150 pL reagent and 50 pIL sample supernatant and measured using a BMG LABTECH
POLARstar OPTIMA fluorescence microplate reader. Three samples from each time point for the
perfusion and drop seeding were measured in triplicate, and results were averaged. Blank controls were
established by filling well trays only with reagent assay. Negative controls were established by culturing
unseeded mats in media for 14 days. A known quantity of HDF cells were tested to obtain a correlation
between DNA concentration and HDF cell count. In order to convert from DNA concentration (in ng/mL)
to number of HDF cells, two samples with 125,000 cells and 250,000 cells, respectively, were counted
using a Hemocytometer and assayed using fluorescence analysis. Dividing the known cell count by the
DNA concentration established by the fluorometer provides a conversion between DNA concentration in
the scaffold and HDF proliferation. Results were in good agreement, showing less than 10% divergence
between the two samples. Blank and negative controls generated similar fluorescence to the 0 ng/mL
data point on the DNA calibration curve, indicating a lack of DNA fluorescence. Following conversion of

DNA concentration to cell count for fluorescence results, the value was multiplied by 6 to account for
the six pieces of the original mat.
6.2.10 Fluorescence Assay
4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) obtained from Invitrogen was used to stain cell nuclei.
Samples were washed in PBS, stained with a solution of 1 pg/mL of DAPI for 10 minutes, and rinsed in
PBS prior to being imaged using an Axiovert Inverted Fluorescence microscope in conjunction with
AxioVision Software (Carl-Zeiss, Germany) and a conventional DAPI filter. Samples were imaged in order
to quantify the surface density of cells (reported as the total number of cells observed on the surface of
a sample of area 3.46 cm 2, assuming uniform coverage), and to examine the spread of cells across the
scaffold and surface confluency with time.
Nucleus staining was performed by staining preserved scaffolds with DAPI. Frozen samples
were thawed and washed thoroughly with PBS to remove any remaining media. Cells were fixed by
immersing the samples in 70% EtOH, 30% water for 20 minutes at room temperature. Concentrated
DAPI solution at a concentration of 1 mg/mL was diluted to 1 pg/mL by adding 10 pL of DAPI to 9.99 mL
of water. Samples were immersed in approximately 2 mL of diluted DAPI solution for 10 minutes, rinsed
with PBS afterwards, and viewed under a light microscope.
6.2.11 Live-Dead Assay
A Live/Dead Cell Vitality Assay Kit was purchased from Invitrogen. Samples were washed for 5
minutes in PBS and incubated in a solution of 2 pM Calcein AM (live) and 4 pM Ethidium homodimer-1
(dead) solution in PBS for 30 minutes. 5 pL of calcein AM from the vitality assay was added to 10 mL of
sterile PBS in a centrifuge tube, along with 20 pL of Ethidium homodimer. The solution was mixed
vigorously using a vortex stand for 30 seconds and kept in darkness by wrapping the tube with
aluminum foil. Samples were rinsed with PBS and then placed in 1-2 mL of Live-Dead solution for 30
minutes under darkness in an incubator. Following immersion in Live-Dead solution, samples were
again gently rinsed with PBS. After rinsing, samples were imaged with an Axiovert Inverted
Fluorescence microscope using a conventional fluorescein longpass filter.
6.2.12 Statistical Analysis
Fiber diameter measurements, volume-average pore diameter measurements, and cell counts
are expressed as means + one standard deviation (SD). Statistical analysis was performed using analysis

of variance (ANOVA) across time points and Student's t-test for a two-tailed homoscedastic distribution
between samples, both with a significance of p < 0.05, in Microsoft Excel.
6.3 Results & Discussion
6.3.1 Electrospinning Results
Table6. 1 lists the results of electrospinning for cell-seeded electrospun constructs. Images of
as-spun and water treated mats for cell growth are provided in Figure 6.2. Images of as-spun and watertreated mats illustrating the effect on mat morphology of increasing PEO fraction extracted are
presented in Figure 6.3. Fiber diameters and pore diameters in Figure 6.2 vary by an order of magnitude
between samples, depending on processing conditions. While most samples showed a monomodal
distribution, images 2d and 2e appear to have a distinct subset of smaller-diameter fibers residing
among much larger fibers. This is most likely caused by variation in the electrospinning process;
although the generation of fiber was continuous over the course of the experiment, the current
(presented in Table 6.1) fluctuated up to 50% during the process, from 8 to 24 nA. The length of the
steady jet also fluctuated vertically by 7 cm (on top of the average jet length of ~ 36 cm for this
experiment), whereas the other electrospinning solutions never fluctuated more than 1-2 cm; these two
phenomena most likely lead to greater inhomogeneity in the depositing fibers. Figure 6.2c differs in
morphology from the other samples due to the presence of beads along the fiber backbone. This
phenomenon is caused by the onset of varicose instability at low Deborah number during processing,
and is well documented in previous literature".
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Table 6.1: Electrospinning conditions and results
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Figure 6.2: Scanning Electron Microscope images of unseeded fiber mats for cell growth. a) 10% PCL
in CHCI 3; b) 11% PCL in 3:1 CHCI 3:CH 30H; c) 6% PCL in 12:1 CHCl 3:DMF; d) 3% PCL, 8% PEO* in CHCI 3, asspun; e) 3% PCL, 8% PEO* in CHCl3, post water treatment; f) 4% PCL, 11% PEO* in 3:1 CHCI 3:CH 3OH, asspun; g) 4% PCL, 11% PEO* in 3:1 CHCI 3:CH30H, post water treatment; h) 3% PCL, 8% PEO* in 3:1
CHCI 3:CH 30H, as-spun; i) 3% PCL, 8% PEO* in 3:1 CHCI 3:CH 3OH, post water treatment; j) 1.0% PCL,
0.25% PEO" in 3:1 CHCI 3:CH 3OH, as-spun; k) 1.0% PCL, 0.25% PEO* in 3:1 CHCI 3:CH 3OH, post water
treatment. Samples a, b, c, e, g, i, and k are representative of samples that were later seeded with
cells. Average fiber diameters are listed in Table 1. Images scanned at 500x magnification. Scale bar
50 Ipm. *PEO molecular weight: 1x10 s g/mol. **PEO molecular weight: 2x10 6 g/mol.
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Figure 6.3: Scanning Electron Microscope images of two-component electrospun mats, before and
after water treatment, illustrating the effect of increasing PEO fraction on fiber deformation. All
mats electrospun from a solution of 3:1 CHCI 3 :CH 3OH with given weight percentages of PCL and
100,000 g/mol PEO. a, c, e, g) As-spun mats with PCL/PEO ratios of 7%/4%, 3%/8%, 2%/9%, 1%/10%,
respectively. b, d, f, h) Water-immersed mats with PCL/PEO ratios of 7%/4%, 3%/8%, 2%/9%,
1%/10%, respectively. All images taken at 450x magnification. Scale bar is 50 microns.
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6.3.2 Mercury Porosimetry Results
The mercury intrusion profile for sample S1 is shown in Figure 6.4a; it is typical of the samples
characterized in this study. Mercury porosimetry yields three important pieces of information for
electrospun materials: peak pore diameter (Dpeak), volume average pore diameter

(Dpore),

and porosity

(c). The peak pore diameter is the pore diameter at which the largest fraction of mercury is intruded
during mercury porosimetry, shown in Figure 6.4a as the maximum in the differential mercury intrusion
profile, and identifies the characteristic diameter at which the largest region of void space becomes
available to an object of a given diameter. The term "characteristic" is used here to describe the pore
diameter determined by mercury porosimetry because the equation used to convert the pressure at
which a given volume of mercury intrudes into the sample is based on the Washburn equation,
P =

4ycosi)
4yoo)

(1)

Dpore

which assumes a cylindrical pore geometry. SEM images (Figures 6.2 and 6.3) clearly show that the pore
geometry is not cylindrical, but rather polygonal and highly interconnected. Consequently, the values
calculated by the conversion of pressure to pore diameter in the Washburn equation should not be
thought of as exact pore diameters, but characteristic fiber-to-fiber distances for a given polygonal pore.
Volume-average pore diameter, Dpore, refers to the average pore diameter in the scaffold, determined
from the log differential intrusion vs. pressure profile. It is important to note that the volume
distribution displayed in Figure 6.4a has been adjusted to correct for pore buckling. Electrospun
materials readily deform at pressures typically used in mercury porosimetry, leading to overestimation
of the void sizes using the Washburn equation. Deformation may occur due to elastic compression of
the sample or irreversible buckling of the inter-fibrillar spaces. In electrospun mats, buckling has been
found to be the more important mechanism. The transition from buckling to intrusion can be observed
as a discontinuous change in slope of the curve for mercury volume versus pressure in the raw data,
which occurs around 7 psia in Fig 6.4a. The equations for buckling of thin cylindrical shells are used
instead of the Washburn equation to determine the size of voids when buckling occurs; this correction is
generally more important for samples comprising smaller fiber diameters, typical of electrospun mats.
The details of this analysis have been thoroughly documented elsewhere 43 . Finally, mat porosity is
defined as the percentage of void space in the sample and can be determined from the total intrusion
volume of mercury per sample mass into the electrospun sample (V, units of volume/mass) and bulk
density of the fiber material (po).
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Figure 6.4: Mercury porosimetry results of PCL and PCL/PEO blend electrospun samples. a) Example
plot of intruded mercury volume vs. pressure (squares, lower axis) and differential intrusion vs. pore
diameter (diamonds, upper axis) after buckling correction for electrospun samples. Plot presented is
actual S4 porosimetry data prior to immersion in water; other samples follow a similar intrusion
profile. b) Plot of peak pore diameter vs. fiber diameter for electrospun samples of various
materials. The open squares indicate samples that were electrospun from a blend of PCL and PEO
and have been water treated. c) Volume average pore diameter vs. fiber diameter plot for
electrospun samples of various materials. Symbols have the same meaning as in Fig 5b. Samples S1
through S7 are labeled.

Figure 6.4b plots the peak pore diameter, Dpeak, as a function of average fiber diameter, Dfiber, for
as-spun mats of PCL and PCL blended with PEO. This is consistent with terminology introduced in
Chapter IV. Additional samples of PCL and PCL blended with PEO are included in 4b and 4c using solvent
and polymer concentrations similar to those listed previously. The peak pore diameter scales linearly
and is approximately 3.5 times that of Dfiber. The proportionality between Dpore and Dfiber (Figure 6.4c) is
slightly larger, as the volume average pore diameter is weighted towards larger pores; the slope of Dpore
is approximately 4.9 times that of the average fiber diameter. The beaded nanofiber scaffold produced
by a solution of 6% PCL in 12:1 CHCI 3:DMF (S3) appears to be the exception to this trend, as the average
pore diameter detected by mercury porosimetry (9.3 gm) was over ten times larger than the average
fiber diameter (0.73 + 0.09 gm). This deviation from the trend is readily attributed to the change of
fiber morphology from uniform fibers to beads-on-strings. The addition of beads 8-10 gm in diameter
changes the packing density and orientation of the fibers. This dramatic change in the correlation of
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pore size with fiber morphology merits further investigation. Another important observation is the
reduction of the pore diameter in the water treated samples. These samples show a clear deviation from
the as-spun samples, for reasons that are explained below.
Figures 6.4b and 6.4c suggest that electrospun mats of comparable morphology produced by
similar processes exhibit a strong correlation between pore diameter and fiber diameter. Similar
correlations have been reported by Kidaoki, et al3 and Pham, et as 5. This is a very useful relationship,
as fiber diameter measurements by SEM are much more common than porosimetry measurements. It
should be noted that the electrospun materials presented in these figures generally exhibit between
80% and 88% porosity. Samples with the beads-on-string morphology (sample S3, 76.7% porosity) and
the samples post-treated with water to extract one component (samples S4-S7, <70% porosity) are
notable exceptions to this correlation. Electrospun samples of other materials were also found to fit the
trends in Figures 6.4b and 6.4c, so long as a continuous cylindrical morphology was present.
3.3 Phase Extraction Results and Analysis
Electrospun mats of blended PCL and PEO were immersed in water following their initial
characterization in order to remove the PEO from the scaffold. Gravimetric tracking of the weight loss
over 14 days found that nearly all the PEO was lost in the first 3 days. Remaining PEO (< 3%) is believed
to have been completely encapsulated by PCL, rendering it unextractable. Water-treated mats were
characterized by SEM and mercury porosimetry following PEO removal by water immersion. Fiber
diameters shrank by 10% to 25%, depending on the weight percent of PEO extracted from the mat; pore
diameters were reduced from 50% to 80%. Images and characteristics of water-treated mats are also
available in Figure 6.2 and Table 6.1, respectively.
The drastic reduction in pore diameter is associated with a distinct change in fiber morphology,
from well-spaced, linear fibers to compressed, wavy fibers, as discussed in Chapter V. From a
macroscopic perspective, chain reorganization and crystallization results in the contraction of the
electrospun fibers and the loss of relatively straight fiber morphology seen in the as-spun mats.
Contraction of fibers results in smaller voids between fibers, and the overall result is a reduction in the
overall porosity and the average and peak pore diameters. As higher fractions of PEO are removed from
the as-spun sample, PCL chains are given more volume to rearrange and crystallize, the change in the
fiber morphology is greater and the reduction in the pore diameter is larger. Beyond fractions of 3/8
PCL/PEO, the fiber morphology is lost completely (as evidenced by SEM), and the resulting film-like
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structure does not possess the same void architecture of the electrospun mats. Nonwoven mats with
ratios of PCL to PEO above 7/4 do not see the additional PCL crystallization needed to deform the fiber
structure, and therefore no reduction of pore diameter is witnessed.
6.3.4 Perfusion Seeding
Cells were seeded into the electrospun mats listed in Table 6.1, referred to as samples S1
through 57. Samples S4 through S7 were only seeded with cells following PEO extraction. Since the
perfusion apparatus (Figure 6.1) operates as a closed system, it is possible to create a mass balance in
order to measure the amount of time required to seed the cells, as well as the suspension concentration
perfusing into the sample at any point in time. Assuming that the reservoir is well-mixed and that all of
the cells perfused into the electrospun sample are retained by the sample, the concentration (c) of cells
in the media at any given time (t) can be expressed as a function of the reservoir volume (V), the flow
rate (v) of media through the sample, and the initial concentration of cells in the media (co), as:

out (t) = coe(-

)

(4)

To seed 99% of the available cells for a reservoir volume of 115 mL and flow rate of 20 mL/line x 3
samples, t = 8 minutes. A 20-minute seed infiltrates 99.997% of the cells into the matrix. Not
surprisingly, cell counts found no remaining cells in the reservoir following the seeding process.
6.3.5 Droplet Seeding and Perfusion Seeding Comparison
Figure 6.5 presents the results of the HDF cell count assay. The three as-spun samples of PCL
(S1, S2, and S3 in Table 6.1) were loaded with cells and harvested for testing after 3 hours (Fig. 6.5a).
Tests of individual mats found approximately 500,000 cells seeded in each scaffold, as expected. The
total across the three samples was found to be 1.54(+ 0.27)x10 6 cells, well within the standard deviation
of the original seeding value. Droplet-seeded samples of the same mats seeded with the same number
of cells were also harvested for testing 12 hours after the seeding process. The retention rate of cells on
the drop-seeded scaffolds was significantly lower than their perfusion-seeded counterparts, with losses
ranging from 20% to 50%. Following 21 days of incubation, perfusion-seeded samples contained more
cells than drop-seeded samples for all comparable scaffolds. Standard deviations in cell counts in the
perfused samples were also significantly smaller for both the Day 1 and Day 21 samples. While a
significant number of cells proliferated on the drop-seeded scaffolds, and at a greater apparent growth
rate than the perfused samples, the initial variability between samples due to cells not affixing to the
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scaffolds during seeding caused increased variability in the results. Trends between samples were also
very different; S1, with 8 jm-thick fibers, was clearly the most successful growth medium in the dropseeded study, while S2, with 2.5 jm-thick fibers, supported more growth in the perfusion-seeded tests.
However, of the two tests, only the perfusion-seeded scaffolds actually started with the same number of
cells. These results are therefore much more reliable than the drop-seeded scaffolds, which had one
scaffold (S1) seeded initially with almost 50% more cells than one of the other scaffolds (S2). The
discrepancy between these two sets of samples, both in the number of cells seeded on individual
scaffolds and the standard deviation between samples, highlights the value of the perfusion seeding
technique over traditional droplet seeding techniques.
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Figure 6.5: a) Day 1 cell count on perfusion vs. static-seeded mats. b) Day 21 cell count on
perfusion vs. static-seeded mats. Sl: Dfiber= 8 . 3 2 pim; Dpeak= 2 3. 4 pm; Dpore=36.41 pm. S2: Dfiber= 2 .50
jpm; Dpeak=6.5 pm; Dpore=13.88 pm. S3: Dfiber=0. 7 3 pm; Dpeak=9.3 pm; Dpore=18.26pm. c) 7, 14, and 21day cell count for perfusion-seeded mats of varying fiber and pore diameter. Additional S1-S7
sample details available in Table 1. Dfiber: fiber diameter. Dpeak: peak pore diameter. Dpore: volume
average pore diameter. ANOVA: p < 0.05 for days 7, 14, 21. Day 21 samples labeled * show t-test
statistical variance from those labeled ** for p < 0.05.

6.3.6 Effect of Pore Diameter on Cell Growth
Results of the 21-day in-vitro cell growth study for each of the seven perfusion-seeded
electrospun samples are shown in Figure 6.5c. The scaffolds with a Dpeak of 23.4, 6.5 and 12 gm (S1, S2,
S4, respectively), with cell counts close to 6x10 6 cells/scaffold, sustained substantially more cell growth
than the other four scaffolds after 21 days. These three scaffolds represent the subset of samples with
largest pore diameters, as determined by mercury porosimetry. They were also the subset with the
highest overall porosity. Two of the remaining scaffolds (S5, S6) show very similar cell growth totals
over the 21 day period, with cell counts close to 2x106 cells/scaffold. These mats perform slightly below
the polystyrene standard shown in Figure 6.5b, perhaps due to an inability of cells to access fully the 3110

dimensional space within the scaffold. The scaffold S7, with the smallest fiber diameter but also the
smallest pore sizes (both Dpeak and Dpore <1 lim), exhibited the lowest cell count after 21 days.
SEM images of ECM production and cell activity (Figure 6.6) on the surface of the mats show
significant ECM deposition (in the form of surface coating and pore bridging). ECM presence is noted
almost immediately in the scaffolds with pore diameters less than 15 pm (S2 and 53). By contrast, no
ECM deposition is witnessed on the S1 mat until day 14. This suggests that there exists a compromise in
the design of electrospun materials for tissue engineering: voids must allow cellular infiltration without
compromising the production of ECM that spans adjacent fibers.
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Figure 6.6: Scanning Electron Microscope images: 1, 7, 14, and 21-day samples of cells perfusionseeded on as-spun PCL scaffolds with fiber diameters of 8.32 im (Sl), 2.50 im (S2) and 0.73 gm
(53). a-d) 51 scaffold at 1, 7, 14 and 21 days, respectively. e-h) S2 scaffold at 1, 7, 14 and 21 days,
respectively. i-i) S3 scaffold at 1, 7, 14 and 21 days, respectively. All images 500 x magnifications.
Scale bar 50 lpm. Scaffold details for Sl, S2, and S3 are listed in Table 1.

DAPI-stained mats (Figure 6.7a-d) observed under a fluorescence microscope show different
viable cell populations on the scaffold surface for varying pore diameter. Cells clearly bridge pores at
the surface in sample S2 (Figure 6.7b), while S1 shows cells aligned along single fibers (Figure 6.7a). Due
to the increased distance between fibers in S1, cells are unable to bridge pores and instead grow along
individual fibers. Quantitatively, DAPI staining reveals up to 90% fewer cells on the outer layer of mats
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with pore diameters greater than 15 ipm (Sl) when compared to those with pore diameters smaller than
15 pm (S2, S4, S7) (c.f. Fig 6.7 caption). HDF proliferation assays (Fig 6.5) indicated the similar quantities
of cells in the Sl, S2, and S4 samples; therefore cells in S1 must be located deeper within the mat and
away from the surface. This corroborates the reduced ECM growth between pores evidenced in Figure
6.6. While cells are unable to bridge pores in scaffolds with the largest pore diameters, they readily
infiltrate the interior of the electrospun scaffold.

a)
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d)
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Figure 6.7: Fluorescence Microscopy images. a) S1 (Df=8.32 pm, Dpeak=23.4 pm) stained with DAPI
14 days post seeding at 20x magnification. Surface cell population: 1.6x10 s (4% of total). b) S2
(Df=2.50 pm, Dpeak=6.5 pm) stained with DAPI 14 days post seeding at 20x magnification. Surface
cell population: 1.7x10 6 (40% of total). c) S4 (Df=7.93 pm, Dpeak=12 pm) stained with DAPI 14 days
post seeding at 20x magnification. Surface cell population: 1.4x10 6 (30% of total). d) S7 (Df=0.91
pm, Dpeak=0.16 Ipm) stained with DAPI 14 days post seeding at 20x magnification. Surface cell
population: 6.4x105 (96% of total). e) Live-Dead staining of S1 14 days post seeding at 20x
magnification (66% viability). f) Live-Dead staining of S2 14 days post seeding at 20x magnification
(>95% viability). g) Live-Dead staining of S4 14 days post seeding at 20x magnification (>95%
viability). h) Live-Dead staining of S7 post water treatment 14 days post seeding at 20x
magnification (>95% viability). DAPI-stained nuclei are highlighted blue/white; Live-Dead Assay
stains live cells green, dead cells red (nuclei only).
Live-dead staining of scaffolds at 14 days (Fig. 6.7e-h) revealed primarily live cells, with little
evidence of dead cells. The exception was sample S1 (Fig. 6.7e), which showed a disproportionately
large number of dead cells than other samples. This may explain the relatively small increase in cells
between day 14 and day 21 in Figure 6.5c. Sample S1 was also the only sample to show cells aligning
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along single fibers instead of bridging pores. S2, S4, and S7 show no alignment of cells along the fiber
backbone, indicating a critical void size possibly exists between 12 fpm and 23.4 pm where cells organize
differently within the scaffold architecture. This corresponds closely with the average diameter of a cell,
~ 15 lpm, and suggests that the void structure has a profound influence on cell conformation.
The balance between pore bridging and cell proliferation highlights the difficulties of building an
optimized tissue engineering scaffold. The final cell count in scaffolds with large voids (Dpeak>6pm) is
much larger than any of the small pore diameter scaffolds (Dpeak<3.1 pm). Based on DAPI staining in
Figure 6.7, decreasing pore diameter leads to a greater percentage of the cell population residing on the
mat surface instead of penetrating deeper into the scaffold. However, larger voids slow ECM production
between fibers, and lead to cells growing along single fibers instead of branching out in a 3-dimensional
configuration. The optimal pore diameter for proliferation of Human Dermal Fibroblasts in this study
appears to be greater than 6 pm, but less than 23 pm. The average diameter of a Human Dermal
Fibroblast, "21 pm, is on the upper end of this scale5 6 . The premise behind scaffold-based tissue
engineering is to mimic natural tissue conditions in an artificial scaffold; if cells adopt a different cellular
conformation in the artificial scaffold than they would in natural ECM, it could lead to different cellular
activity and cytokine expression s . Consequently, it is desirable to adopt a scaffold architecture with
pores large enough to allow cells easy access to the internal void space, but not so large as to inhibit
cells from stretching between fibers and truly accessing the 3-dimensional architecture.
6.4 Conclusions
This work explores the effect of pore diameter, or void size, on cellular proliferation in tissue
engineering scaffolds composed of electrospun fibers. Perfusion seeding was employed as an
alternative to the standard droplet method for seeding cells on electrospun tissue engineering scaffolds,
and was found to be a more reliable means of guaranteeing cell retention upon seeding. DNA assays
demonstrate 100% cell retention post-seeding, compared to 50% or less in comparable drop-seeded
samples.

Scaffold architecture was found to have a significant impact on cell growth. In particular, void

size appears to have greater impact on cell proliferation than does fiber size. Cells bridged pores on the
surface of a fiber mat with 6.5 pm pores, but extended along single fibers in a mat with >20 pm pores,
revealing a pore diameter effect on cell conformation. A pore diameter close to that of the HDF
diameter of "20 pm appears to be the optimal dimension. Future work should examine the distribution
of cells throughout the matrix as a function of time, as well as the impact of continuous perfusion in-
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vitro. Additional perfusion following the seeding process will assist in the penetration and dispersion of
cells and also provide physical stimulus for the release of natural growth agents, leading to more
successful tissue engineering constructs.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions & Future Work
7.1 Thesis Conclusions
Electrospinning is an exceptionally effective means of building small-scale features into a
tangible product for applications. These applications include catalysis, tissue engineering, clothing,
chemical and biological warfare barrier protection, and many others. The property of critical interest in
many of these applications is porosity and/or average void diameter. This thesis has explored unique
means of characterizing voids from an experimental and theoretical standpoint, as well as looked at
ways of altering as-spun void statistics using post processing. Finally, the impact of void architecture in
tissue engineering was investigated.
Mercury porosimetry provides one means of measuring void statistics in electrospun samples.
Due to the high pressures required to fill small voids with mercury, it is possible for some materials to be
compressed during testing, requiring a means to interpret the difference between "true" voids
measured by the porosimeter and those that are the effect of pore buckling. Knowledge of the fiber
diameter and crossover point on the mercury intrusion profile makes it possible to interpret data in such
a way as to distinguish pore buckling from mercury intrusion into pores, yielding the true pore diameter
profile.
Post-processing can be used to alter the as-spun properties of multiple-component electrospun
samples. These can be both blended together in solution or electrospun from adjacent jets and
deposited onto a rotating target in tandem. By then removing a dissolvable component, the average
pore diameter can be increased, decreased, or kept the same depending on electrospinning conditions
and the fraction of removable component in the as-spun product.
Finally, a novel perfusion seeding technique was developed to better take advantage of the
unique architecture of electrospun scaffolds for tissue engineering. Perfusion seeding was found to
deposit 100% of the available cells to the target area and promote better long-term cell growth than
conventional droplet seeding. Scaffold architecture - specifically large pore diameter - had a profound
impact on the number of cells cultured in a scaffold over the course of 21 days. Despite cells spreading
along large fibers instead of developing multiple attachment points between fibers, cell proliferation
was greatest in scaffolds with pore diameters greater than 6 tm. At the same time, mats with pore
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observed the greatest extracellular matrix growth. This knowledge, along
diameters less than 12 mrn
with the aforementioned perfusion device and previous work on characterizing and altering void size,
could lead to fundamental breakthroughs in a variety of tissue engineering fields.
7.2 Recommendations for Future Research
1. Determining an electrospun mat's "true" volumetric intrusion is both difficult and time
consuming using the mercury porosimeter. Creating ceramic electrospun materials incapable of
compression would create a means to measure the intrusion into an electrospun mat of a given
average fiber diameter without alteration of the void size profile due to pore buckling.
2. It has been shown in previous theoretical work that randomly orienting fibers along 1, 2, or 3
dimensions increases the porosity and pore diameter with each additional degree of freedom.
Electrospinning a product with random orientation in 3 directions will open a realm of tuning
pore diameters and porosities independent of fiber diameter that depositing fibers on a flat
target can never achieve. The key is finding a way to prevent the fibers from lying flat when
they deposit on the grounded target.
3. As stated previously, creating an effective tissue engineering scaffold involves matching
mechanical properties in the tissue to be reconstructed, introducing biochemical stimulus, and
degradation of the artificial scaffold on a timetable long enough to establish a mechanical base
of living tissue capable of withstanding outside stresses without inhibiting future tissue
reconstruction by becoming incorporated in the new ECM. Will blending specific biodegradable
polymers such as PCL. PLGA, PGA, and PDO as well as naturally occurring variants such as Elastin
provide a capable means of controlling degradation? If so, should they be blend-electrospun?
Dual-jet electrospun? This should be investigated.
4.

Perfusion seeding clearly offers a benefit in cell viability and scaffold infiltration over simple
drop-seeding methods. Using high-throughput perfusion as an in-vitro bioreactor would aid in
the infiltration of cells deeper into the electrospun scaffold and provide physical stimulation to
tissues that require mechanical stimuli to regenerate and stay healthy, such as cartilage. A
simple steady-state device such as this would provide an inexpensive and effective means of
more quickly producing in-vivo implants in-vitro.
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Appendix A: Electrospun Mat Lattice Modeling
A.1 Lattice Model for Electrospun Mats
A.1.1 Basis for Numerical Model
The great complication of characterizing void structure in electrospun nonwoven materials is the
tortuous nature of the mat. Defining single voids from a continuous network of interconnected pores is
problematic for current instrumentation. Porosimetry weighs void sizes based on the amount of volume
accessible to an object of specific diameter. Defining pores in this manor is useful for some applications,
such as tissue engineering, but does not necessarily reflect the true architecture of the material. Figure
A.1 illustrates this point for a fiber mat of oriented (la) and non-oriented fibers (ib) in two dimensions.
Defining "pore diameter" as the maximum circular void that can be established at a given point in space,
it is readily apparent from Figure A.1 that larger pore diameters are only accessible by passing through
points of constricted void space, despite the 2-D spatial organization of the fibers. The shape drawn by
connecting the larger (white) pore diameter to the smaller (blue) pore diameters represents the void
space as determined by mercury porosimetry. Despite the presences of voids of diameter W in the
irregular architecture, the entire void would be weighted at a diameter of B.

a)

b)
Figure A.1: Demonstration of the characteristic pore diameter
dimensions. a) Parallel-oriented fibers. b) Randomly deposited
fibers.

In order to determine the sample architecture more precisely, a different approach is required.
Since all current physical methods rely upon fluid to pass through outer voids in the material to access
internal void space, a non-physical approach would be a means of circumventing physical limitations.
Graphically modeling the system presents the opportunity to pick a randomized point within the
thickness of the fiber mat (an advantage over electron microscopy, which can only access the surface)
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and determine the size of pores regardless of the surrounding void structure. The primary dimension of
interest when determining pore diameter is the x-y plane (where the z-direction represents mat
thickness direction); as such, it is possible to take a thin cross-sectional slice (shown in Figure A.2) and
project the fibers down into a single plane for the purposes of modeling while only minimally distorting
the pore diameter. Merging fibers into a single plane creates the possibility of splitting larger pores in
half (or thirds, etc.) when a fiber is brought from one plane into another. This threat can be minimalized
by merging thin cross-sectional slices. For the scenario in which a fiber from a neighboring plane splits a
large pore into two smaller pores, the interloping fiber was previously a nearest neighbor in the x- or yplane between the two adjacent fibers in the x-y plane, and therefore would have split the original void
in two anyways. This highlights the importance of merging thin cross-sections of fibers: once fibers from
too many planes are merged into a singular plane, this assertions fails to be true and the model is void.

COMPRESSION

EXPANSION

Figure A.2: Cross-sectional view of electrospun fiber mat and corresponding lattice model. A thin
layer of fibers is meshed into a single plane for the purposes of calculating pore areas and
corresponding interfibrillar distances. 3-Dimensionality is imparted on the flat simulation using
information about fiber overlap from the simulation in order to calculate system porosity.

The method described herein begins by placing fibers in a single plane, regardless of mass
overlap, and measures void sizes in the 2-D plane. The drawback of this method is that while fiber
diameter and fiber density (number of fibers placed in the simulation box) can be specified, the void
fraction clearly changes during the projection of the 3-D mat into a single plane. In order to equate the
average pore size determined for a simulation of given fiber diameter and fiber density with overall void
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fraction, it is necessary to expand the 2-D simulation back into three dimensions (the last step shown in
Figure A.2) using information about fiber overlaps. Only then can the true void fraction be recorded. A
top-down representation of the process is shown in Figure A.3.

b)

a)

Figure A.3: Top-down visualization of fiber mat. a) As-spun fiber mat.
b) Simulation representation of fiber mat; white spaces denote pore
area to be calculated.

A.1.2 Matrix Setup
Numerical models were created using MATLAB®. Model dimensions, number of fibers (N), and
fiber thickness (T) were specified for each simulation as the input variables. The model size was set as
the dimensions of an m-by-m numerical matrix, M, with m > 1000. 'N' fibers were generated within the
numerical matrix by randomly assigning a starting position and an orientation angle, 0 measured with
respect to the vertical axis. All matrix indices were initially assigned a value of zero; for each fiber
populating a given set of indices, "1" was added to the indices' value. Fibers began from the randomly
assigned starting position and spanned both the 0 and -0 directions. The result was a bare fiber of
thickness '1'. Additional thickness was added to the fibers by populating adjacent indices with a fiber
notation. In order to adjust fiber thicknesses on a square matrix, adjoining spaces above and below or
to the left and right of a given indices along the bare fiber backbone were populated with a fiber
notation. For n/4 < 0 5 3n/4 and 5nT/4 < 0 5 7rn/4, "adjacent indices" were counted as the squares
immediately above and below a given location. In all other circumstances, adjacent indices were
counted as the squares to the immediate left and right of a given location. A simple matrix is illustrated
in Figure A.4.
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b)
Figure A.4: Coarse-grained fiber matrix. a)Top-down view of 100x100
matrix (dimensions reduced for demonstration purposes). b) Tilted view of
matrix demonstrating fiber overlap through texturing.
Simulations were run for m=1000, varying T and N. For N = 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75, and 85, T
was varied from 1 to 10. 100 different matrices were generated for each m, T,and N combination to
provide ample statistics. m was also increased to 2500 for T=I, N=250 and T=5, N=425 to examine the

effect of the model size on porosity and pore diameter results.
A.1.3 Matrix Characterization
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Matrices populated with fibers were analyzed for mass density and two types of voids: those
bounded on all sides by fibers, and those bounded on one or more side by the edges of the simulation
matrix, or "box". They are hereafter referred to as "inner pores" and "wall pores", respectively. Mass
density was recorded first, followed by wall pores, and finally inner pores. While a continuous model is
usually a more elegant solution, in this case it is unreasonable. SEM images of electrospun fiber mats do
not reveal fiber ends unless 1) the sample was cut, or 2) the electrospinning process was noncontinuous. Since periodic boundaries would require a fiber length to be specified and fiber ends in the
simulation box, a bounded simulation is a more reasonable approximation.
In describing the characterization of the matrix, it may help the reader to think of the system as
a grid, starting with row 1, column 1 (1, 1) in the bottom left corner and moving upward to (m, m) in the
upper right corner. This represents a mirror image of the actual matrix where row 1, column 1 is
actually the top left index and row m, column m is the bottom right index; however, this "imaginary"
inversion is possible without losing any information about the system. For simplicity's sake the
description will be provided as such.
The overlap concentration of fibers, or mass density vector (MDV), was tabulated first. The
mass density vector is a vector of length N that records the number of individual cells with a value of 1,
2, 3..., N-1, N. Beginning at cell (1,1) and proceeding column by column across every row, each index
with a value greater than 0 was recorded. The sum total of the mass density vector makes it possible to
calculate the porosity of the course-grained system, as well as analyze the density overlap for the
quantized layers.
Wall pores were marked and counted next. Wall pores encompass any voids that are bound on
one or more sides by the walls of the box. Beginning at the bottom of the box (row 1, column 1) and
moving up along the left wall to the top (row m, column 1), indices are counted and labeled with the
value -2. The code starts at the bottom left region of the matrix (1,1) and moves up one row at a time
until the first non-fiber space is encountered. Once a new pore is found, the cells to the right are
marked (by inserting a value of -2 into the cell) and counted until a fiber is encountered. The next row is
then marked and counted, and then the next, continuing on until the upper bound of the pore is
enclosed - either by fibers or the matrix boundaries. The code then returns to the initial starting point of
the pore (saved with the "spacer" variable) and moves below the initial row to find any unmarked cells
to mark and count. As before, the code continues to probe the void space until the lower bound of the
void is enclosed or the matrix boundary is encountered. At this point the code returns to the original
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starting point of the void and proceeds up row by row in column 1 until the next void is found. The
process is repeated until the upper boundary (row m) is encountered. Once the top of the box on the
left side is reached, the bottom of the box from left (1,1) to right (1, m) is counted and labeled. The
code then sweeps from the bottom right to the top right, and finally from the top left to top right.
Individual areas are counted and stored in the Wall Pore Vector (Wp). The length of Wp is the number
of wall pores in the system.
At this point, any matrix indices with a value of "0" are known to be inner pores (as opposed to
wall pores which would have a value of -2, or fiber-occupied spaces with a value >0). These spaces will
be marked with a value of -1 to denote they are inner pores. Their individual areas are also counted and
stored in the Inner Pore Vector (Ip). The length of Ip is the number of inner pores in the system.
Starting at the bottom left corner of the matrix (1,1), the code proceeds column by column (sweeping
left to right) across all rows looking for cells with a value of 0. Once one is found, the code counts and
labels all cells across the column until a fiber is encountered. The counting continues into the next row,
until all cells bounded within a set of fibers are identified. Once the pore is completely identified, the
code returns to the original cell where the pore was first identified and continues looking for uncounted
and unlabeled cells. The process is complete once cell (m, m) is encountered, indicating all cells have
been labeled and counted.
A.1.4 Modeling Data Reduction & Porosity Calculations
The output variables for the simulation include the characterized m-by-m matrix, an N-by-3
matrix of the starting positions (columns 1 and 2) and orientation angles (column 3) of the N fibers, mass
density vector, wall pore vector, and inner pore vector. Data was output to Microsoft Excel files and
unpacked and tabulated using custom Excel macros
The 2-D void fraction was calculated as the number of indices with a value less than zero divided
by the system size, as shown in Equation A-1.

E2D

j=IH(M(,j))

(A-l)

H(x) in equation A-1 denotes a Heaviside function where H(x)=l for x<0. Since the mass density vector
(MDV) records the number of indices populated between 1 and N fibers, the sum of MDV must be the
fiber-occupied indices. 2-D void fraction was also calculated using the number of occupied indices to
verify consistency of the model through conservation of space.
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E2D

m2 -E1MDV(i)
2

(A-2)

2-D void fractions calculated by Equations A-1 and A-2 matched perfectly in all simulations.
In addition to counting the number and area of each type of void, the number of indices
populated with fibers was recorded. The number of fibers passing through each index was also
measured to account for the density of overlapping fibers.
Calculating 3-D porosity requires a rewriting of Eq. 4-1:
-3D

-VTotal

(A-3)

-VFiber

VTotal

The fiber volume is easily calculated with the geometric relationship VF=IDF2LF,rot/4. DF is specified
initially as the fiber thickness, T. LF, ro can be found using information from the simulation as detailed in
equation A-4.
VFiber,2D = (

1 LFi)T

(A-4)

The summation term in Eq. 4 equals the total fiber length, LF,Totol. VFiber,2D is merely the sum of the mass
density vector indices. Substituting MDV into Eq. 4 and rearranging, we get an equation for the total
fiber length in the simulation.
LF,Total = T-1

N MDV(i)

(A-5)

This makes the total fiber volume:
VFiber,Total = 0.251TT

zNI MDV(i)

(A-6)

Approximating the fiber volume as a cylinder leads to a possible bias in the porosity calculation. Since
total volume is calculated by a rectangular approximation, a system can never have 100% fiber volume.
This is not an entirely unreal concept, as packing density would prohibit the system from being
completely occupied by fibers. Only in a system where fibers were mechanically compressed and
deformed would a 100% volume occupation be possible.
The total 3-D volume is best approximated by visualizing an organized stack of cylinders, shown
in Figure A.6a. For a perfectly rectangular system of cylinders, the occupied volume would be V=
XTAsur, where Asurf is the simulation system surface area, X is the number of fibers stacked vertically, and
T is the fiber thickness. The simulated systems are not perfectly rectangular, however; some areas of
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the box will have more fibers stacked on one another, as evidenced by the mass density vector. The
result is the image shown in Figure A.5a, where the blue shaded region represents the total system
volume.

Oro 40[0][0
0000][
000][
0]

7

,'-

Oro
r-40 I0 0 0

Fig A.5: 3-D visualization of oriented cylinders. Shaded blue denoted volume to be included in
VTotalcalculation. Shaded green denotes volume not included. a) No excess volume between
layers. b) Excess volume compensation between layers.

The system volume can now be written as
VTotal = Asurf (Tfl + 2Tf 2 + 3Tf 3 + --- + NTfN)

(A-7)

where f; represents the fraction of the area with a depth of i fibers. Using
MDV (i)

(A-8)

=1MDV (i)
and Asur=m 2, Equation A-8 can be simplified to:

VTotal

Tm 2

MDV(

"

)-:'=l1MDV(i)

- 1 MDV(i)
iMDV(i)

(A-9)

L'=I

Equation A-9 suffices for the example in Figure A.5a for perfectly oriented cylinders. For the
case of randomly oriented cylinders, a correction is required to account for the inhomogeneity of the
fiber depth across the system due to the inability of fibers to pass through one another. The correction
comes in the form of an extra volume term representing the smoothing of divisions between layers, as
shown in Figure A.5b. The striated (and simplified) structure in Figure A.5b can is assumed to be a
generalized approximation to the inhomogeneous depth profile across the system. Using right triangles
to approximate the volume smoothing between layers, the excess volume between layers i and i +1 is:
MDV(i)-MDV(i+1)

ex

Vii+l =

AsurfT

2

MDV(i)-MDV(i+1)

=1 MDV(k)

"=IMDV(k)
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(A-10)

The total excess volume is therefore:

V taI =
V~eotal

N-1
i=I

iexi+
i-

l

= 1/2

MDV(1)
DDV(N) M

Zi= i MDV (i)

(A-11)

Combining Equation A-11 with Equation A-12 yields a new equation for total system volume that
accounts for the inhomogeneity of the fiber depth.

VnTotal =

(N)
iMDV(i) + 12MDV(1)-MDV

i

M2

m2T

=

MDV(i) I( =l
M

iMDV(i) +

(MDV(l) - MDV(N)))

(A-12)

With equations for both the total 3-D volume and fiber volume, Equation A-3 can be rewritten
and simplified to:

E3D =j1 -

2
3r(4m2)-1(
1iMDV(i))
1
i=1iMDV(i)+(MDV(1)-MDV(N))

(A-13)

A similar equation can be derived from a perpendicular layer-to-layer fiber orientation (Figure
A.5c) with only a change in the excess volume term.
V exMDV
iexi+ 1 = 1/2T

=

2
mT

=1

MDV(i+1)

(i)
MDV(k)

MDV(i)

N=

k2-

m k=1MDV(k)

--- kXm(
1 MDV(k)

MDV(i)xMDV(i+)
(z1

MDV(k))

(A4)
(A-14)

The change in the excess volume term from Equation A-11 to A-14 represents approximately 5% change
in the denominator in Equation A-13. Randomized orientation of fibers from plane to plane will be
some value between the two extremes. Parallel fiber orientation was used in the final 83D calculations,
though the choice was arbitrary.
Finally, the average fiber length, Lf, is found by summing all indices populated with fibers and
dividing by the fiber width and number of fibers in the system.
L = Z
Lf

MDV(i)
NT

Lf remained relatively constant at ~ 85% (±2.85%) of the overall matrix dimension - m - for all
simulations.
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(A-15)

One problem that arises from creating lattice-based fibers on a square matrix is the number of
voids with a size of 1xl. A void of this size can arise one of two ways: three fibers converge very close to
a common location, or the edge effects of adjacent fibers result in the creation of false voids (Figure
A.6a). Since the probability of the former occurring over the latter is quite small, the area of lxl voids
(area=l) were redistributed to neighboring voids. Figure A.6b shows the effect of this redistribution on
the pore diameter histogram. Without this correction, average void sizes would be greatly weighted
towards smaller voids. Simulating systems with a much higher resolution could potentially address this
problem; however, the simulation box grows by the square of the lattice resolution, increasing both the
computing power required to run simulations and the simulation time. Two simulations of with a lattice
resolution of m=2500 (compared to m=1000) show that higher-resolution simulations provide the same
scaling results as lower-resolution simulations. The two being relatively equal when corrected, a lowerresolution matrix expedites computation time and is therefore more desirable. This justification reaches
a limit once a difference between lower-resolution and higher-resolution simulations manifests in the
scaling results.
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Figure A.6: Small-pore reorganization, a) Example of parallel fibers creating false pores of
area=1 (circled). b) Pore area histogram before and after redistribution of 1xl pores.
Squares - original data; circles - adjusted data.
Calculation of average void size in each model was performed using only inner pores. Wall
pores, unbounded on one or more sides, did not fit the technical definition of contained voids and were
therefore not included in average void size measurements. Void diameters were calculated by
approximating the void area as the equivalent of a circle. The corresponding void diameter is calculated
simply as Dpore =

A

. While the voids could have been approximated as 4-sided polygons with

characteristic diameters scaled strictly by the square root of void area (resulting in a 11.4% reduction in
the calculated void diameter), the lattice effect creates irregularly-shaped voids more closely resembling
circles than polygons. Therefore voids were approximated as circles when converting from area to pore
diameter. Porosity calculations were performed both including and excluding wall pores for
comparison.
Unlike the experimental methods that are volume-based, void diameters calculated for the
lattice projection model are number-averaged. This is one unique aspect of the modeling system that
cannot be achieved via experiments. Mercury porosimetry experiments are capable of only calculating
the amount of accessible volume in the system for a given void diameter, and in turn weights
measurements of these void diameters accordingly. This is adequate for many applications of
electrospun materials - especially those that look to specifically utilize the void space within the
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material. But from a theoretical standpoint it is important to know the number of pores, or available
channels of penetration, that appear in a top-down 2-D representation of the mat. The number of
channels, as well as their average size, can be calculated by the lattice projection model, making it an
effective measurement technique.
A.1.5 Relationship of Porosity, Fiber Diameter, & Pore Diameter as Predicted by Lattice Projection
Modeling
In order to properly evaluate the results of the lattice projection model, the relative dimension
of the average pore size in any given matrix must be scaled by the corresponding fiber dimensions.
Without scaling it is impossible to determine any relationship between porosity and pore diameter, as
box size relative to fiber thickness, or diameter (DF), plays an integral role in the corresponding average
pore diameter, Dp. Simulations with few large-diameter fibers should produce the same results as those
with many small-diameter fibers, similar to zooming in and out of an image on a microscope. In both
cases, the ratio of pore diameter to fiber diameter should be the same; consequently average pore
diameter measurements were scaled by fiber thickness. With a relationship between pore diameter and
fiber diameter established, scaled average pore diameter values were plotted against porosity, as seen
in Figure 7.
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Figure A.7 : a) Porosity vs. scaled pore diameter for 2-D lattice projection fiber simulations. N
denotes the number of fibers in the system; fiber thickness was varied from 1 to 10. Exp
denotes experimental mercury porosimetry data. b) Porosity vs. scaled pore diameter for 3-D
lattice projection fiber simulations. c) Wall pores excluded from porosity calculations. Example
experimental error bars are given for 4 samples based on standard deviation of fiber diameter
measurements.
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Figure A.7a presents 2D porosity vs. scaled pore diameter. The ability to continually add
"phantom" fibers - fibers that pass through other fibers - to the simulation with no volumetric
restrictions results in large fiber overlap at higher values of N and T. For significantly large values of N
and T, porosity will go to zero. As the result of "phantom fibers", porosity is underestimated and the 2D
porosity is clearly unreliable as its own metric.
Porosity values calculated using the 3D porosity equation (A-13) shows a different trend than
the 2D porosity as N and T increase. Figures A.7b and A.7c differ in their inclusion of wall pores in the
simulation box during porosity calculations. Figure A.7b uses the full simulation area when calculating
porosity, despite the exclusion of wall pores from the overall pore diameter measurements. The full
surface is therefore m2 . Figure A.7c excludes wall pores from the simulation box, leaving only fibers and
2
inner pores; the simulation surface area is therefore reduced to m -EWp. The result is a shift in the

calculated 3D porosity, especially at low N and T values.
Log plots of 3D porosity vs. scaled pore diameter show a nearly linear progression for scaled
pore diameter values below 10.0. As porosity approaches 100%, the profile becomes asymptotic. This
relationship holds true for both the normal and adjusted 3D porosity graphs. Furthermore, the data
universally overlaps for varying N and T, with the exception of the lowest N value (N=15). Smaller N
values produced wall pores that were significantly large compared to the overall matrix size, which
would slightly reduce the porosity. In Figure A.7c, the wall pores may comprise too large a portion of
the simulation to effectively exclude them. At all other combinations of N and T, the data universally fits
together with little error, lending credence to the pore diameter scaling.
Experimental data determined from SEM (fiber diameter) and mercury porosimetry (porosity,
pore diameter) was plotted alongside the simulation results in Figure A.7. The adjusted porosity vs.
scaled pore diameter (Fig A.7c) seems to be a better fit for the experimental data. While the wall pores
only comprise a small portion of the overall simulation, their inclusion or exclusion clearly affects the
results for porosities above 80%. Neither fit is perfect; due to the significant standard deviation in the
fiber diameter of most electrospun mats - often upwards of 30% or more - it is difficult to make precise
conclusions regarding the relationship of Dp, D, and Ep for the experimental data. Despite this, the
model predicts the relationship between Dp, DF, and E, for higher porosities than are currently observed
during normal parallel plate electrospinning and could be useful as a means of predicting pore diameter
once porosity and pore diameter -the easiest variables to measure - are determined.

Furthermore,

the ratio of pore diameter to fiber diameter is found to be approximately 3.0-4.0 between porosities of
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80 and 85%. This is in direct agreement with the slope observed in the plots of pore diameter vs. fiber
diameter (Fig 4.9, lending credence to the model's ability to predict physical phenomenon.
One of the initial concerns of the model was the overall resolution. As noted earlier, it was
necessary to consolidate pores of area = 1 to their adjacent neighbor in order to accommodate for the
reduced resolution of the lattice model, with a tradeoff of reduced computing time. Increasing the
resolution clearly produces the same scaling results, as shown by the N= 250 and N=425 data points in
Figure A.7. These points coincide perfectly with the lower-resolution data for all three graphs presented
in Figure A.7. Consequently, while the lower resolution matrix model requires fine-tuning to
accommodate for falsely-identified pores, the final result is the same.
It is important to note the limitations of the lattice projection model. First, the model negates
fiber-to-fiber distances between z-planes. While there is bound to be some z-dimensionality in the gaps
between fibers when the model is projected from two dimensions into three dimensions for porosity
calculations, this is not taken into consideration. Second, the model asserts that when larger voids are
broken into smaller voids by projecting a fiber from a neighboring plane into the singular plane of
interest, the two voids that are created take precedence over the single void; that is, fibers projected
from one plane into the next are of relative closeness that they could be still considered nearestneighbors, or at least adjacent. This was touched on previously, but nonetheless remains a limitation of
the model. As a result, only relatively high porosities (>70%) can be addressed using this model. While
the limitation of larger void fractions is convenient for electrospun samples, it limits the extension of the
model to other nonwovens. Finally, the simulation represents the "minimum" porosity for a set of
randomly oriented fibers in near-planar organization. Using solids such as ice or salt crystals to disrupt
the natural deposition of fibers during the spinning process creates a more porous mat than what is
presented here, and possibly invalidate the relationship between fiber diameter, pore diameter, and
porosity presented herein.
A.1.6 Conclusions
Another means of measuring pore diameter is through coarse-grain modeling of fibers randomly
deposited on a 2-D lattice. By scaling the average measured pore diameter by the fiber diameter, a
relationship between porosity, fiber diameter, and pore diameter can be established. The average pore
diameter measured by coarse grain numerical modeling is a true number average across the mat, while
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the value measured by the mercury porosimeter interprets constricting gateways, or effect pore
diameter. This creates a value that is weighted by accessible pore volumes.
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A.2: Script File to Run Main Simulation
%This script runs FiberModel and saves the results in Excel format.
% The given example sets the number of fibers at 85, the fiber thickness is 6 boxes,
% and the matrix size is 1000x1000.

% Similar scripts were run for n = 15 to 85, increasing in increments of 10. For each
% value of n, t is varied from 1 to 10. In all, 80 different combinations were run.
% Each combination was run 100 times for statistical relevance.

%%%
% Set variables
%%%

% Set number of fibers
n=85;
% Set fiber thickness in boxes
t=6;
% Set Matrix tolerance (inverse of dimension)
eps=le-3;
%Set number of individual models to run
Z=100;

%%%
% Create blank matrices to save results of Z individual runs
%%%

% This matrix saves the starting position of fibers
PMatrix=zeros(3*n,Z);

% This matrix saves the number of fibers. It should the same value for all entries.
NMatrix=zeros(1,Z);
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% This matrix saves the fiber thickness. It should the same value for all entries.
TMatrix=zeros(1,Z);

% This matrix saves the matrix tolerance. It should the same value for all entries.
EPSMatrix=zeros(1,Z);

% This matrix saves the mass density vector, recording the number of indicies with 1 or more
% fibers passing through it.
MDVMatrix=zeros(n,Z);

% This matrix saves the wall pore vectors for each individual simulation.
% The wall pore vector records the area of each individual wall pore. The number of entries
% in the vector records the number of wall pores.
WpMatrix=zeros(200,Z);

%This matrix saves the inner pore vectors for each individual simulation.
% The inner pore vector records the area of each individual inner pore. The number of entries
% in the vector records the number of inner pores.
IpMatrix=zeros(5000,Z);

%%%
% The following for loop runs FiberModel Z times and records the results in the above listed
% matrices.
%%%

for i=l:Z
% Calls FiberModel
[PMatrix((3*n*i-3*n+1):(3*n*i)),NMatrix(i),TMatrix(i),EPSMatrix(i),MDVMatrix((i*nn+1):(i*n)),Wp,lp] =FiberModel(n,t,eps);
% Saves the Wall Pore vector from FiberModel
WpMatrix((i*200-199):(i*200-200+max(size(Wp))))=Wp;
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% Saves the Inner Pore vector from FiberModel
IpMatrix((i*5000-4999):(5000*i-5000+max(size(Ip))))=lp;
%This displays the for-loop progress on the main screen
i
end

%%%
% The following "save" commands save the matrices from the above for-loop in excel format.
%%%

save 'FiberModel1000-85t6/PMatrix.xls' PMatrix -ASCII -tabs;
save 'FiberModel1000-85t6/MDVMatrix.xls' MDVMatrix -ASCII -tabs;
save 'FiberModel 1000-85t6/WpMatrix.xls' WpMatrix -ASCII -tabs;
save 'FiberModell11000-85t6/IpMatrix.xls' IpMatrix -ASCII -tabs;
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A.2: Main Simulation Function "FiberModel"

function [P,n,T,eps,MDV,Wp,lp]=FiberModel(n,T, eps)

%%%
% FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

%This function creates a blank MxM matrix (M=l/eps),
% populates it with n random fibers of thickness t,
% and measures the area of wall pores and inner
% pores. Wall pores are defined as voids bound
% on one or more sides by the outer edges of
% the box. Inner pores are defined as voids
% bound on all sides by fibers.

% The matrix populated with fibers is meant to
% mimic a 2-D projection of in-plane fibers in
% an electrospun fiber mat.

% The matrix of zeroes is populated by fibers with
% random starting locations and random angles
% of orientation (theta angles). Fibers
% span the full length of the matrix. Each matrix
% index a fiber passes through has +1 added to its
% sum total.

% A mass density vector tracks the number of matrix
% indices with a value of 1, the number of indices
% with a value of 2, etc, up to n (the maximum
% possible value of any single matrix index).

% Voids are counted by examining adjacent indices
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% with a value of zero (no fiber passing through).
% Wall pores are marked with a value of -2.
% Inner pores are marked with a value of -1.

% The areas of individual pores are counted and
% stored in vector format. The vector length
% is the total number of pores of a given type
% (wall or inner). The number of indices not
% populated by a fiber can be totaled and
% divided by the total number of matrix to obtain
% the system void fraction.

% The inner pore and wall pore vectors are
% outputs, along with the mass density vector
% and several other details of the simulation.
% The contents of the inner pore vector can be
% averaged to determine the average characteristic
% void dimensions.

% The matrix is often referred to in these comments by
% "left, right, top and bottom". In these cases, the matrix
% can be thought of in cartesian coordinates, with (1,1)
% being the bottom left corner of the matrix, and (M, M)
% as the upper right corner.
%%%

%%%
% VARIABLE DEFINITION

% Input variables
%--------------% n - number of fibers
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%T - fiber thickness (number of boxes)
%eps - system tolerance (1/system dimensions)

%Output variables
%----------------

%P - n x 3 matrix of starting row position,
%

starting column position, and theta

%

orientation angle for each fiber

% n - number of fibers

%T - fiber thickness (number of boxes)
% eps - system tolerance (1/system dimensions)
% MDV - Mass Density Vector of number of
%

indices with value 1, 2, 3, etc.

%Wp - Wall Pore Vector, with each index
%

representing the size of a specific

%

wall pore found in the system

% Ip - Inner Pore Vector, with each index
%

representing the size of a specific

%

inner pore found in the system

%Other variables
%---------------

% spe = M dimension of matrix (1/eps)
% L= n x 4 matrix containing x and y points for
% cartesian coordinate plotting of matrix populated
% with fibers.
% L(n,1)=xl
% L(n,2)=yl
% L(n,3)=x2
% L(n,4)=y2
% M = n-by-2 matrix where column 1 is slope value of
% each fiber and column 2 isthe y-intercept value
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% on a cartesian-coordinates graph
% x = placeholder variable for column position in matrix
% y = placeholder variable for row position in matrix
% theta = placeholder variable for orientation angle
% of the current fiber being placed in the D matrix.
% tl = thickness (in boxes) of the north or west side of
% the fiber from the fiber midpoint. Example: if the
% fiber is 5 boxes thick, tl = 2.
% t2 = thickness (in boxes) of the south or east side of
% the fiber from the fiber midpoint. Example: if the
% fiber is 5 boxes thick, t2 = 2.
% i,j,k = used as counter or trigger variables in loops.
% Example: for i=1:12, while j>5
% xl = current column position in D matrix
% yl = current row position in D matrix
% Vs = Void space value - the number of cells in the matrix
% NOT populated with a fiber. Used as a conservation of
% mass check to ensure proper accounting of all matrix cells
% spacer = Holds the last row and column position at which an
% uncounted/unlabeled pore was encountered during the wall
% and inner pore identification process
% B, B2, B3 = Boolean identifiers in the pore identification
% process
% TOP, RIGHT = Boolean identifiers in the wall pore
% identification process.
%%%

% Turn on/off visualization graphs
% Only useful for M = 100 or less
GraphTrigger=0; %0=off 1=on

% Set tolerance
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% for best result: max = le-3 or less
spe=l/eps; %Abbreviation for 1/eps

% Initialize randomization function for P
% vector population selection
rand('state', sum(1000*clock));

% P Vector - contains starting position and
% theta orientation angle for fibers
% populating MxM matrix
% coll = x coord
% co12 = y coord
% col3 = theta angle
P=rand(n,3);

% Normalizing x,y coords for matrix position
P(:,l)=P(:,l)/eps;
P(:,2)=P(:,2)/eps;
% Normalizing theta from 0 to pi
P(:,3)=P(:,3)*pi;

%%%
% Create a line graph of matrix in cartesian coordinates
% - purely for visualization value
%%%

% Matrix for line information - contains 2 x-y coords to make a lines across
% a 1/eps x 1/eps graph.
% L(n,l)=xl
% L(n,2)=yl
% L(n,3)=x2
% L(n,4)=y2
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L=ones(n,4);

% Record starting and ending points of lines for plotting
% from P matrix coordinates
for i=l:n
% Initialize line starting position and direction
x=P(i,1);
y=P(i,2);
theta=P(i,3);
% Walk along line in +theta direction until the box
% edge is reached.
while (O<x) && (O<y) && (x<spe) && (y<spe)
x=x+cos(theta);
y=y+sin(theta);
end
% Record final position along box edge
L(i,1)=x;
L(i,2)=y;
% Re-initialize line starting position
x=P(i,1);
y=P(i,2);
% Walk along line in -theta direction until the box
% edge is reached.
while (O<x) && (O<y) && (x<spe) && (y<spe)
x=x-cos(theta);
y=y-sin(theta);
end
% Record second final position along opposite
% box edge
L(i,3)=x;
L(i,4)=y;
end
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% Plot results if graphs are turned on
if GraphTrigger==1
% Plot results
figure
for j=1:n
plot([L(j, 1);L(j,3)],[L(j,2); L(j,4)])
hold on
end
% Set axis sizes
axis([0,spe,0,spe])
end

%%%
% End optional line plotting graphic
%%%

%%%
% Test results for y=mx+b - comment out when done.

% This section produces the same graph as the above code, but
% uses a y=mx+b formula to do so
%%%
%%Find y-int and slope of each line, store in matrix M
%%coil = slope (m)
%%col2 = y-intercept (b)
%M=zeros(n,2);

%%Find M values for each of n fibers in P matrix
%for i=l:n
% x=P(i,1);
% y=P(i,2);
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% theta=P(i,3);

%%Find slope
% M(i,1)=abs(tan(theta));

%%Find y-int by moving backwards along line until x=O.
%%L matrix (for plotting cartesian graphs) from above
%%code should have the y-intercept value stored already,
%%but the 2nd and 3rd elseif statements will find it
%% as well.
% if L(i,2)==O
%

M(i,2)=L(i,2);

% elseif L(i,4)==O
%

M(i,2)=L(i,2);

% elseif (theta>(pi/2))
%

while (O<=x)

%

x=x+cos(theta);

%

y=y+sin(theta);

%

end

%

M(i,2)=y;

% elseif (theta<(pi/2))
%

while (O<=x)

%

x=x-cos(theta);

%

y=y-sin(theta);

%

end

%

M(i,2)=y;

% end
%end

%% Insert new x, y-intercept values into L matrix
% L(:,1)=O; %Replace x values
% L(:,2)=M(:,2); % Replace y values
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%% Insert new x, y values into L matrix using
%%the slope to determing new x2, y2 values
% for i=l:n
%

theta=P(i,3);

%

if theta>(pi/2)

%

L(i,3)=L(i,1)-50*spe*cos(theta);

%

L(i,4)=L(i,2)-50*spe*sin(theta);

%

else

%

L(i,3)=L(i, 1)+50*spe*cos(theta);

%

L(i,4)=L(i,2)+50*spe*sin(theta);

%

end

% end

%%Plot results - should look exactly the same
%%as the cartesian coordinates graph produced
%%in the previous section of code.

% figure
% for j=l:n
%

plot([L(j,1); L(j,3)],[L(j,2); L(j,4)])

%

hold on

% end
% axis([0,spe,0,spe])

%% END TEST - Check verified, this method works
%%but is superfluous.
%%%

%%%
% BEGIN NUMERICAL MATRIX CONSTRUCTION
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%%%

% Initialize D Matrix for Surface Plot
D=zeros(spe);

% Set fiber thickness: thickness is added evenly to both sides
% of the center of the t=1 thickness fiber.
t=(T-1)/2;
tl=ceil(t); %Side 1
t2=floor(t); %Side 2; in case of even-numbered thickness, this is the small side

%%%
% Populate D Matrix with fibers

%%%

% ***Might want to create a subroutine for thickness... it takes
% up a lot of coding lines

for i=l:n
% Start at randomly assigned column, row position stored in P Matrix
x=round(P(i,1));
y=round(P(i,2));
% Check that the starting position is valid
if x<=O
x=1;
elseif x>=spe
x=spe-1;
end
if y<=O
y=l;
elseif y>=spe
y=spe-1;
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end
% Set randomly-assigned orientation angle from P Matrix
theta=P(i,3);
% Assign starting position to row (yl)and column (xl)
% markers
xl=x;
yl=y;
% Mark cell with fiber
D(round(yl),round(xl))=D(round(yl),round(xl))+1;
% Populate adjacent cells to impart fiber thickness
% based on orientation angle.
% For .25pi < theta < .75pi, thickness is imparted
% to the left and right of the current cell.
% For theta < .25pi or theta > .75pi, thickness is
% imparted above and below the current cell.
% BREAK protocols prevent thickness from being imparted
% outside the box dimensions (< 1 or > spe)
if (theta<(3/4*pi)) && (theta>(pi/4))
for j=l:tl
if round(xl)+j>spe
break
end
D(round(yl),round(xl)+j)=D(round(yl),round(xl)+j)+1;
end
for j=l:t2
if round(xl)-j<=O
break
end
D(round(yl),round(xl)-j)=D(round(yl),round(xl)-j)+1;
end
else
for j=l:tl
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if round(yl)+j>spe
break
end
D(round(yl)+j,round(xl))=D(round(yl)+j,round(xl))+1;
end
for j=1:t2
if round(yl)-j<=O
break
end
D(round(yl)-j,round(xl))=D(round(yl)-j,round(xl))+1;
end
end

%%%
% Continue current fiber placement in the positive theta direction
% until the one of the box dimensions is encountered.
%%%

while (.6<=xl) && (.6<=yl) && (xl<=spe+.4) && (yl<=spe+.4)
% Move stepwise towards the next adjacent cell.
% It will take many of these steps to completely move
% to the next adjacent cell.
xl=xl+eps*cos(theta);
yl=yl+eps*sin(theta);
% This "if" series checks to see if the xl or yl value has
% moved to the next cell. If it has, it will populate the
% cell with a fiber and impart the fiber thickness. It will
% then reset x to the current position and reset xl to zero
% (if the step was to the left or right) or reset y to the
% current position and set yl to zero (if the step was up or
% down).
% As before, if imparting thickness to the fiber moves beyond
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% the bounds of the matrix, the BREAK statement cancels
% the addition of fiber thickness in the given direction.
if abs(xl-x)>l
D(round(yl), round(xl))=D(round(yl),round(xl))+1;
x=round(xl);
y=round(yl);
if (theta<(3/4*pi)) && (theta>(pi/4))
for j=1:tl
if round(xl)+j>spe
break
end
D(round(yl),round(xl)+j)=D(

(round(xl)+j)+1;

end
for j=l:t2
if round(xl)-j<=0
break
end
D(round(yl),round(xl)-j)=D(round(yl),round(xl)-j)+1;
end
else
for j=1:tl
if round(yl)+j>spe
break
end
D(round(yl)+j,round(xl))=D(round(yl)+j,round(xl))+1;
end
for j=1:t2
if round(yl)-j<=0
break
end
D(round(yl)-j, round(xl))=D(round(yl)-j,round(xl))+l;
end
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end
elseif abs(yl-y)>l
D(round(yl),round(xl))=D(round(yl),round(xl))+1;
y=round(yl);
x=round(xl);
if (theta<(3/4*pi)) && (theta>(pi/4))
for j=1:tl
if round(xl)+j>spe
break
end
D(round(yl), round(xl)+j)=D(round(yl),round(xl)+j)+l;
end
for j=1:t2
if round(xl)-j<=0
break
end
D(round(yl),round(xl)-j)=D(round(yl),round(xl)-j)+1;
end
else
for j=1:tl
if round(yl)+j>spe
break
end
D(round(yl)+j,round(xl))=D(round(yl)+j, round(xl))+1;
end
for j=1:t2
if round(yl)-j<=0
break
end
D(round(yl)-j, round(xl))=D(round(yl)-j,round(xl))+l;
end
end
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end
end

%%%

%Continue current fiber placement in the negative theta direction
%until the one of the box dimensions is encountered.
%%%

%Reset x, xl and y, yl to the initial values specified
%in the P matrix.
x=round(P(i,1));
y=round(P(i,2));
xl=x;
yl=y;

while (.6<=xl) && (.6<=yl)&& (xl<=spe+.4) && (yl<=spe+.4)
%Move stepwise towards the next adjacent cell.
%It will take many of these steps to completely move
% to the next adjacent cell.
xl=xl-eps*cos(theta);
yl=yl-eps*sin(theta);
%This "if" series checks to see if the xl or yl value has
% moved to the next cell. If it has, it will populate the
% cell with a fiber and impart the fiber thickness. It will
% then reset x to the current position and reset xl to zero
% (if the step was to the left or right) or reset y to the
% current position and set yl to zero (if the step was up or
% down).
%As before, if imparting thickness to the fiber moves beyond
% the bounds of the matrix, the BREAK statement cancels
% the addition of fiber thickness in the given direction.
if abs(xl-x)>l
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D(round(yl),round(xl))=D(round(yl),round(xl))+1;
x=round(xl);
y=round(yl);
if (theta<(3/4*pi)) && (theta>(pi/4))
for j=l:tl
if round(xl)+j>spe
break
end
D(round(yl),round(xl)+j)=D(rouund(

xl)+j)+1;

end
for j=1:t2
if round(xl)-j<=O
break
end
D(round(yl),round(xl)-j)=D(round(yl),round(xl)-j)+1;
end
else
for j=1:tl
if round(yl)+j>spe
break
end
D(round(yl)+j,round(xl))=D(round(yl)+j,round(xl))+1;
end
for j=1:t2
if round(yl)-j<=O
break
end
D(round(yl)-j,round(xl))=D(round(yl)-j,round(xl))+1;
end
end
elseif abs(yl-y)>l
D(round(yl),round(xl))=D(round(yl),round(xl))+1;
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y=round(yl);
x=round(xl);
if (theta<(3/4*pi)) && (theta>(pi/4))
for j=1:tl
if round(xl)+j>spe
break
end
D(round(yl),round(xl)+j)=D(round(yl),round(xl)+j)+1;
end
for j=1:t2
if round(xl)-j<=O
break
end
D(round(yl),round(xl)-j)=D(round(yl),round(xl)-j)+1;
end
else
for j=l:tl
if round(yl)+j>spe
break
end
D(round(yl)+j,round(xl))=D(round(yl)+j, round(xl))+l;
end
for j=1:t2
if round(yl)-j<=0
break
end
D(round(yl)-j,round(xl))=D(round(round(xl))+1;
end
end
end
end
end
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%%%
% Plot the 2-D matrix that has now been populated
% with fibers (if graphs are turned "on").
%%%

if GraphTrigger==1
%Plot results
% figure
% surf(D) %3D plot
figure
surface(D) %2D plot
end

%%%
% END FIBER POPULATION OF MATRIX
%%%

%%%
% Characterize Matrix Mass Distributions

% -MDV and Vs act as "checks" by performing a conservation
% of mass on the system
%%%

MDV=zeros(1,n); %Mass Density Vector: counts number of spaces in matrix = 1,2,3... n
Vs=O; %Void space: equal to number of sqaures in matrix = 0 (no fiber)

% Count void, non-void spaces. Starts at D(1,1) and moves
% across a full row (column by column) before moving up to the next row.
for i=l:spe
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for j=l:spe
if D(i,j)==O
Vs=Vs+1;
else
MDV(D(i,j))=M DV(D(i,j))+1;
end
end
end

%%%
% END Matrix Mass Characterization
%%%

%%%
% CHARACTERIZE WALL PORES

% This section of code characterizes any pores that are bound
% on one or more sides by the walls of the box. It starts at
% the bottom of the box (row 1, column 1) and moves up along the
% left wall (row spe, column 1). Once it reaches the top of the
% box on the left side, it moves along the bottom of the box from
% left (1,1) to right (1, spe). It then moves from the bottom right
%to the top right, and finally from the top left to top right.

% These spaces will be marked with a value of -2 to denote they are
% wall pores and not fibers or inner pores. Their individual areas
% are also counted and stored in the Wall Pore Vector (Wp). The length
% of Wp is the number of wall pores in the system.
%%%

% Initialize Variables
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Wp=O; % Wp=Wall Pores: vector of individual areas of pores lining the wall of the box
k=O; % k: counts wall pore number in Wp vector
i=1; % i: counts row (y-dimension)
j=1; %j: counts column (x-dimension)

%%%PART 1 --> Count from bottom left to top left
spacer=[1,1]; % Set to starting position
B1=0; % Boolean 1 - terminates while loop of "upward pointing" voids
B2=0; % Boolean 2 - deals with backtracking over previously marked indices
B3=0; % Boolean 3 - terminates while loop of "downward pointing" voids
TOP=O; % O=continue routine, 1=routine finished (found all pores)

%%%
% This section starts at the bottom left region of the matrix (1,1) and
% moves up one row at a time until the first non-fiber space is
% encountered. Once a new pore is found, the cells to the right are marked
% and counted until a fiber is encountered. The next row is then marked and
% counted, and then the next, continuing on until the upper bound of the pore
% is enclosed - either by fibers or the matrix boundaries.

% The code then returns to the initial starting point of the pore (saved with
% the "spacer" variable) and moves below the initial row to find any new
% blank cells to mark and count. As before, the code continues to probe the
% void space until the lower bound of the void is enclosed or the matrix
% boundary is encountered.

% At this point the code returns to the original starting point of the void
% and proceeds up row by row in column 1 until the next void is found. The process
% is repeated until the upper boundary (y=spe) is encountered. The boolean TOP
% is then set equal to 1, and Part 1 is complete.
%%%
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while TOP==O
i=spacer(1); %reset i
j=1; %reset j
% Search for next unmarked cell
while D(i,j)~=O
i=i+l;
% Once i moves beyond the limits of the matrix, Part 1
% is complete.
if i>spe
B1=1;
B3=1;
TOP=1;
break
end
spacer=[i,j];
end
% Start counting area of new wall pore
if i<spe
k=k+l;
Wp(k)=O;
end
% Move from bottom of pore to top (increasing row value)
% Sweep left and right for pore area
while B1==0
% Go left until a fiber or the matrix boundary
% is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
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Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
% Move to the left
j=j-1;
% Once the left matrix wall is encountered,
% break out of loop.
if j<1
j=1;
break
end
end
j=j+1;
% Go right until a fiber is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+1;
end
% Move to the right
j=j+1;
% Break loop once a fiber is encountered
end
% Go up one row
j=j-1;
i=i+l;
% Make sure the top of the matrix has not been surpassed
if i>spe
B1=1;
B2=1;
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end
% Find rightmost space so marking and counting can continue
while B2==O
if D(i,j)~=O
%Continue looking for rightmost unmarked cell
j=j-1;
elseif D(i,j)==O
%Rightmost space has been found
B2=1;
end
%Account for the possibility of hitting left matrix wall
if j<1
j=1;
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
% If another fiber is encountered below the current
%location, the top of the pore has been achieved (and
%you are actually getting ready to jump over a fiber
%into the next pore), so end the overall while statement.
if D((i-1),j)>O
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
end
B2=0; % Reset B2 boolean
end
%Move from middle of pore down (decreasing row value) to find
%any blank spaces that may be located below the initial row
%the pore was discovered on.
i=spacer(1);
j=spacer(2);
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% Sweep left and right for pore area
while B3==0
% Go left until a fiber or the matrix boundary
% is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
% Move to the left
j=j-1;
% Once the left matrix wall is encountered,
% break out of loop.
if j<1
j=1;
break
end
end
j=j+1;
% Go right until a fiber or the matrix boundary
% is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
j=j+1;
end
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% Go down one row
j=j-1;
i=i-1;
% Check if lower matrix boundary has been encountered.
% If so, break while loop.
if i<1
B2=1;
B3=1;
end
% Find rightmost space so marking and counting can continue
while B2==0
if D(i,j)~=O
% Continue looking for rightmost unmarked cell
j=j-1;
elseif D(i,j)==O
% Rightmost space has been found
B2=1;
end
% Account for the possibility of hitting left matrix wall
if j<1
j=1;
B3=1;
B2=1;
end
% If another fiber is encountered above the current
% location, the bottom of the pore has been achieved (and
% you are actually getting ready to jump over a fiber
% into the next pore), so end the overall while statement.
if D((i+l),j)>O
B3=1;
B2=1;
end
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end
B2=0; %Reset B2 boolean
end
B3=0; % Reset B3 boolean
B1=0; % Reset B1 boolean
%Move to next void (top of loop)
end

%%%PART 2 --> Count from bottom left to bottom right

spacer=[1,1]; %Set to starting position of a void
B1=0; %Boolean 1 - terminates while loop of "upward pointing" voids
B2=0; %Boolean 2 - deals with backtracking over previously marked indices
B3=0; %Boolean 3 - terminates while loop of "downward pointing" voids
RIGHT=O; %O=continue routine, 1=routine finished (found all pores)

%%%

%This section starts at the bottom left region of the matrix (1,1) and
% moves right one column at a time until the first non-fiber space is
% encountered. Once a new pore isfound, the cells to the north are marked
% and counted until a fiber is encountered. The next column isthen marked and
% counted, and then the next, continuing on until the rightmost bound of the pore
% is enclosed - either by fibers or the matrix boundaries.

%The code then returns to the initial starting point of the pore (saved with
%the "spacer" variable) and moves to the left of the initial column to find any new
% blank cells to mark and count. As before, the code continues to probe the
% void space until the leftmost bound of the void is enclosed or the matrix
% boundary is encountered.

% At this point the code returns to the original starting point of the void
% and proceeds right column by column in row 1 until the next void is found. The process
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% is repeated until the upper boundary (x=spe) is encountered. The boolean RIGHT
% is then set equal to 1, and Part 2 is complete.
%%%

while RIGHT==O
i=1; % reset i
j=spacer(2); % reset j
% Search for next unmarked cell
while D(i,j)~=O
j=j+1;
% Once j moves beyond the limits of the matrix, Part 2
% is complete.
if j>spe
B1=1;
B3=1;
RIGHT=1;
break
end
spacer=[i,j];
end
% Start counting area of new wall pore
if j<spe
k=k+l;
Wp(k)=O;
end
% Move from left to right within pore (increasing column value)
% Sweep down and up for pore area
while B1==0
% Go down until a fiber or the matrix boundary
% is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
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% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
% Move down
i=i-1;
% Once the bottom matrix wall is encountered,
% break out of loop.
if i<1
i=1;
break
end
end

i=i+l;
% Go up until a fiber is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
% Move up
i=i+l;
if i>spe
i=spe;
break
end
end
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%Go right one column
i=i-1;
j=j+1;
% Make sure the right wall of the matrix has not been surpassed
if j>spe
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
% Find topmost space so marking and counting can continue
while B2==O
if D(i,j)~=0
% Continue looking for topmost unmarked cell
i=i-1;
elseif D(i,j)==O
% Topmost space has been found
B2=1;
end
% Account for the possibility of hitting bottom matrix wall
% and break loop
if i<1
i=1;
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
% If another fiber is encountered to
% the left, the top wall of the pore has been found (and
% you are actually getting ready to jump over a fiber
% into the next pore), so end the overall while statement.
if D(i,(j-1))>0
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
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end
B2=0; % Reset B2 boolean
end
% Move from middle of pore to the left (decreasing column value) to find
% any blank spaces that may be located before the initial column
%the pore was discovered in.
i=spacer(1);
j=spacer(2);
%Sweep down and up for pore area
while B3==0
%Go down until a fiber or the matrix boundary
% is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
%Move down
i=i-1;

%Once the bottom matrix wall is encountered,
% break out of loop.
if i<1
i=1;
break
end
end
i=i+l;

% Go up until a fiber isencountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
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while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+1;
end
% Move up
i=i+1;
if i>spe
i=spe;
break
end
end
% Go left one column
i=i-1;
j=j-1;
% Check if left matrix boundary has been encountered.
% If so, break while loop.
if j<1
B2=1;
B3=1;
end
% Find topmost space so marking and counting can continue
while B2==O
if D(i,j)~=0
% Continue looking for topmost unmarked cell
i=i-1;
elseif D(i,j)==O
% Topmost space has been found
B2=1;
end
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% Account for the possibility of hitting bottom matrix wall
% and break loop
if i<1
i=1;
B3=1;
B2=1;
end
% If another fiber is encountered to
%the right, the top wall of the pore has been found (and
%you are actually getting ready to jump over a fiber
% into the next pore), so end the overall while statement.
if D(i,(j+1))>0
B3=1;
B2=1;
end
end
B2=0; % Reset B2 boolean
end
B3=0; % Reset B3 boolean
B1=0; % Reset B1 boolean
end

%%% PART 3 --> Count from bottom right to top right

spacer=[1,spe]; % Set to starting position
B1=0; % Boolean 1 - terminates while loop of "upward pointing" voids
B2=0; % Boolean 2 - deals with backtracking over previously marked indices
B3=0; % Boolean 3 - terminates while loop of "downward pointing" voids
TOP=O; % O=continue routine, 1=routine finished (found all pores)

%%%
% This section starts at the right left region of the matrix (1,spe) and
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% moves up one row at a time until the first non-fiber space is
% encountered. Once a new pore is found, the cells to the left are marked
% and counted until a fiber is encountered. The next row is then marked and
% counted, and then the next, continuing on until the upper bound of the pore
% is enclosed - either by fibers or the matrix boundaries.

% The code then returns to the initial starting point of the pore (saved with
% the "spacer" variable) and moves below the initial row to find any new
% blank cells to mark and count. As before, the code continues to probe the
% void space until the lower bound of the void is enclosed or the matrix
% boundary is encountered.

% At this point the code returns to the original starting point of the void
% and proceeds up row by row in column spe until the next void is found. The process
% is repeated until the upper boundary (y=spe) is encountered. The boolean TOP
% is then set equal to 1, and Part 3 is complete.
%%%

while TOP==O
i=spacer(1); %reset i
j=spe; %reset j
% Search for next unmarked cell
while D(i,j)"=O
i=i+l;
% Once i moves beyond the limits of the matrix, Part 3
% is complete.
if i>spe
B1=1;
B3=1;
TOP=1;
break
end
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spacer=[i,j];
end
% Start counting area of new wall pore
if i<spe
k=k+l;
Wp(k)=O;
end
% Move from bottom of pore to top (increasing row value)
% Sweep right and left for pore area
while B1==0
% Go right until a fiber or the matrix boundary
% is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
% Move to the right
j=j+1;
% Once the right matrix wall is encountered,
% break out of loop.
if j>spe
j=spe;
break
end
end
j=j-1;
% Go left until a fiber is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
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while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
% Move to the left
j=j-1;
% Break loop once a fiber is encountered
end
% Go up one row

j=j+1;
i=i+l;
% Make sure the top of the matrix has not been surpassed
if i>spe
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
% Find leftmost space so marking and counting can continue
while B2==0
if D(i,j)~=0
% Continue looking for leftmost unmarked cell

j=j+1;
elseif D(i,j)==O
% Leftmost space has been found
B2=1;
end
% Account for the possibility of hitting right matrix wall
if j>spe
j=spe;
B1=1;
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B2=1;
end
% If another fiber is encountered below the current
% location, the top of the pore has been achieved (and
% you are actually getting ready to jump over a fiber
% into the next pore), so end the overall while statement.
if D((i-1),j)>0
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
end
B2=0; % Reset B2 boolean
end
% Move from middle of pore down (decreasing row value) to find
% any blank spaces that may be located below the initial row
% the pore was discovered on.
i=spacer(1);
j=spacer(2);
% Sweep right and left for pore area
while B3==O
% Go right until a fiber or the matrix boundary
% is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+1;
end
% Move to the right
j=j+1;
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% Once the right matrix wall is encountered,
% break out of loop.
if j>spe
j=spe;
break
end
end
% Go left one row
j=j-1;
% Go left until a fiber or the matrix boundary
% is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
j=j-1;
end
j=j+1;
% Go down one row
i=i-1;
% Check if lower matrix boundary has been encountered.
% If so, break while loop.
if i<1
B2=1;
B3=1;
end
% Find leftmost space so marking and counting can continue
while B2==0
if D(i,j)~=O
% Continue looking for leftmost unmarked cell
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j=j+1;
elseif D(i,j)==O
% Leftmost space has been found
B2=1;
end
% Account for the possibility of hitting right matrix wall
if j>spe
j=spe;
B3=1;
B2=1;
end
% If another fiber is encountered above the current
% location, the bottom of the pore has been achieved (and
% you are actually getting ready to jump over a fiber
% into the next pore), so end the overall while statement.
if D((i+1),j)>O
B3=1;
B2=1;
end
end
B2=0; % Reset B2 boolean
end
B3=0; % Reset B3 boolean
B1=0; % Reset B1 boolean
end

%%% PART 4 --> Count from top left to top right

spacer=[spe,1]; % Set to starting position of a void
B1=0; % Boolean 1 - terminates while loop of "upward pointing" voids
B2=0; % Boolean 2 - deals with backtracking over previously marked indices
B3=0; % Boolean 3 - terminates while loop of "downward pointing" voids
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RIGHT=O; %O=continue routine, 1=routine finished (found all pores)

%%%
% This section starts at the top left region of the matrix (1,1) and
% moves right one column at a time until the first non-fiber space is
% encountered. Once a new pore is found, the cells to the south are marked
% and counted until a fiber is encountered. The next column is then marked and
% counted, and then the next, continuing on until the rightmost bound of the pore
% is enclosed - either by fibers or the matrix boundaries.

% The code then returns to the initial starting point of the pore (saved with
% the "spacer" variable) and moves to the left of the initial column to find any new
% blank cells to mark and count. As before, the code continues to probe the
% void space until the leftmost bound of the void is enclosed or the matrix
% boundary is encountered.

% At this point the code returns to the original starting point of the void
% and proceeds right column by column in row 1 until the next void is found. The process
% is repeated until the upper boundary (x=spe) is encountered. The boolean RIGHT
% is then set equal to 1, and Part 4 is complete.
%%%

while RIGHT==O
i=spe; %reset i
j=spacer(2); %reset j
% Search for next unmarked cell
while D(i,j)~=O
j=j+1;
% Once j moves beyond the limits of the matrix, Part 4
% is complete.
if j>spe
B1=1;
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B3=1;
RIGHT=1;
break
end
spacer=[i,j];
end
% Start counting area of new wall pore
if j<spe
k=k+l;
Wp(k)=O;
end
% Move from left to right within pore (increasing column value)
%Sweep up and down for pore area
while B1==0
% Go up until a fiber or the matrix boundary
% is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
% Move up
i=i+l;
% Once the top matrix wall is encountered,
% break out of loop.
if i>spe
i=spe;
break
end
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end
i=i-1;
% Go down until a fiber is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
% Move down
i=i-1;
end
%Go right one column
i=i+l;
j=j+1;

% Make sure the right wall of the matrix has not been surpassed
ifj>spe
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
% Find bottommost space so marking and counting can continue
while B2==0
if D(i,j)~=0
% Continue looking for bottommost unmarked cell
i=i+l;
elseif D(i,j)==O
% Bottommost space has been found
B2=1;
end
% Account for the possibility of hitting top matrix wall
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% and break loop
if i>spe
i=spe;
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
% If another fiber is encountered to
% the left, the bottom wall of the pore has been found (and
% you are actually getting ready to jump over a fiber
% into the next pore), so end the overall while statement.
if D(i,(j-1))>O
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
end
B2=0; % Reset B2 boolean
end
% Move from middle of pore to the left (decreasing column value) to find
% any blank spaces that may be located before the initial column
%the pore was discovered in.
i=spacer(1);
j=spacer(2);
% Sweep up and down for pore area
while B3==O
% Go up until a fiber or the matrix boundary
% is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
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Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
% Move up
i=i+l;
% Once the top matrix wall is encountered,
% break out of loop.
if i>spe
i=spe;
break
end
end
i=i-1;
% Go down until a fiber is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-2;
Wp(k)=Wp(k)+l;
end
% Move down
i=i-1;
end
% Go left one column
i=i+l;
j=j-1;
% Check if left matrix boundary has been encountered.
% If so, break while loop.
if j<1
B2=1;
B3=1;
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end
% Find bottommost space so marking and counting can continue
while B2==O
if D(i,j)~=O
%Continue looking for bottommost unmarked cell
i=i+l;
elseif D(i,j)==O
% Bottommost space has been found
B2=1;
end
% Account for the possibility of hitting top matrix wall
% and break loop
if i>spe
i=spe;
B3=1;
B2=1;
end
% If another fiber is encountered to
% the right, the bottom wall of the pore has been found (and
% you are actually getting ready to jump over a fiber
% into the next pore), so end the overall while statement.
if D(i,(j+1))>O
B3=1;
B2=1;
end
end
B2=0; % Reset B2 boolean
end
B3=0; % Reset B3 boolean
B1=0; % Reset B1 boolean
end
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%%%
% Update graphical progress if graphs are turned "on"
%%%

if GraphTrigger==1
figure
surface(D)
end

%%%
% END WALL PORE LABELING AND COUNTING
%%%

%%%
% LABEL AND COUNT INNER PORES

% This section of code is the final labeling and counting of the
% fiber-populated matrix. Any indices in the matrix with a value of
% zero at this point are not fiber-populated spaces or wall pores.
% Therefore they will be labeled as inner pores.

% These spaces will be marked with a value of -1 to denote they are
% inner pores. Their individual areas are also counted and stored in
% the Inner Pore Vector (Ip). The length of Wp is the number of wall
% pores in the system.

% Starting at at the bottom left corner of the matrix (1,1), the code
% proceeds column by column for all rows looking for cells with a value of
% 0. Once one is found, the code sweeps column by column going up one row
% at a time until the entire pore is measured and labeled. Once the pore is
% completely identified, the code returns to the originial cell the pore where
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% the pore was first identified and continues looking for uncounted and unlabeled
% indices.

% The process is complete once cell (spe, spe) is reached, indicating all cells
% been labeled and counted.
%%%

% Initialize variables
i=1; % Initialize i - row (y) variable
j=1; % Initialize j - column (x) variable
spacer=[1,1]; % initialize spacer - acts as a placeholder once a new pore is found
B1=0; % Boolean 1 - terminates while loop of "upward pointing" voids
B2=0; % Boolean 2 - deals with backtracking over previously marked indices
B3=0; % Boolean 3 - terminates while loop of "downward pointing" voids
k=O; % Initialize Ip vector placeholder counter
Ip=O; % Ip = Inner pores: vector of individual areas of pores lining the wall of the box

% Begin inner pore analysis - process is complete once
% the analysis reaches the top right corner of the matrix.
while i<spe
% Find the next unlabeled inner pore.
% Start at row 1 and move column by column until an unlabeled
% cell is found (cell value = 0).
if D(i,j)==O
% Record initial position of pore
spacer=[i,j];
% Begin new pore in Ip vector
k=k+l;
% Initialize new pore
Ip(k)=O;
% Sweep left and right for pore area
while Bl==0
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% Go left until a fiber is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-1;
Ip(k)=lp(k)+l;
end
% Move to the left
j=j-1;
% Make sure the analysis does not continue
% beyond the bounds of the matrix
% (Superfluous, but added for robustness.)
if j<1
j=1;
break
end
end
% Move right (off of fiber space)
j=j+1;
% Go right until a fiber is encountered.
% Mark and count cells in the process.
while D(i,j)<=O
% Check if the space has been marked. If it
% has not, mark and count it.
if D(i,j)==O
D(i,j)=-1;
Ip(k)=lp(k)+l;
end
% Move to the right
j=j+1;
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% Make sure the analysis does not continue
% beyond the bounds of the matrix
% (Superfluous, but added for robustness.)
ifj>spe
j=spe;
break
end
end
% Move to the left (off of fiber cell)
j=j-1;
% Go up one row
i=i+l;
% Make sure the analysis does not continue
% beyond the bounds of the matrix
% (Superfluous, but added for robustness.)
if i>spe
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
% Find rightmost space so marking and counting can continue
while B2==O
if D(i,j)~=O
% Continue looking for rightmost unmarked cell
j=j-1;
elseif D(i,j)==O
% Rightmost space has been found
B2=1;
end
% Make sure the analysis does not continue
% beyond the bounds of the matrix
% (Superfluous, but added for robustness.)
if j<1
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j=1;

B1=1;
B2=1;
end
% If another fiber is encountered below the current
% location, the top of the pore has been achieved (and
% you are actually getting ready to jump over a fiber
% into the next pore), so end the overall while statement.
if D((i-1),j)>O
B1=1;
B2=1;
end
end
B2=0; % Reset B2 boolean
end
B1=0; % Reset B1 boolean
end

% Reset i,j positions to look for next pore
i=spacer(1); % Reset row
j=spacer(2); % Reset column

% If a pore is not found, go to the next column,
% or the next row if it hits the right wall of
% the matrix.
if D(i,j)~=O
j=j+1;
spacer=[i,j];
end
if j>spe
j=1;
i=i+l;
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spacer=[i,j];
end
end

%%%
% Update graphical progress if graphs are turned "on".
% This is the complete surface plot, with fibers, wall pores
% and inner pores all labeled.
%%%

if GraphTrigger==1
figure
surface(D)
end

%%%
% END INNER PORE LABELING AND COUNTING
%%%

%%%
% CHECK FOR CONSERVATION OF MASS (BOXES)
%%

% Verify the pore sums equal the void spaces
Checkl=sum(lp)+sum(Wp);
% Verify the void space and mass space equal the total matrix size
Check2=sum(l p)+sum(Wp)+sum(M DV);

% Display a message if on of the checks failed, alerting the user to
% inconsistency in the data and displaying the inconsistent values on
% the display window.
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ifCheckl"=Vs
disp('CHECK 1 FAILED!')
P
Check2
Vs
end

if Check2~=spe^2
disp('CHECK 2 FAILED!')
P
Check2
spe^2
end

%%%
% END MASS CONSERVATION CHECK
%%%

%%%
% DATA ANALYSIS
%%%

%%This analysis is a test to examine initial results, so comment
%%out once the code is confirmed to work. All of these calculations
%%will be performed later in Excel using exported data.
% Ep=Vs/spe^2; %Ep=Porosity fraction
% WPfrac=sum(Wp)/Vs
% Ipfrac=sum(lp)/Vs
% WpAve=mean(Wp)
% IpAve=mean(Ip)
% PoreAve=mean([Ip,Wp])
% WpStd=std(Wp)
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% IpStd=std(Ip)
% PoreStd=std([Ip,Wp])
% save my_data.out D -ASCII; %Output D matrix

%%%
% END DATA ANALYSIS
%%%
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A.4: "FiberModel" Sample Output
>> [D,P,n,T,eps,MDV,Wp,p]=FiberModel(15,3, .01)
D=
(not listed for space purposes)
P=
18.6496 30.7377

1.8534

61.9901 58.5136

1.3077

80.0599 84.6671

1.8766

46.1118 24.0066

1.9878

34.7961 88.8227

3.0390

9.6136 87.4912

2.4826

32.4835 78.8104

2.1271

35.3353

6.2242

3.0147

67.1566 38.7425

1.3239

51.0174 36.3341

1.4810

12.0287 51.2756

1.3665

18.3132 67.1791

0.6883

60.9593

4.1997

2.0281

90.3194 84.4490

2.6491

15.5666 32.2185

1.9755

n=
15
T=

3
eps =
0.0100
MDV =
Columns 1 through 7
2726

518

0

0

0

0

Columns 8 through 14
0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

Column 15
0
Wp =
Columns 1 through 15
3 231

17 102

82 144 56

10

3 493 265

2 3 744

Columns 16 through 19
268 104 23

17

Ip=
Columns 1 through 7
184

32

9

1126

278

109

704

Columns 8 through 14
33

3

224

18

1

69

2

Columns 15 through 21
7

21

2

257

2

2

17

3

1

1

1

Columns 22 through 28
2

246

1

Columns 29 through 35
1

362

1

160

1

28

2

25

1

24

Columns 36 through 42
47

47

28

Columns 43 through 44
1

6
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27

16

Graph 1 - line graph of fiber system
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Graph 2 - matrix surface plot, populated with fibers
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Graph 3 - matrix surface plot, populated with fibers and with wall pores identified
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Graph 4 - matrix surface plot, with fibers, wall pores, and inner pores identified and labeled
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Appendix B: Juvenile Bovine Chondrocyte Seeding
B.1: Use of Juvenile Bovine Chondrocytes in Electrospun Samples
The preliminary perfusion seeding experiments into electrospun templates were done with
Juvenile Bovine Chondrocytes (JBC) instead of HDF. JBC were obtained from Sonya Shortcroff of the
Brigham and Women's Hospital; Sonya was also an early collaborator in the project. JBC were seeded
using the same protocol listed in Chapter 6, with the exception that only one scaffold was seeded at a
time (instead of 3 in parallel). Cells were seeded at either passage 1, having obtained the cells
immediately after being harvesting from juvenile calves. Chondrocytes do not naturally replicate as the
host grows older; however, these cells replicated in approximately 1.9 days and were extremely active.
It was originally planned to use the electrospun constructs as scaffolds for cartilage engineering. As
mentioned previously, cartilage does not naturally regenerate in adults, making this an extremely
appealing application of electrospun tissue engineering scaffolds. However, difficulties in maintaining
the original chondrocyte phenotype to a fibroblastic phenotype resulted in the change from JBC to HDF,
which did not change phenotype. The phenotype change was noted due to rapid production of stringy
type I collagen in electrospun constructs instead of a spongy type II collagen, which is naturally found in
collagen. The change in phenotype and collagen type I production was noted by Giemsa staining; purple
stains indicate type I collagen, whereas type II collagen stains pink. The studies were still a success from
the standpoint of monitoring cell migration throughout the scaffold using histological cross-sectioning.
Using histology, the population of JBC within the scaffold were monitored over a period of 4 weeks,
eventually proving the capability of cells to migrate and proliferate within the internal structure of
electrospun scaffolds.
The scaffolds in this study were all PCL, electrospun from a parallel-plate apparatus at a weight
percent of 11% in 3:1 CHCI 3:CH 30H by volume. The average fiber diameter was approximately 2 [tm,
with a pore size of approximately 5.8 pm.
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B.2 JB-4 Embedding of Seeded Samples
In order to perform histological cross-sectioning on seeded scaffolds it is necessary to first
embed the samples in resin. Paraffin is typically used as the embedding media for tissue cross sections;
however, it lacks the mechanical strength to prevent shearing and/or crushing of the electrospun
template during sectioning. As a result, a stronger medium is required to cut accurate cross-sections of
seeded scaffolds. JB-4 embedding is an excellent choice due to its glassy nature, which limits sample
deformation. The technique involves the infiltration of glycol methacrylate monomer and initiator into
the substrate, followed by the addition of catalyst solution. The final product is a rigid, near-transparent
block of methacrylate polymer both surrounding and infiltrating the scaffold.
Samples for histology were immediately immersed in 0.2M sodium cacodylate buffer upon
removal from incubation in cell media. Following overnight immersion in buffer, immersion in 10%
formalin or formaldehyde/glutaraldehyde solution for 6 hours was used to fix cells.
A solution of 100 mL of JB-4 monomer (JB-4 Solution A) with 1.25 grams of Benzoyl Peroxide
(catalyst) was mixed together in light-free conditions at 40 C. This will hereafter be referred to as
"infiltration solution". Unless otherwise noted, infiltration solution was stored in darkness at 4°C to
prevent premature polymerization. After stirring for 1 hour, 2mm x 4mm cut samples were each placed
in 1 mL of 50% infiltration solution, 50% ethanol (by volume) in darkness at 40 C. This was done in a 24well plate wrapped in aluminum foil. The well plate was gently rocked on an oscillating table for 1 hour
to infiltrate solution into the samples and promote tissue dehydration. Samples were then placed in 1
mL of 75% infiltration solution, 25% ethanol under similar conditions (darkness, 40C, rocked 1 hour).
This was repeated again for 90% infiltration solution, 10% ethanol. Following the dehydration process,
samples were placed in 1 mL of pure infiltration solution and rocked at 40 C in darkness for 30 minutes.
Immersion in pure infiltration solution and rocking in darkness was repeated twice. After immersing the
sample in infiltration solution, 25 mL of infiltration was brought to room temperature for addition of the
catalyst. 1 mL of catalyst (JB-4 Solution B, or accelerant) was added to the infiltration solution (25 mL) at
room temperature and mixed thoroughly using a vortex mixer. This will be referred to as "embedding
solution". Embedding solution was added to the molds first in order to prevent trapping air bubbles
underneath the samples. 1.5 mL of embedding solution was added to each JB-4 mold (produced by
Polysciences, Inc.). Silicon molds only required 0.3 mL of embedding solution. Molds were kept at room
temperature to avoid condensation and bubble formation. Samples were added to the molds with
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forceps, taking care to orient the samples near the middle of mold thickness and adjacent to either the
top or bottom edge (for faster access to the sample during cutting). Polyscience, Inc. JB-4 molds were
then capped (silicon molds require no cap). Molds were placed in an unheated vacuum oven and held at
20 in Hg vacuum for 4-6 hours. If too much vacuum is imparted on the system, the embedding solution
will bubble and foam, creating irregular samples. Following the polymerization, some residual monomer
was present on the outside of the sample; this was removed by further polymerization in the oven at >
30 in Hg vacuum for an additional 4-6 hours. The additional time in the vacuum oven significantly
increased the sample rigidity, making the cutting process far easier.
It should be noted that the JB-4 polymerization reaction can be quite exothermic. Since PCL
melts at approximately 550 C,cross sections of embedded, unseeded PCL scaffolds were examined by
electron microscopy (Figure B.1) to determine thermal effects on the scaffolds. No visible damage was
visible, as individual fibers were distinguishable in the matrix with a similar structure to the as-spun mat
(Figure B.lb).

a)
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Figure B.1: a) Scanning Electron Microscope image of as-spun electrospun sample.
b-d) Cross-sectional SEM image of electrospun fibers embedded in JB-4 resin at
various magnification. Shearing in images c and d is from the cutting of the
sections above Tg (Tg, PCL' 550C).
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B.3 Juvenile Bovine Chondrocyte Depth Tracking
Histological sections revealed the JBC infiltration of the scaffold over a 4-week period. These
results are shown in Figure B.2. Quantitative results of Figure B.2 are displayed graphically in Figure B.3.

I

w ko .

Figure B.2: Juvenile Bovine Chondrocyte growth in electrospun PCL. Top image
represents 1 week post-seeding, bottom left image represents 2 weeks post-seeding,
and bottom right image represents 4 weeks post-seeding. Results are quantified
graphically in Figure B.3. Scaffold thickness is approximately 200 microns.
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Figure B.3: Quantitative Results of Scaffold Histology. Results
determined by counting the number of cells per cross-section. Density
at which complete coverage of cells occurs is denoted by the pink
square.

Based on the results of Figure B.2, JBC clearly have no trouble infiltrating the pore structure of
the electrospun PCL, despite an average cell diameter of "15 jim and a peak pore diameter just under 6
m. Whether the JBC cells within the scaffold migrate initially and then proliferate or proliferate and
migrate has yet to be seen. Of particular note is the purple staining of type I collagen on the surface of
the 4-week post-seeding scaffold. This indicates significant ECM (collagen type I) deposition on the
surface of the mat. Thick buildup of ECM was also noted internally at 6 weeks post-seeding by using
forceps to delaminate the scaffold. Long, stringy portions of ECM were visible to the human eye at 6
weeks post-seeding. The entire cell population died between 4 and 6 weeks post-seeding, however.
This was noted in 6 week post-seeding histology by the lack of live cells. Significant ECM was noted both
on internally and externally on the scaffold, leading to the conclusion that the ECM may have prevented
nutrients from entering the scaffold, effectively causing the cells to starve to death. Despite this, the 4week study was at the time 25% longer than most studies of electrospun samples, and was one of the
first studies to include thorough histology to determine cell penetration within the electrospun network.
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